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.. ·KICKING TO THE TOP Matt Prater is setting records with·his rugby-style kick. 
-SEE SPORTS, A 11 ' 
September 11, 2003 
. Catchy tun,es that 
stick in your brain. 
-SEE LIFESTVLES·,A8 
'. 
' ' 
Catri.pus construction un4er~ investigation) 
I ' ' • ' 
J 
. ) 
) 
) ' 
one bllilding's_ 
.woes may 
signal trouble . 
CHRISTINE DELLERT ' 
Senior Staff Writer 
Buildillgs constructed in the . 
~!~J9:~ ~:~ee:~ : ''You'~e talking . , , 
could undergo an . exterior b t • chaiJ;i-link. fence to keep peopl~ 
examination befqre the end of a OU maJOf out of cons.truction sites. 
the year,,said Richard Paractise, structu' ral I "Theymakeitlooklikesome-
director of the UCF Physical thing might happen," said Joey 
Plant. · d ' d. ' ··ti. Nobili, a senior business majo_r. · 
'· ·we. don't see an~that's , e1 e S ••• I, · S . Paradise says these fears are 
of great suspicion yet," he said. ' de11·be'rat_e _ , . unwarranted. ''.A lot Qf' people 
CREOL pipe breaks, see A2 
Loose brick and illissing con-
, crete ruscovered last year in the 
it '. Business Administration -I 
, Building could -prompt an inves-
tigation into the safety of other 
campus construction, UCF~offi-
.J . 
"But we want to be sure." . . were jumpiilg to concl_!lsiollf!. not 
In addition to loose brick, · · 1• [b · based on fact. I feel reasonably . 
engirieers found spots along the . neg 1gence y secure that the building is safe;" 
f~e of the. business building , the Com' pa·n y] 11 UCF's attorneys say that an , 
that should have been anchored - ' • Orlando-based masonry compa-
to the.building's concrete block · , . · ". ny; FAB Construction, was 
structure but were left . free- -PETER NEWMAN responsible for the building's 
cials say. 
Crewmen noticed cracks ill · 
the brick f~e of the 14-year~ 
standing. FACILliflES PLANNIN<i DIRECT0R brickwork. :rtie company closed 
UCFofficialsconsideredcon- in 1994, The project's general . 
> old business building in October, 
while working on its neighbor -
the · . new Busfuess 
Administration II Building. 
demning the building in April · contr~tor !.... a company listed as 
·because they said it posed a Aberthaw in UCF records - also 
safety hazard to faculty and -stu- ' Colle~ of . Business . . went out of business after the 
dents, according · to Physical Administ:uation. Two student building's · construction was · 
Plant e-mails sent t~ UCF repre- . computer iabs . in Business completed. 
sentatives. But after further· Administration I .w~r:e closed Paradise said . he did 'not The repairs are estimated to 
cost . more than $1 million, 
according to lJCF Physical Plant 
employ~s. · 
investigation, engb:i~rs opted to over the summer. · know which masonry company 
only close sections of the build- . The relocation was more for was hired for other campus con-
ing under repair. convenience than fpr safety; strudion projects in the 1980s. 
An ongoing investigation 
that "began in January revealed 
construction flaws dating back 
More' than 30 f~ulty mem- Paradise said. And · university' officials are 
bers were relocated from exteri- But some business . faculty unsure if similar flaws oould. be 
or -· offices . in Business and students question the safety found in o~her buildings._ "If you 
Administration I ~o ·the · new of a building with wooden tun- . asked me two years ago if there 
business building before the nels outside ·each of the first- was a problem [with the busi-
> tµ the building's masonry work · 
in 1989 and left UCF engineers 
questioning the quality of older 
con8tructibn on campus. 
summer term, sa.ld Bradley floor ~ntryways. to protect peo-
Braun, associate ·dean of the ple from falling bricks and ,a . _PLEASE SEE STRUCTU~L ON A6 
' t ~I 
.Get ready t() Iii~ 
) 
'1 . 
UCF :attempts a 
. time limit on 
tailgate activify 
I· BRANDON HARDIN 
StaffWriter , 
Fans for whorri football g-ames 
are an excuse to party in the 
parking lot outside the Citrus 
Bowl may get ' a shock at 
Saturday's KnigtJ.ts' home opener. 
People can still party. But, if 
UCF l;las its way; the fun will have -
a tiille limit. 
. "If necessary; clearing of lots 
will begin 30 minutes after 1kick-
off," warns an -e-mail sent 1 this 
week from the UCF Alumni 
. Association to thousands of grad-
uates; the s.ame message was 
relayed on campus·to members of 
student groups. "Patrons will be 
asked to go into the stadium to ." 
watch the g-ame or go to Tinker . 
· Prop0sed tailgate restrictions 
No kegs or mass quantities of alcohol. 
No c~uches or indoor furniture. 
No gas powe,red generators. 
No external speakers allowed that require an 
external power source. 
Vehicles, chairs and grills must be confined to 
one stall with no empty stalls between cars. 
·' 
Tents must be located directly in front of or 
back of the car, depending on driving lanes. 
No tents larger than 10 feet by 10feet. 
Clearing of lots will begin 30 minutes after 
kickoff. Patrons will be asked to go into. the 
stadium to watch the game or go to Tinker 
Field for further tailgating. If patrons refuse 
they will be asked to leave the property. 
Alcohol enforcement personnel will be 
present during all games to monitor 
underage drinking and possession of alcohol. ~ 
r 
Fiel!f. for further tailgating. If 'Fan Faire is· meant to give boost-
patrons refuse they will be asked: ers another reason to show up. 
to leave the property.'' "Corrie on · down fow hours 
The goal is not to kill the good early [and] have a great time," 
times but rather to make. the fun said Gert Garman," UCF's sports 
more formal by corralling 'it marketing director. But 8.fter kick-
Discouraged by woeful atten- off; go inside the stadium,: sbe , 
dance, the UCF sports marketing ·added . . 
department hopes to make a dif- ' · · It's'the "or else," however, that : 
· - ference with "Fan Faire," a free threatens'to put people off. 
-, event featuring food, music; Tailgi:tting- the treasured rit-
games 'and vendors in Tinker "\!al of cJrinking, eating and hang- . 
Field, the baseball park adjacent . ing out in the parking lots bef.ore 
to the: Citrus Bowl. The idea is and during the giinie--:- is for · 
that fans will ' be 11Ired in larger ry.any the mam attraction of a day 
numbers for what is essentially a of college football. As a , result, 
pre-g-ame rally; then cheer the some feel the new policy may keep 
team as its members march from students away on g-ame day. 
the baseball field into the football . .1 
· i;;tadium, _with the fans tr~. PLEASE SEE RENT ON Al 
. BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Tail_gate activities such as grilling outside at UCF football games will have-a time limit un,der a new policy • . , 
. ' 
REMEM~ERING 9/11 
Muslims to attend downtown · Sept 11. memorial , 
DANADELAPI 
. SeniorStaffWriter 
As the nation r.eflects on the 
events of Sept. 11, 2001, members of 
the , UCF Muslim Student 
Association and other community 
Muslims will join· a memorial cere-
mony at 8:30 a.IIL today· at Lake 
Eola Park in downtown Orlando. 
UCF student Lamiae Beroual, 
21, a member of the Muslim Student 
Association, hopes_ to inspire more_ 
unity and peace by her exampie in 
· attending the event. Beroual thinks 
it · is a good· idep\ .for students to 
a1;tend, regardless of religion. "The 
entire world mourned with America 
over the tragedy of Sept. 11 and 
that includes Muslims," she said. 
"Each minority should attend' this 
event beC{l.use we are all grieving 
the loss of life." ' · 
Asked if the-reaction was differ-
'ent for those of the Muslim faith, 
Beroual replied, "It touched us as 
much as aµyone else." 
Members of the Islamic Society 
of Central Florida plan to attend the 
memorial event as well, to show the 
ROB MELE~OEZ I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ~embers from the Islamic Society of Central Florida will join a Sept. 11 ~emorial today-at Lake Eola. .- PLEASE SEE MUSLIM. ON A7 
The rearot' 
the 14-
year-old 
Business 
Adminis-
tration I 
. Building is 
being 
rebuilt 
following 
discove{}' of 
extensive 
damage 
and 
On-campu~ housing 
loses drug tolerance 
I , 
.RANDY HARRIS 
Cont(ibuting Writer 
A new stance adopted by the Department of Housing 
and Residence Life could send violators of UCF's drug 
policy packing as soon as 48 hours after an offense. 
As. part of a new "zero tolerance" app.l;'Oach that 
tJecame effetitiv~ in the sun:uller of 2003, residents-
caugtJ.t violating UCF's "Golden Rule by possessing or 
using illegal or controlled substances will have their 
housing contract terminated and will be · permanently . 
removcil from campus. . . 
r- . The Golden Rule, published annually by the Office. of 
Student· Conduct, describes standards for students 
regarding their conduct in the UCF community; includ-
mg their rigtJ.ts and resp_onsibilities. · 
Citing an increase ·in the number of drug-related 
incidents in residence halls over the past few years, the 
Office of Student Conduct 'implemeJ;lted the zero-toler-
ance sanction as a result of numerous meetings with 
the Department of Housing and Rei>idence Life. _ 
"[The increase in drug use] was becoming trouble- . 
some and disruptive for 'students who didn't wa,nt to be 
, aroµnd drugs," said Christi Hartzler, director of 
Housing and Riesidence Life. · 
The incr~ase 'is consistent with the national average 
of drug-related · incidents ·among college campuses 
across -~he 'eountry; but significantly less when c0m-
pared to other Florida universities, such as FSU and 
UF.· 
_ The ·sanction ·impacts on~campus :i;esidents with 
contracts at the Lake Claire,_ Nike, Hercules, Apollo and 
Libra Communities. ·Because of a difference in leasing 
agreements, the zero-tolerance rule does n.ot apply to . 
· UCF Affiliated Ho;using residents living off-campus in 
th'e Pegasus Pointe or Pegasus Landing apartment 
complexes. ' 
. While t~e drug policy was always enforced to the 
fullest ~ent of UCF sanctions, a minor ·drug offense 
'Clid not necessarily result in contract termination 
before the change in disciplinary action, Hartzler said. 
That decision was left to the discretion of area coor-
dinators, who are full-time professional staff members 
responsible :for overseeing their respective communi-
ties. . ' 
"Before 'summer 2003, coordinators had an option in 
cer.tain cases to give an alternative sanction to contract 
termination on a first-time controlled-substance viola-
tion," sal.d Joe Paulick, assistant director of Housing 
and Residence Life. . , 
The area coordinators worked in conjunction with 
the Office of· Student Conduct to explore alternatjve .-
sanctions, options, that included warnings, education 
(drug-awareness classes), probation, suspension or 
~ulsion. 
' St:udents found · in violation of the zerO-tolerance 
rule will still undergo the Student Conduct Review . 
Prooess, an e:xt;ended hearingwhere allegations of stu:-
dent misconduct are addressed. The entire process 
usually takes anywhere. from 14 to 28 days before a 
final ct.ecision is reached. If student~ disagree with the 
. Conduct Review .Board's decision, they have the rigtJ.t 
to appeal t~ Craig E. Ullom, ~ssociate vice president of 
Campus Life. - · · · ' 
· Ln:coming students were ·notifjed of the policy at .; 
Orientati~n and flyers outlining UCF Housing's posi-
tion on drug use have been in nearly every residence 
hall on Ca.mpus. , 
The flyer, distributed by the Office of Student.Rights 
and · Responsibilities, also warns potential transgres-
. sors that violating the Golden Rule will reslilt in losing 
money they m_ay have already paid. 
PLEASE SEE UCF ON A4 
, ' 
j 
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Around Campus 
Flag installation delayed 
Due to demand from support-
ers, plans to install American 
flags in UCF classrooms have 
been put on hold. A date and time 
for the installation has not been 
set, but plans include allowing flag · 
proponents to witness a ceremo-
nial installation, according to 
UCF's Physical Plant. Fbt: more 
information call 407-823-5544. 
Segregation expert to speak 
DOes segregation still exist? 
Gary Or.field, co-director of the 
Civil Rights Project at Harvard 
University, will address 'this ques-
tion in a speech at 7 p,m. today in 
the Student Union's Pegasus 
Ballroom. As an authority on 
desegregation and the U.S. 
Supreme Court case ;Brown v. 
Board of Education, Orfield will be 
the opening speaker for UCF's 
2003-2004 "Connecting the UCF 
Community" common theme ini-
tiative, Admission to this event is 
free. 
For more information call John 
&hell, UCF's vice president of 
academic affairs, at 407-823-4197. 
Know how to switch/our major 
The process o choosmg or 
changing majors will be discussed 
at 3 p.m. Thursday in Room 185 of 
the Student Resource Center. Tips 
will be offered to help students 
make major decisions. Interest 
and personality type assessments 
can help students more accurate-
ly decide what ·field to pursue. 
Talk to the president 
UCF President Jolm Hitt and 
other campus administrators will 
entertain student questions from 
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tuesday 
in the Student Union's Key West 
Ballroom 218AB. Joining Hitt will 
be Provost Terry Hickey and Vice 
Presidents William Merck, Tum 
Huddleston and Dan Holsenbeck 
Library's September exhibits 
The UCF Library will exhibit 
the foll9wing collections during 
September: 
- "Promise to Prominence, 
Celebrating 40 Years: The 
Changing Face of UCF," by Dannie 
Helm, UCF Library Special 
Collections. 
- ''.Art at UCF," by Ellen 
Anderson, UCF Library Special 
Collections. 
- "Sports at UCF," by Cheryl 
Flesch, UCF Athletic Department. 
- "Theatre at UCF," by Becky 
Hammond, UCF Library Special 
Collections. 
- "University Ma.scot&,'.', by 
Carla Summers, UCF Library 
Special Collections. 
Meditate your cares away 
Participants can lear.n deep 
breathing techniques and guided 
imagery at meditation workshops 
at the Campus Wellness Center. 
The one-hour workshops are held 
at 11:30 a.m. Tuesdays and 
Thursdays and 1 4 p.m. 
Wednesdays in Room 111. For 
information call 407-823-5841. 
free food at Rec Center Saturday 
UCF Late Knights, a school-
sponsored party with live enter-
tainers and free food, happens . 
agafu 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. Saturday in 
the Recreation and Wellness 
Center. More than 2,000 students 
attended the last event. J,<br inf or-
mation call 407-823-6471. 
Gapupport group meets Monday 
In, Out and In Between - a 
group that · provides a environ-
ment for individuals to share their 
experiences, struggles and victo-
ries in being gay; lesbian, bisexual 
or transgender - meets at 11 
a.m. Monday. Megan Greene, a 
UCF Counseling Center special-
ist, and Andrew Blair, a 
Counseling Center psychologist, 
will host the meeting. Fbr informa-
tion call 407-823-2811. 
Let us know 
The Future wants to hear 
from you. If you have a club, 
organization or event and want 
your information to be consid-
ered for the Around Campus col-
umn, send an e-mail to edi-
tor@UCFnews.com. Deadlines 
are 5 p.m. Monday for the 
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m. 
Friday for the Monday edition. 
Solutions 
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Crossword on Page A 15 
Broken pipe leaves CREOL dry 
AMY CASSELL 
Contributing Writer 
A main water pipe near the 
CREOL Building burst on Friday; 
leaving the entire building without 
water for 24 hours and without 
drinkingwater for longer. 
Signs posted on various 
entrances to the CREOL building on 
Monday wained that water in the 
building was running but, as a pre-
caution, people were told not to con-
sume it until lab results due back 
later in the day could confirm the 
absence of contaminants. 
There are many reasons why the 
pipe may have burst, UCF Physical 
Plant Director Dick Paradise said. 
Anything from the age of the pipe to 
the chemistry of the soil acting 
against the joint of the pipe could 
-have been a factor. 
"It was a pretty big problem," 
Paradise said, adding that crews 
have been called in to replace the 
entire pipe surrounding the building. 
work or conduct research within the 
· building. The faculty and research 
staff perform experiments using 
· state-of-the-art lab equipment. 
The loss of water in the building 
on Friday affected .many experi-
ments being performed. Eric Van 
Stryland, manager of the CREOL 
Building, explained that water is a 
necessity for any experiments 
involving the use of lasers. 
''Water is needed to cool down 
the lasers while they are beipg 
used," Stryland said. Research 
, staffers were forced to walk over to 
the Engineering Building to get 
water for their experiments, signifi-
cantly slowing them down. When 
Stryland left the bu)lding around 7 
p.m. Friday; the use of water had not 
been restored. 
_ Another staff member in the 
CREOb Building, administrator 
Mark Wagenhauser, found the loss 
of water to be a problem as well. "It 
was an inconvenience beeause we 
had to walk over to the Engineering 
Building in order to use the bath-
room," he said. · 
People in the building were not 
allowed to drink the water in the 
building throughout .the weekend. 
official for UCF, said the lab test 
being performed on the drinking 
water probably was ·searching for 
bacterial logic. · 
In bacterial logic testing, a small 
sample of water is taken from the 
buil<Ung and sent to a lab. There it is 
incubated for two days. After the 
results come back and are deemed 
acceptable, another sample is sent 
and the same process is repeated. 
The test ensures there is no contam-
ination in the water. 
"There usually':is not a problem 
[with the water at all," Mammino 
stated, "but they have to run the 
' experiments becal.lse of the regula-
tions." 
The CREOL Building was . the 
only building on campus that experi-
enced loss of water. The water was 
restored in the building on Saturday 
morning, and the clearance to drink 
the water was given at about 2 p.m. 
Monday.• 
As far as the risk of other water 
pipes bursting around campus, ' 
Paradise and Physical Plant officials 
are not worried. 
ASHLEY ROBERTSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Repair crews will replace all water pipes surrounding the CREOL Building. 
CREOL, Which stands for Center 
for Research and Education of 
Optics and Lasers, is a graduate 
school for optical science and engi-
neering research. Thirty-nine facul-
ty membets, 39 research staff mem-
bers and 154 graduate students. 
Steve Mammino, former 
Environmental Health and Safety 
"If we see puddles lying around _ 
campus, of course we will investi-
gate it," he said. "But otherwise, it is 
not really something that we can 
worry abo~t." 
Rent-a-cops may sweep lots '' [ . 
- 9 J 
FROM Al 
"At the tailgate, I enjoy the game a lit-
tle more," Dino Gallina, a 23-year-old sen-
ior film major, said. "Yes, you can get in 
[to the game] for free, but once you get in 
. there, what are you going to eat? Drink? 
You have to pay for it. When I tailgate, I've 
got everything at my car." 
While he has entered the stadium on 
occasion, Gallina prefers to stay outside 
and listen to the games on the radio. He 
saitl he enjoys the atmosphere created by 
of a group of fans partying in the name of 
UCF football more than he does sitting 
inside the actual stadium, which he feels 
is restrictive and claustrophobic. 
"Fbotball games aren't the whole rea-
son people go," said Laura Schultz, a jun-. 
ior majoring in molecular .and Inicrobiol-
ogy. She goes inside to watch the games 
sometimes, but only after hanging out 
and tailgating with her friends. 
Dustin Radney; 23, a senior computer 
engineering major, w~lcomes the tailgate 
setting as a place to make friends. "It's a 
different environment to meet people, see 
people from other. schools;" he said. 
.. Djo'faje- Sfinic, -27, who is a'.lso a film 
major, agreed . . P~ple who aren't UCF 
students show up .to tailgate and add to 
the aura, he srud. Those people may get 
caught up in the enthlV:liasm and become 
UCF fans. "If you want fans, you can't put 
restrictions on tailgating," he said. 
Yet it's those non-students who are a 
cause for concern, Garman said. "Our 
students are not ·the problem," she said. 
The school is simply trying to eliminate 
outsiders who are only there to party, she 
added. 
Jon Critelli, a junior finance major, 
has no problem with that. "If you're there, 
you should go to the game," he said. 
Just who will enfOI'.Ce the new policy; 
however, is unclear. Lt. Frank Smith of 
Orlando Police, whose department 
polices events at the city-owned stadium, 
steered questions about tailgate restric-
tions back to UCF. Sgt. Troy Williamson 
of the UCF Police. Williamson said his 
department would have no involvement 
in ushering fans inside. 
That left Garman, who declined to be 
quoted about who would patrol the 
grounds, other than to say that tailgaters 
will be "strongty encouraged" to enter the , 
stadium or leave. 
Look for members of a private securi-
ty force to issue the actual "encourage-
ment," a source said. The Future could 
not learn how large that force will be, 
who will pay for it or how much it will 
cost. . . 
Fan Faire starts at 3 p.m., three hours 
before the 6 p.m. kickoff against the Owls 
of Florida Atlantic University, and ends 
right after halftime. Admission is free 
with a game ticket or valid· student ID. 
. Once inside the Tinker Field area, a stu-
dent ID also is good for discounts on food, 
soda and beer, said Dan Barrett of ISP 
Sports, the company that owns the mar-
keting rights to VCF sports and which is 
co-sponsoring the event. 
''We've done this in the past at Tinker 
Field on a smaller scale but wanted -to · 
make it more of a pregame entertam~ 
ment and something people will really ' 
enjoy coming out to," Barrett said. 
Fans, who will be given a wristband at 
the entrance, will have entry-and-exit 
privileges from Fan Faire until 5 p.m., 
when the stadium gates open. After that 
ti,me, no one who leaves the stadium or 
Fan Faire site will be allowed re-entry. 
Inside Fan Faire, a large video screen 
will .broadcast college football games . 
from elsewhere around the country. 
During the first half of the Knights' game, 
that board also will show the video dis-
play from inside the Citrus Bowl. The 
band Boxelder will 'Perform from 3:30 
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. At 4 p.m. the inaugural 
"Knight March" will take place, with the 
Marching Knights and UCF cheerleaders 
leading the football team from Tinker 
Field into the stadium. 
3:00 • Fan Faire Gates Open, 
3:3o - s:3o -boJleldet' 
4:00 • Knight March 
4 
3 
6:00 - Kickoff · Go Knights! '' 
Listen to & watch all the game · 
l!Clion on the jurn botron 
I 
Fan Faire events are scheduled for 
each of UCF's five home football games. 
The next one is Oct. 4, when UCF plays . 
Buffalo. 
Overall attendance at Knights' home 
games last year ranked ninth among the 
14 teams in- the Mid-American 
Conference. But the sports marketing 
department has evidence that the situa-
tion may be improving: more than 1,000 
freshmen signed up for Saturday's 
REMEMBE~NG 9/11 
linke r 
Field 
• Re-Entry to and from Fan Faire allowed 
with wristband from 3:00 • 5:00. 
• No ex.it & re-entry after Citrus Bowl 
gates open ( 1 hr prior to kickoff I 
• Access to and from Citrus Bowl via 
entrance on map 1· 
• Fan Faire will be open through halftime tor 
your enjoyment 
• Student discounts with UCF ID on soda, food, 
and beer (with Valid Drivers licensel 
"Freshman Frenzy'' promotion, which 
offers new students a free ride from cam-
pus to the game. Initially the department 
had lined up 10 buses for the promotion, 
but lined up another 10 to meet the 
demand, Garman said: 
Because of the swell in ·interest, no 
other buses will be offered to ferry no;n-
freshmen to Saturdays game. Rides to 
the remaining home games will be avail-
able, however. _._ 
Americans Struggle to move past events of Sept: 11 
DAVE MONTGOMERY 
Knight Ridder {KRTJ 
NEW YORK - Grief still lingers in the 
heart of Manhattan, evident in the flowers 
tucked into the , wire fence encircling 
Ground Zero, or in the hundreds of faded 
"missing' posters tbat still stretch across 
the wall of a nearby hospital. 
But out across the rest of the nation, 
with the approach of the second anniver-
sary of Sept. 11, Americans have shown 
signs of moving beyond that horrific day. 
They haven't fo:rgDtten - and they never 
will - but they have settled into a sem-
blance of normalcy; while at the same time, 
embracing the realities of r a frightening 
new age. 
The shadow of tetrorism has become a 
part of daily life. At the same time, 
Americans are preoccupied with nagging 
worries over the economy, rising g'asoline 
prices and health care. The patriotic fervor 
- that bonded the country in the immediate 
aftermath of the disaster has hardened 
and cooled. 
"The country still remains very patriot-
ic," says Carroll Doherty of the Pew 
Research Center in. Washington. "But the 
idea of rallying around the president and 
Patriot Act, which raced through Congress 
just after Sept. 11 to give the Justice 
Department more powers to combat ter-
rorists. It is now described by some 1as a 
threat to civil liberties, and even some 
Republican members of 'Congress, are 
working to eliininate a provision that lets 
the government secretly search a suspect's 
residence. , 
As Americans move further away from 
"the ho1Tific events of 9/11," says Laura W. 
Murphy; a Washington lawyer with the 
American Civil Liberties Union, they feel 
more comfortable about asking: "Did we go 
too far, too fast in the aftermath?" 
Murphy's ACLU is leading the chal~ 
lenge to the Patriot Act. "In my 25 years of 
being around Washington," she said, "I 
have never seen such a shift in public sen-
timent on a law." 
GARY DUNKIN I FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM 
A hole in a tarp allows people to look through the fence that surrounds the continuing construction at Ground Zero. 
At the same time, Americans have been 
permanently l'eprogrammed to hold the 
fear of terrorism just below the sUJiace, 
waiting for a trigger. 
national institutions the way people did in 
the fall of 2001, that's faded" 
After watching U.S. troops go into com-
bat in two theaters - Afghanistan and 
Iraq -Americans appear to be reordering 
their priorities. Several national polls have 
tracked a significant rise in the percentage 
of people who say that it is now more 
important for Bush to focus on the-econo-
my and jobs than on terrorism. 
The shift in public mood is also illus-
trated by intense questioning of the U.SA. 
Nationa1 secl:ll'.ity has come to define life 
in many ways. 
Travelers routinely; ~ not begrudgingly; 
take off their shoes and flash ID cards for 
PLEASE SEE FEELINGS ON A7 
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR· UP TO &o' MONTHS! 
' . . . ' -
INC~UDEs' All 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 2orH ANNIVERSARY GTI, . ' 
·· . . · . WOLFSBURG JETTAS ·AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER 
.· *l. 9% fino~cing ovoiloble through Volkswagen Bonk USA upon credit approval. Qffer goQd through 9 /ll/03 f • 
. " 
2004 TOUAREG .. 
1, ,. , 
GO TOPLESS. 
OVER 20 
IN stoCK 
. ' 
. GOES.·' . 
·ANYWHERE! , .. 
I 
~Leases are calculated ~ith $0 total down; ·lndudes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags:, title and lic~nse. Leasing W.A.C.· ~hru VWC . . Expir~s 9/31/03 
CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER 
We Con Assist You With: ~FIRST TIME ~COLLEGE-GRAD rs/' CREDIT 
. , BUYER " . PROGRAM. · PROBLEMS 
VW. CERllFIED ~/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANlY, All LIKE NEW - Pre--Ovmed AU. WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or l:.ease) 
'' Al;• *I* iT« ''--· 
V"• . II . ·~ 7 • WA·---,== 
. . 4175 S. HwY 17-92 :' 
M-.F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO F~EA WORLD (SANFORD) . 
....---- ----------------. 401-365-3300· .·, ;ERVICE.DEPTOPENSATURDA'(9 .~ 5 
" ~~/Around the nation ~~ 
. . 
D.C. school voucher bill . and United airlines and their 
;, 
Bush Criticizea for soantig postWar. cost: 
' ' 
passes House by one vote security contractors. 
. WASHINGTON - . The ."While it may be true that 
House of Representatives terrorists had not before delib-
approved the nation's first fed- erately flown planes into build"-
. erally-funded voucher program ings, . the airlines reasonably 
by a single vote Tuesday night. could foresee that crashes 
The program would · provide causing death and destruction 
$10 million in private school .on the· gro'und was a hazard 
tuition grants to at least .1,300 that would arise should. hijack-
D.C. children next year. . · ers take . control of an air-
The five-year pilot' program · plane," Hel).erstein said. 
won Qn a nearly party-line vote The judge rejected. an air- · 
· of 209 to .. 208, after angry com- . line industry argument that the 
plaints from Democrats about lawsuits should be thrown out 
the tactics of the House GOP because the airlines could not · 
majority. have predicted the events of 
House Republican leaders ··Sept. 11, 2001. 
scheduled the vote during a 
debate , among Democratic fosts of rebuild~ng Iraq expected 
presidential· ·candida_tes in to hurt domestic programs · 
Baltimore that several House WASHINGTON-. Prompted · 
members who oppose vouchers by President Bush's request , 
had plarined to attend. for an additional $87 billion to 
Republicans held open the fund the war ·in Iraq, some ,; 
vote for roughly 40 minutes in . economists and other policy· 
an effort to round up the votes ·analysts suggest that the costs .. 
. heeded to overcome' ap.ti- of war, the deficit and the tax 
voucher forces. They prevailed · cuts ·Could ;ma,ke if difficttlt to 
at last when Rep. Ernie pay for other. government serv-
Fletcher, R~Ky., cast a "yes''. ices in the years ahead. · 
· vote on the :µiea8ure, breaking · Rgbert-. Reis.chauer, former 
a 208 to 208 tie. director of the Congressional 
· Budget-, Office, said, ''.At some 
JONATHAN S. LANDAY 
Knight Rid~er (KRT) 
Gen. Richard B. 'Myers, chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, testi-
. fied two 'days . aiter Bush 
WASHINGTON - Democratic . announced he would. seek $87 bil- · 
senators charged . Tuesday that ·. lion for stabilizing and rebuilding 
President Bush's request for $87 Ir~ and Afghanistan. 
billion, most of it for Iraq, illus- The request and Bush's recent 
.trates how badly the administra- decision to seek a ~r U.N. role 
tion misju~ the costs of ~he in Iraq are seen as acknowledge-
war. . . ments of the difficqlties facing his 
' 'lb.e criticism wasn1t confined goal of transforming the former 
to Democrats~ Sen. John ¥cCain, . dictatorship into a model democ-
R-Ariz,, accused the administra- racy. · 
tio.il of failing to "anticipate the Loyalists to Saddam Hussein, 
size of the challenge we would foreign Islamic .extremists and 
face" and deploying too few angry Iraqis are staging guerrilla 
troops. · atta¢ks and bombings that are · 
Other Republicans, ·vv:hile impeding political and economic 
.defending · t.~e ad.J.µinistration, reconstruction and fueling dis-
expressed concerns about a deci- content with the U.S. occupation. 
si<;m extending the tours of some Mest of tµe money Bush is 
20,000 Army National Guardsmen Sf:leking - $51 · bi!Uon - would 
and reservists deployed in and support U.S. military operations 
around Ir~ froin six months ~o . in Iraq. Another,$20 _biUion would.· 
o~e year. go to reconstructiOn, including 
,The decision is 8.imed at eas~ $5..5 billion for traiiiing a new 
ingthe serious strains.the regular · liaqi anny, police force, border 1 
"Ymy is ~uffering from the oceu- _ securitY. force and civilian defense 
patiop. of Iraq, operations iI). corps.·, 
Afghanistan and other overseas , Myers and Wolfowitz said con-
missions. ditions ·would improve as Iraqis 
U.S.seekS to isolate.France . point, policy-makers. are going 
as it sells new Iraq plan" . -to say, 'Our priorities 'have 
While Congress is expected to . assumed more responsibility for 
approve Bush's request for more_ sectirity. There ·are now 55;000 
money for. Iraq, the lawmakers'. · Iraqi security personne~ working 
criticisms at a Senate Ai-med with the U.S.-led coalition. . JOE BURBANK I ORLANDO.SENTINEL 
WASHINGTON - To press · shifted. We need' ·to spend 
its new Iraq initiative, .the money on Iraq and the war on 
United States is crafting a terror. Therefore, we have to 
strategy to .isolate France and give up something else - be 
entice other countries to com- that low taxes or ·social' spend-
mit new troops and funds by . ing or the environment."' 
offering them the prospect of With the deficit nearing half 
an active role fu the transition a trillion doUars, an~ysts say 
and during the period after the the government's need to bor-
United States returns political . row couldr begin to crowd out 
control to Iraqis, according to corporate borrowers, dacipen~ 
· · Services Committee hearing indi- · Wolfowitz ·defended the 
· .qatoo 'growing'discomfort among Pentagon's postwar plaruiing, 
their constituents over the eosts saying ~·no one said . we would· 
of the occupation. . know anything other than this 
''When will we know we have would be very bloody, it could be 
succeeded and no longer need to very long and by implication, it 
support Iraq financially and. mill- could be very expensive." 
In front'of a backdrop of black-and-white photos, President George W. ~ush announces a new 
nationwide public-private education' initiative Sept. 9. at a Jacksonville elementary school. 
officials. ing economic growth. · 
·U.S. officials are engaged in Meanwhile, the president's 
·' behind~the-scenes discui;sfons tax cuts will continue to ·deny 
with tJ.N. Security Council the Treasury revenue unless 
members as well ~ potential the , economy booms. The 
donor countries about taking . Center on Budget and Policy 
charge of one or more of 14 Priorities estimates a loss this 
critical areas for reconstruc- year and next of $500 billion. 
tion. ''We're. telling them that 
this is not' just apout writing ·Recordin[industry 
c~ecks or sending troops, but sues 261 file sharers 
. tarilY'? American families want to · He said the .U.S.-led military 
knbw '. that," . Sen. Edward . andcivilianauthoritie~weremak­
~ehnedy, D-Mass., to~d Deputy ing major strid~s in rebuilding 
Defense Secretary Paul Iraq and rooting out gueITillas 
Wolfowitz. . who have killed 69' U.S. soldiers 
I Wolfowitz, a leading advocate since Bush declared an end. to 
f?r invading Iraq, and Air Fbrce · . major combat operations May 1. . 
FROM_Al 
. Congressional approv3.l of the 
new money for Iraq would "send 
tlie message to the world, espe-
cially our enemies, that we have 
the. . staymg ·power to finish ·· the 
job," Wolfowi,tz said. 
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., the 
Armed Services Committee's Sen-
ior Democrat? ' . noted that 
Lawrence Lindsey, a forme:r top 
\Vhite House economic adviser, 
drew condemnation from other 
. ' "' 
adn:iillistration officials a year 8go 
when he projected the co~s of the , 
war at $100 billion to $200 billion. 
'We are already in the' upper 
reaches of that estimate ior the 
first. tWo years of a long C<?minit-: 
ment," Levin-said. "Mr. Wolfowitz, · 
you, yourself, told Cougress .ini . 
·March that 'We ai:e dealingwj.tP. a,; 
country that can really finance its• 1' 
own reconstruction and relatively• 
soon.' Talk about rosy scenarios." 
' . 
about haVing a stake in Iraq so PHILADELPHIA · - The 
their government.agencies and recording i.I).dustry sued 261 
humanitarian groups are music fans in U.S. federal 
involved in a sec~or when a courts yesterday, accusing 
new sovereign gqvernment is each of illegally downloading 
in power in Iraq. It's a way to and sharing music. 
get :i,n on the ground floor," said The civil lawsuits could' , 
a U.S. official who requested . eventually number in the thou-
anonymity. · sands, said the Recording 
According to .Paulick, most 
incidents ·are discovered by res-
ident assistants (Ms), housing 
employees assigned to sp.ecific 
buildings held responsible for 
assisting residents 8.1).d enforc-
ing housing and UCF policies. 
RA'S often find themselves in 
the difficult position of implicat-
ing re.sidents they may have 
become friendly with over the 
Topless Coeds Couse Problems in Dorm Room! 
Administration officials are Industry · Association of 
· counting on tWo international America. 
forums to jumP:-start the. new - The RIAA issued about 
U.S. strategy: the opening ses- . l,600 subpoenafi to universit~es 
sien of the\.' U.N. General an:d Internet .:;;ervice providers, 
Assembly Sept. 22 to 26 and an demanding· that they identify 
interriation3J donors' confer- those allegedly shai;ing copy-
, ence in Madrid, Spain, Oct. 23 righted music. 1 
. to 24. · · It blames the trading of 
pirated music files for the 
~ourt says some victims . industry's declining sales, to 
of terror attacks can sue · the tune of a 31 percent decifue 
course·of the year. I 
Junior Sara Marti, an RA in 
the Lake Clµjre communit:% 
prepares for the day when she 
'will be faced with-such a dilem-
ma. . 
Don't go Topless! 
Lt,ptops Under $500 
When your dorm room is.emply and 
you're the first roommate to move in, 
The . · Sept. 11 terrorist in sales of compact discs in the 
. , attacks could ·have been fore- last three years: It is also 
'J seeJ:!. by _the a.ii-line industry, a aware of the pitfalls ¢ suing its 
"No matter how great of 
friends I am with my residents, 
there's a policy to defend and a 
protocol to follow. I gotta do my 
job," Marti said. , . 
Contract termination could. 
prove espec~ally devastap.ng, to 
residents dependent upon the 
financial support of their f~­
lies. A majority of students liV-
all is comfortable. Bilt then, the topless 
roommate arrives. A~er· moving in ,, .. · 
clothes, setting up the Stereo System, 
there's no room for the desl<fop comput-
er. The solution is lextel's Affordable, 
off-lease, Fortune 500 laptop systems. 
' ' 
I federal judge said Tuesday. · potential. customers. 
The ruling l?Y· U.S. ,District RIAA president Cary An off-lease laptop is the solution for tight 
. Court Judge Alvin Hellerstein Sherman said in a · statement, 
of Manhattan allows Sept. 11 "~en your pr_oduct is beillg · 
victims, as well·as the families · regiilarly stolen, there comes a 
of the deceased, to · continue time ·when you have to take 
their sajts against AIIlerican· appropriate action." · 
. ing on-canipus have their hous-
ing paid for by paxents and 
would be unable to afford the 
cost. of ·renting an apartment 
off-campus if e~elled. , 
' dorm rooms. It also is great to thr0w in 
· · your backpack for use in the tibmry, class-
room or any study area l1NO'( fr~ dis-
tracting dorm noise an<J behavior. . 
' e··. A chance for UCF students to meet With EMPLOYERS 
. 
readintJ Stul(ents In Tne 
'Rig/it 'Direct ion! 
tq discuss care~r. and employment opporhmities 
. ' ' . .! 
A list' of e~ploye~s is posted on the CR~~s· website: · 
. . www.crc.ucf.edu · · , , 
.. ' 
. ' 
' 
I: ' 
PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE REQUIRED. 
F "·11 , . a ,·· .· 
.. 
' . 
Tuesday; September 16, 2003 
. ' 
10:00 AM - 3 1': ·100 PM' 
At the UCF Arena 
· Sponsored ·by the Career Resource Center 
Career Resource Center 
Unit of Academic Development and Ret.enti~n 
D,ivision of Student D evelopment and Enrollment Services 
•\ . 
" 
' 
· Our Laptops Are Derwered: 
. ' 
1 Cpmpletely Cleaned & refurbished · 
2 ln~luding a 3 Month Warmnly · 
3 Wrth Operating Syste~ & Open Offlce 
. Software l~alled. · ' 
4 Wrth Return5 honored up to 7 days 
from receipt. · 1 
Vi.sit.our web-site ant! learn 
more about this affordtible 
~· alterntitive. . 
http:/ /Jextel.affordobletomputers.com 
0 Special Padctiged Offerings" lot 
. just $499, while supplies last! · 
·or Call us at 866-304-8136· 
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S.HORT TERM LEASES 
. . . 
·NOW 'AVAILABLE! . 
, I . 
CHECK OUT OUR AWESOME AMENITIES 
. ' 
. I 
• Fully Furnished 2, 3 & 4 · ·.· 
~ • I - ' 
• Tennis Courts 
' ' I 
. . Bedroom Apartments 
. '· 
; ~ Individual Leases 
: ·• Private Baths* ) · . · 
' ' 
· · • Resort ·Style Pool!! 
· • ·covered Basketball 
I ' 
· Pavilion & Full .Size Court 
• Covered Parking ... 
• .Movie Theatre &· 
· Conference Room 
· . . . . . . • Sparkling Spa · 
· 1184 l Jefferson Commo_ns Cir. • Utilities ln~luded in ·Rent 
Orlando, f.L. 32826 . : · . F E h, ·• E · 
· 401.382.41.14. · • ree t erne~ 10 very 
Bedroom· 
> ' 
·,···Computer Labs · 
• Free Tanning Bed 
· ·• Sand Volleyball Court 
I . . 
· •,BBQ-I Picnic PaviliQn 
· • 3 HB,O's, .ESPN ... an~ · · 
Disney 
*Restrictions Apply 
• • 
• , I 
Petition pick-ups: Sept. ·s ·- Sept. 17 9·:00am - S:OOpm 
• 
. ·, Declaration Qf Candidacy - Sept. 15 ~ Sept ... 17 9:00am - S:QOpm 
Senate Election - · Sept 29 - Oct,. 1 9:00am - 'S:OOpm 
. ' . 
· Run-off Elections - Oct. 4 - O.ct._ 6 9:00am - S:~Opm . 
I 
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Stru.ctural niaterial. found. to-be flawed 
FROM Al 
ness buildlng'.], I would have said 
'no,"' Par;:tdise said. 
This year's tight budget also 
has ·some UCF offi'cials nervous. 
Finding the money to fund the 
repairs and the building investi-
gations could be difficult after 
Florida lawmakers in May 
refused state .universities' pleas 
to increase their funding, admin-
istrators say. 
UCf sought outside legal 
advice in March to find out who 
is financially responsible for the 
repairs, but local attorney 
Robert Crabill says the investi-
gation is ongoing. "It's kind of 
complicated," he said. "Wfi 
haven't exactly determined who 
would be liable." 
~usiness administrators , say 
they ear that education funds 
may be~sed for the b~ding's · 
. repairs. Money from the College 
of Business Administration has 
already b~n spent on the repair 
project, Braun said. ','This is 
money that should be used for 
o:ther things." . : · 
Paradise said thttt all the 
funds would come from the UCF. 
"The ulliversity has taken the 
position that we have to do this," 
he said. 
Radar testing on the 170,000-
square-foot business building in 
February showed that exterior 
walls on the south and west face 
· did not have the required num-
ber of metal hooks holding the 
brick to the building, according 
to an e-mail from 'Tuny Mamone, 
a Physical Plant engineer, which 
was sent to UCF representa-
tives. ' 
"The major problem ~as that . 
the brick was not attached cor-
rectly," ·· Mamone said. There 
were far fewer brick ties than 
there were supposed to be, he 
added. 
In April, engineers discov-
ered that iron braces required to 
secure the wall to the cast con-
crete beam ·had not been 
installed on the south wall. 
Without these anchors, areas of 
_the building's walls were left 
free-standing. · 
Workers found hollow 
c6lumns of block in the exterior 
walls that should have been 
filled with concrete: The con-
, JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Makeshift tunnels function as a safety net' to prevent injuries from cqnstruction debris. · 
crete-filled blocks are under- The school later took legal 
neath the layer of brick and pro- action against the construction 
vi.de · stability to the building's company and a judge sentenced 
walls. a 'coupl\3 of the company's 
Brick was removed from the employees to jail, Chait added. 
building's southeast wing in the While unfortunate, these situ-
spring. Workers are expected to 1 ations are not unusual, Paradise . 
resurf,ace the four-stor.y build- \ said. · 
ing, making repairs· to the block· . Peter Newman, director of 
and fi.l.lip,g in concrete as needed. UCF Facilities Planning, blames 
These repairs should be fin- contractors for the flaws found 
ished by December · 2004, in the masonry and construction 
Physical Plant representativeg of.the business building. "You're 
said. talking about major structural 
About five years agu, simi.l~· defocts: . .it's ·deliberate negli-
constrilction flaws were disc6v- · gence [by the company]." 
ered in the tallest building at the But business school adminis- 1 
University of Massachusetts trators say they would rather 
Boston. The brickwork was com- rely on better university supervi-
ing away from the 11-story sion. 
Healey Library, said ' Stephan Campus policy now requires 
Chait, assistant vice chancellor two UCF employees to oversee 
for administration and finance new construction and document 
at the University of the safety of each structure, s:iid 
Massachusetts at Boston. Braun, the . associate dean. , 
"There ·was a problem during "Projects completed in the past 
the construction in the late seven years are safe because 
1960s," he said. people have been watching." 
. ·' 
PEGASUS P.OINTE 
· UCF AFFILIATED HOUSING 
2635 College ~night Court • Orla~do, FL 32e26 
' 1-888-999-15'80 
ti' 2 sw4runing pools . ti' ·cosponsored univ. activities 
V 2 basketball courts V planned social cale.ndar 
, · v 2 sand volleyball courts v all utilities 1n~lude9,* 
ti' hot tub V fully furnished rooms. 
ti' indoor fitness center ti' washer & dryers 
V student serviCes center with ti' cable TV 
\ 
state-of-the-art computers ti' free Ethernet & local phone 
' ti' · game room V , alarm systeip.s 
V media lounge V VCF direct shuttle 
College Park Lifeworks Staff and'Se-,lvices On-Site! 
PEGASUS LANDING 
UCF .A,FFILIATED HOUSING 
12440 Golden Knight Circle • Orlando, FL 32817 
.. 
· 1 ~888-999-6955 
' l 
. ..,, 3 game Rooms v cosponsored univ, activities 
·V' 3 pools and fitness .centers t( fully furnished 
V' 3 tennis coorts V' private bathrooms 
V' 3 basketball courts t/ all uti]jties included* 
i• ii' 3 sand volleyb<;ill courts V' washer & dryers '). ,, 
ti' UCF dfrect shuttle v cable TV with HBO l, 2, 3 . 
v tanning beds v free Ethemet & local phone 
ti' academic -advising on-site ' ti' alarm systems 
UCF Residence Life Staff and Services On-~;pi! 
,. 
Visit Us.For A tour or A·pply On-Line Wffw.collegepark.oflg/ucf 
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~ Feelings still run ·deep 
FR/JM A2 9/11', it's still a big hurdle." 
Plaques and memorials dot 
the 49,000 screeners posted at the cityscape across Manhattan, 
tile nation's airports. Every where nearly 2,800 .died·in the 
') American -has become accus- attacks on the World Trade 
tomed to life in a world of color- Center. · 
cod'3d terror alerts; monitored by At Ground Zero,. the sounds 
a 7-month-old bureaucracy er& of jackhanuners and buzz saws · 
.> ated solely to fend off terrorism: · mingie with other urban noises 
the 170,000-efllployee Homeland as workers toil in the excavation 
Security Department. site that extends six stories 
• ) 
· "If anything, we feel a little below ground. The wir&enelosed 
more exposed," said Sal Espino, site,' bedecked with flags, flowers 
35, a Fbrt Worth, Texas, attorney and placards bearing the victims' 
who now routinely scans crowds names, draws throngs of tourists· 
. for anyone suspicious. 'Tm each day, though in. fewer num-
always looking for something bers than during ·the months 
unusual. You might say. I'm a lit- immediately after Sept 11. 
tle bit paranofa." , '· A few miles away,· hundreds 
Those directly affected by the. of fading "missing" posters still 
tragedy, the thousands who were ·adorn the brick wall of St. 
!-njurect or who lost loved ones, , · . Vincent Hospital, held up by 
have followed divergent paths weathered, peeling tape. "Have 
siiice the tragedy. Some have you seen my daddy," pleads one: ' 
found new direction in volunteer The groundswell of unity that 
work; otl;lers are struggling to brought New Yorkers together 
cope and are unable to contain has _tapered off, supplanted by 
their emotions as they prepare . the grittiness of everyd;:i.y life in 
for the second anniversa'.ry. , the-nation's biggest city. 
Nikki Stern, a New Yorker Fire fignters, who with'police 
} whose executive husband was · and paramedics were hailed as 
on the 94th floor of the north the heroes of Sept. 11, are 
tower, concedes "that most angered by budget cuts that have 
Americans · are putting Sept. 11 forced t}J.e closure of six fire sta-
) behind them, sometinies to the · tions, eliminated jobs and 
pqint of sb,owingimpatiencewith nudged nearly 1,000 departmr:int 
those whq still grieve. But for veterans into retirement. 
· many whose lives were ,scarred , "Morale is very low, probably 
. by the tragedy, she.says, the pain at an all-time low," said Stephen . 
is still fresh. · Cassidy, president of New York 
''It's like yesterday. You never City's Unifonned Fire fighters 
9 forget it," she saj.d. "It gets small- Association. "Ifs devastating." 
er, but ,it. takes a long time to get Firehouses openly display 
.smaller. I could.fall in love with their anger at city ·hall with 
.someone t~morrow, and I will posters showing a fire hose tied 
l • always feel the pain of losing in a noose, declaring, "Budget 
. someone dear to me." cuts are suicide." 
In some ways, America's Seemingiy every company 
, ) emergence 'from the disaster is throughout Manhattan displays 
like a series of concentric circles. a memorial to fallen epmrades. 
' I1'e<Hctably, those furthest away '.'Our brothers will never be· for-
have been· a:ble' to distance them- gotten," proc11llins a plaque at 
selves; but at the points of impact · Manhattan's Ladder Co. 5, wbich: 
- New York, Peniisylvania, the lost 11 members. EVery few da;Ys, 
Pentagon - 'feelings still run women in t:P,e neighborhood 
deep. . . ·bring fresh flowers to place 
"Life hasn't resumed to a new underneath the memorial. ' 
nonnalcy .for them," said Capt. Frank Coughlin; a 24-
Dougias A. MacMillan, founder year ,veteran who plans to retire 
and chief executive officer o~ th~ soon, Eiaid that the station house 
i> · Todd A ;Beamer Fbundation, has moved beyond Sept. 11 ibut 
n~edforthepassengl:irwholed that the anguish hasn't disaP-
a revolt against the hijackers peared: "It'sjustdroppedd,o~a 
over Pennsylvania. "Fbr those few levels," he · said,· "but it's 
who were directly affected by there in everybody's soul." 
'I 
America's most-visited 
national memorials 
In Washington, D.(. . 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial 
Korean War Veterans Memorial 
Lyndon Baines Johnson Memorial Grove 
Thoma~ Jefferson Memoria( 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Outside W.ashington, D.C. 
Jefferson National Expansion Memorial, 
St. Louis, Mo. (Including the Gateway Arch) 
Lincoln Boyhood Home, Lincoln City, Ind. 
Mount Rushmore, Blacli Hills, S.D. · 
Muslim students hope Jor unity, peace 
• FROM A 1 bers greater solidarity with fellow 
Americans. ' "We (the Muslim 
center's contiiiued support'.for the . community) want people to know 
nation and the con;ununity. we stand united with them as 
Areej Zufari, communications one, :rather than separate," 
director of the Islamic Society of Zufari said. 'We are now even 
Central Florida, is one of more more committed to America's 
than 100 ISCF members attend- concepts of liberty and justice for 
ing the memorial. ·w~ want to all." 
join our fellow Central Floridians . . Although Will play no formal 
in . action by standirtg together role at today's event, Zufari will 
'united, as one," Zufari said. serve as a keynote speaker at the 
· sine~ the Sept. 11 tragedy anti· 
how things have changed in the 
past .two year~. "This is a time to 
come together," Zutari said. 
"Orlando · Remembers" also 
will in~lude performances by the 
Orlando Philharmonic Orchestra 
and' the Edgewater High School 
. Murrah Federal Building, Oklahoma City 
· USS Arizona Memorial; Pearl Harbor 
Since Sept. · 11, the Muslim American .Legion and American 
_ community has been criticized · Veterans memorial i;m Saturday. 
and blamed, although the terror- · . Zufari's-speech for "Patriot Day'' 
ist attacks only brought its mem- focuses on the feelings of Muslims 
. Concert Choir. Orlando Mayor 
Buddy Dyer and 01'ange County · 
Chairman Rich Crotty are sched-
uled· to narrate James Beckel's 
"Liberty for All," which iri.9orpo-
rates pieces of the Declaration of 
Independence and several quotes 
from past American presidents. " 
Going to ~he UCF Football Game? 
'· 
UNDER2l?. BEWARE 
Fla. Stat. 562.111 makes it a crime for a person under the age of 
· · 21 to.possess alcohol. It is not a defense to the crime that you 
merely held a container of al~ohol but did not drink from it. 
You can be arrested for this offense, and this crime is punishable .by: 
• Up to 60 days in jail & a fine of up to $500 (first offense)'° · 
•Up to 01;e year in jail & a fine of up to $1,000 (second offense) . . , 
If · you are not arrested, ·but instead are issued a notiee 
to appear by law enforcement telling you that you have 
been charged w_ith a violation of Fla. Stat. 562.111, you 
may · also have · been given the opportunity to resolve 
your case without go~ng to court by filling out the 
back of the n@tice to. appear. and pleading no contest. 
Keep in mind that if you resolve this matter by pleading no' 
contest and paying the amount on the back of the charging 
document, you have in effect entered a written p}ea .. of no 
· contest to the crime and .received ·a sentence of a withhold 
. of adjudication, a fine, plus court costs. T.herefore~ if you 
plead no contest, pay the fines and court costs and you are 
subsequently asked if you have ever entered a plea of guilty 
or 'no conte~t to a crime, ypur answer will have to be YES. 
STUDENT 
l'..EGAL . 
SERVICES 
~ 
I I I I I 
Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit Student 
Resource Center room 155 Monday - Friday 8am-5pm. 
Funded by Activity & Service Fee through the Student 
Government Association 
. 
• 
• 
• ·ND Shots 
' , 
No Drill : 
No Pain 
Newest ·1echnology 
· { Bioloser · Water Lase Ii) 
I 
• 
. ' 
~----------------------------------------~ I 
i 850 Off 
I I ' I 
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Dr. Charles Arias~ D.D.S. 
316 N. Alafaya Trail, Suite 70 l 
407-382-6122 
Stock up onUCF gear .. ·, 
at ·either store before the game 
.. 
' 
· or at the CB&S tent at the . ' 
Citrus BoWI (Jllst outSide the 
entrance to Tillker Field) 
-
'. 
. stadld"' . I 
I' 
·BO'O.KS ··TORE 
' . )la.. 
.wsouth St * 
Citrus· Bowlf..)1 
SHOP OFF .G1*r:Mf US" AND SAVE! 
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DANADELAPI 
Senior Staff Writer 
Ninety-eight percent of people have 
experienced it. Women are usually more 
frustrated by it than men. Musicians 
experience it more frequently. Some feel 
the need to find another one in order to 
get rid of the first. 
What is this rampant phenomenon?· 
No, it's not the aftermath of a, troubled 
relationship. It's the song that keeps 
,. playing over and over in the mind. 
University · of Cincinnati marketing 
. professor James J. Kellaris has been 
conducting .an ongoing study of the 
stuck-song phenomenon, which he has 
labeled "earworms." These inner tunes 
have long plagued unsuspecting victims, 
but only Kellaris decided to cash in and 
conduct a s_cientific study on the topic. 
His research involved 366 respondents, 
· who each answered questions about fac-
tors such as frequency, length of the· 
episode and the context of the songs ·that 
get stuck. 
According to the stl).dy, people have 
different methods to rid themselves of 
the broken record in their head. "To 'un-
stick' a stuck tune, 65.1 percent .report 
using replacement strategies, 54.1 per-
cent report doing nothing and 48. 7 per-
cent use distraction strategies," Kellaris 
said. If the math doesn't sound right, it's 
because those surveyed were allowed to 
mark more than one method. 
Women are more likely to complete 
each songwhile seeking relief, while men 
r are just as likely to bear through it with 
no strategy. Both men and women are 
equally unnerved by the mental intru-
sion. Ea.rWorms display no prejudice. , 
Regardless of race, gender, sexual orien-
tation or·religion, earworms descend on 
everyone. 
Kellaris reports that songs with lyrics 
get stuck 75.8 percent of the time. To the 
dismay of advertising executives, ad jin-
gles stick only 12.5 percent of the time, 
slightly more than instrumental melodies 
at 11.7 percent. . 
Still, two jingles managed to make it 
onto Kellaris' top 10 list of culprits, 
which include the C~ili's "Baby 
Back Ribs" tµne, "We Will Rock 
You" by Queen and "YMCA'' by 
the Village People. Ultimately; 
the No. 1 spot is reserved for 
personal preference and 
individual scenarios. For 
example, ·the first song 
heard in the morning can 
often stick around all d~y. 
According to the study, 
musicians suffer from ear-
worms far more . tb.an the 
average person. Professor 
Keith Koons, interim chair-
man of the UCF music 
department, agrees. In his 
14th year at UCF, Koons is. 
also a professional clarinet 
player. .''.As a musician, 
melodies and tunes are always 
stuck in your head," Koons said. 
The study also points out that 
stressed and tired people are more like-
ly to be strapped with the musical repe-
tition. Then there is always Murphy's 
Law, which says that anything that can 
go wrong ultimately will. This law 
allows earworms to sneak into· the 
brain at the most inconvenient time, 
such as the rnght before a big test. So 
when midterms and .finals roll around, 
it isn't surprising for students to be 
humming songs instead of reciting 
Spanish vocabulary. 
How a song becomes a pesk:Y ear-
worm is still unknown. Although there 
are many methods to dispose of them, 
there is no sure-fire cure. 
J I 
I . • , 
Top 10 songs that stick ·in your head 
10."lt's a Small World After All" 
9 ."The Lion Sleeps Tonight'' 
8."Whoomp, There It I~' 
7.i'YMCN' 
6. The"Mission Impossible" theme 
s. Kit Kat Bar jingle 
4."We Will Rock You" 
3."Who Let the Dogs Out?" 
2. Chili's "Baby Back Ribs" jingle 
1. Other -It's all idiosyncratic after all 
Jl 
JERROD ROCKHILL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Lack of sleep may be culprit for depreSsion, sm,dy Says 
' • t • 
NATALIE RODRIGUEZ 
Staff Writer 
College students often go to 
sleep in the wee hours of the 
morning, and for obvious· reasons. 
"We go out late at night ant! work 
late jobs," junior Camille 
Casalena said. 
Robert Harman, director of the 
UCF Counseling Center, has 
observed the same thing. "They're 
up [late] ... on the Internet, doing 
homework, partying, working," he 
said. "Students have to juggie it 
all, including a social life." 
The result, however, is that 
most. students are sleep deprived, 
he said. And as mental health 
researchers traclc the increasing · 
. number of depression cases on 
campuses, sleep deprivation is 
gaining attention as a possible 
culprit. 
The number of UCF students 
consulting doctors fqr sleep prob-
lems has increased over the 
years, Harman said. 
es all lead to stress. Time man-
a"gement becomes critical to a per-
son's ability to cope with stress. 
"If they can't handle it," Harman 
said, "it 'reverses into depres-
sion." 
Sophomore Tara Steinman 
doubts that few students get to 
bed before :rrlidriight. She agrees 
that a lack of sleep can wear peo-
ple down. Students already are 
stressed just by their school com-
mitments. "If you keep on going. 
and going, you're not going to 
want to do it anymore," she said. 
Though not everyone may qualify 
as clinically depressed, they still 
may show symptoms of depres-
sion, she added. 
Sophomore Jason Vanlue said 
some are depressed because "stu-
dents fantasize [about] what col-
lege life is, . but when reality 
comes, they realize · it's not the 
fantasy they thought it was." 
also makes the immune system 
less effective." Those who ·are 
sleep deprived also are more acci-
dent prone. "I don't want to meet 
someone on the road who is driv-
ing 70 Iniles per hour and has not 
had enough sleep," he said. ' 
. Not all students have a hard 
time making room for sleep. 
Junior Marina Jobie admits to 
only getting four to five hours of 
sleep a night, but adds that she 
takes frequent naps during the 
day. "Power naps help," said the 
marketing major. She believes 
that "too much partying · [and] 
procrastination" can cause stu-
dents to-miss out on much-needed 
sleep. 
Steinman sleeps about eight 
hours a night but said that last 
semester she was only able to 
sleep a couple of hours each night: 
"There's too much stuff to do in 
the day," she said. "Sometimes -
there just iSn't time." 
ANGELA KASARELIS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Heather Paschal,20, nods off during a class in the Math & Physics building. More UCF students are consulting doctors for sleep problems. 
Concerns about finances, fam-
. ily, relati_onships, work and class-
Much has been written about 
depression, but not lack of sleep, 
Harman said. "Lack 'of sleep accu-
mulates over time. It not only 
affects the person's mood, but it 
Harman said: "By and large it 
is an unsolvable problem; it's just 
the way college students live their 
lives." 
DANADELAPI 
Columnist 
Find out what's wr.rrth your 
time when you're out of class. 
Don't stay home~ GET OUT! 
Thursday Sept. 11 
To commemorate · one of the 
most tragic events in U.S. history; 
the city of Orlando hosts "Orlando 
Remembers," a memorial of the 
great loss two years ago. The event 
will take place at 8:30 a.m. at Lake 
Eola Park. Mayor Buddy Dyer and 
Orange County Chairman Rich 
Crotty will be ti.ere participating in 
the ceremonies. The Orlando 
Philharmonic Orchestra and 
~d~water High School Concert 
Chon· ~ also be performing a 
:inusical'tribu_te to tbf victims of the 
. ~ 
attacks. If you can, head down-
town and stand united with fellow . 
Central Floridians and show sup-
port for our nation on this solemn 
day. Please visit 
www.Cityof0rlando.net more infor-
mation. 
Friday,Sept.12 
There's a rumor that 
Dashboard Confessional got it's 
name because the lead singer kept 
a voice recorder on the dashboard 
of his car and ould chronicle his 
random thoughts as he drove. 
These random thoughts may've 
eventually become hits like 
"Screaming Infidelities." I don't 
know if the rumor is true, but I do 
.kllow that · Dashboard 
Confessional will be performing 
at House of Blues this Friday at 
7:30 p.m. Fbr all the slow pokes out 
there that didn't get tickets, the 
sho~ is already sold out. But you 
neyer kn.ow what could come your 
way while standing outside House 
of Blues the night of a concert. 407-
934-BLUE. q 
Saturday, Sept. 13 
FOotball. 'Tailgating. Beer. 
Any questions? The UCF Golden 
Knights go head-to-head with 
Florida Atlantic University on 
Saturday for the first home foot-
ball game of the 2003-2004 sea-
son. What does this mean? It 
means that students are urged to 
show school .spirit and attend the 
game. Of course there is always 
the famous tailgating experience 
that goes on before the game. 
Kickoff is at 6 p.m., so get to the 
· Citrus Bowl early, reserve a spot 
and let the partying commence. 
. Sunday, Sept. 14 
Sundays are usually reserved 
for students drying out from 
Saturday's festivities, especially 
during football season. Still, try to 
muster up enough energy for one 
more night out before classes start 
anew for the week. The Unsung 
Zeros are playing The Social at 5 
p.m., and they'll do their besit to 
make you forget about the iJppend-
ing Monday morning. This ~d, a 
personal favorite of mine, has 
toured all over the country with 
other alternative and punk head-
liners. Tickets are $7 at the door. 
407-246-1599, 
Monday Sept. 15 
The city of Orlando only gets 
spookier after dark. Orlando 
Hau:iitings Ghost Tours depart 
on a ghostly, lantern-led tour each 
night from the historic Rogers 
Building. On the 90-minute walk-
ing · tour, amateur historian 
Michael Gavin will relay historic 
and creepy tales of death and 
doom in collllnonplace spots such 
as Wall Street and Orange Avenue. 
Tour the ·Blue Room Nightclub, 
which used to be a funeral parlor, 
and see what eerie spirits are wait-
ing there. If you love history or just 
love to pee your pants from fear, 
check out this fun and freaky tour. 
The tour begins at 8 p.m. and tick.. 
ets · are $13. 407-992-1200. 
Dana Delapi can be reached at 
dana@UCFn com 
l 
( 
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Drink up! ·Red .wine 
may l~ngtben life 
· Study shiJU!S 
.winemaybe 
healthier than 
beer or liquor 
NASEEM SOWTI 
Staff Writer 
Recent studies show that 
the fountain of youth might be 
bubbling with red wine ' lftlJlti!~~~ 
instead of water.· 
· Well, maybe that's a bit of 
an overstatement, but there is 
some new research that may 
link red wine and a longer-
lasting life. 
, Dr. David Sinclair and his 
colleagues at Harvard Medical 
-School ill Boston hav~ found a 
class of. naturally occurring 
chemicals that extend the life 
, of yeast cells by about 70 per-
cent. Resveratrol, which is one 
of the chemicals of mterest in 
this class, is a prominent com-
ponent of grapes, red wine, 
olive oil and oth~r foods. · 
The recent finding also 
could be the answer to the so-"" 
called French paradox, a· phe-
nomenon in which, despite 
· their high-fat diet, people in 
France suffer· from fewer car-
diovascular diseases. 
These findings are fueled 
by an . increasingly hot field 
focused on the molecular biol- · 
.ogy of calorie restriction. Thls 
link was first ·demonsfrated in 
the 1930s. Rodents who 
receive all nutrients but 30 
percent fewer calories in their 
diet have been found to live.up 
to 30 percent longer. Today it 
is believed that 'calorie restric-
tion can have the same effect 
onhumaqs. 
One of the explanations for 
it this finding lies in a series of 
genes, known collectively as 
sirtuins. Leonard Guarente, a 
biology professor at · the 
Massachusetts . Institute· of 
Technology; has been .conduct- · 
ing' research on these genes 
. .for the past . 12 years. 
. Chemicals in red wine, such as 
resveratrol, may play an acti-
.,..... vating. role for these genes. 
Sinclair, an assistant pro-
fessor of pathology, suggests 
· that . these gene-actiyating 
compounds buy time for cells 
to heal themselves rather than 
commit suicide. 
_ The possible benefits of 1 ' 
these chemicals could be sig-
nificant. Since these chemi-
cals niimic the effect of a low-
calorie diet, they can help '° 
~umans live longer. Scientists 
hope to develop drugs with 
this class of chemical~, so that 
the same genetic response to a 
reduced-calorie diet would be 
·elicited. This way, humans 
don't have to go through the 
pain of a low-calorie diet: 
According to "The Oxford · 
Companion to Wine," pinot 
noir tends to have high levels 
of the chemical resveratrol, 
and C!'!.bernet sauvignon .has 
lower, levels. Resveratrol is 
found in the skin and tlie s.eed 
of grapes, Glen Cunningham, 
head of the UCF chemistry 
department, said, "This com-
pound has been arourid for. a 
while and has been under 
investigation by many individ-
uals." 
Cunningham, who has a 
bad~ground in anti-cancer 
drug research1 also noted the 
resver.atrol · has · anti-cancer 
and anti-inflammatory proper- . 
ties. . 
SiJiclair noted that even 
eating grapes is a good start to 
stocking up ·on this chemical. 
However, red wine holds a · 
higher concentration of 
resveratrol. Many scientists 
involved in the -research 
already have started drinking 
red wine. ' 
Sinclair noted that he con-
sumes one glass of red wine 
per day. However, he did not 
recommend any more_ daily 
consumption of red wine. As · 
advice to those who seek a 
healthy diet, he recommended 
' a low-calorie qiet, but not to 
the point of starvation. 
Drinking one glass of red wine 
per day would be an ad<;led 
benefit. 
"A -cardiovascular restric-
tive diet can h . p the body 
def end itself better againsi 
damage," he ~aid. 1 
Do 
' ' I I 
specializing In! 
High and Low Lights • Perms 
Straighte11ing • Color• Color Correction 
· Men and Women's Haircutting 
1 O°lo DISCOUNT FOR 
STUDENTS & FACULTY 
•w/valid UCF ID. Discciunf C\PPlies to salon services only. Not 
, valid with any other offers or promotions 
Full Line of Qualjty Products from REDKEN AND .PAUL MITCHELL 
'A.yyointments rJicceyted • Wafk-~ns We(come 
rl!I( WE ACCEPT VISA & MASTERCARD 
Peer-to-peer sharing 
Peer-to-peer file sharing is different from such 
services as the defunct Napster-style file sharing in 
that there is no one server, or computer system, 
that the files go thmugh. Instead files are 
. transferred directly from one person's computer to 
another through a piece of file 
sharing software making it 
difficult to regulate or 
shutdown. · 
·ADAM SHIVER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Recordirig. industry 
boosts pressure on 
. . ' 
college downloaders 
JESSICA LACOMBE 
Contributing Writer;· 
, Point Click . Point. . Click To 
many in the music industry; this 
is the sound of money disappear-
ing into cyber~pace. To hi-speed 
downloaders, it is tbe sound of 
the educated consumer bett~r 
evaluating a purchase. 
On Monday; the Recording 
Industry Association of America 
(RIAA) · made its most decisive 
move in its fight against the.ille-
gal downloading of music.' 
Lawsuits were issued against 261 
individual file-swappers in the 
United States. The civil lawsuits 
are a.Ccompari'ied by the possibili-
ty of more suits in the future. 
The RIAA also issued 1,600 
copyright subpoenas to the sub-
scribers of various Internet 
providers. Due to .a decision by 
the U.S. Court of Appeals, 
providers must share the names 
of those believed to be trading 
files illegally. 
To round off the Monday . 
announcement, the RIAA out-
lined the Clean Slate Program 
that will provide amnesty to 
downloaders vvho· volunteer to 
erase downloaded files and 
promis'e· not to downlo~ in the· 
future. 
The highly publicized crack-
down on some of the "major 
offenders," those who granted · 
access to more than 1,000 copy-
. righted songs, might not prOduce 
the effect the RIAA desired: 
Despite legal. maneuvers, com- . 
net. . . Case in · point: we put 
[AceFu artist] Pinback on. the 
Napster 'discover music' promo-
tion back vvhen Napster was in 
the news every day about being 
shut down, and•they had a critical 
mass of users on Napster .. This 
translated into dramatic . sales 
increases and dramatic increas-
es in the attendance· of their live 
shows in a very short period of , 
time." 
Some experts note that the 
d9wllloadingtrend may not be as , 
influential as members of the 
music industry would 'like the 
public to believe. The falling sales 
of singles is due to factors other 
than downloading, acrording to_ 
UCF distance learning coordina-
tor Don MeITi.tt. 
"It's important to 
understand that 
music sales are 
cyclical. No one in 
the industry will 
tell you this,, but 
• we are coming 
out of the 
'grunge' cycle." 
puter users currently ·download - DON MERRITT 
music in largBr numbers than UCF DISTANCE LEARNING COORDINATOR . 
ever before. The rise in down-
loads seems . to have had the 
1largest affect on "the sing1e," as ~'It's important·to understpnd 
the sharing of MP3 files has lead that music sales are cyclical," 
to a sharp decrease in sales of Merritt said "There are boom 
album singles. . · years and down years. No one in 
Sales from album singles fell the industry will tell you this, but 
4.8 perC€lnt last year, continuing a we are comillg out of the '~' 
declining trend, down a total of 30 cycle. That was a new style, a 
percent in the· last three years. In ·new form. There has been noth-
contrast, the sales of full-length · , ing like that in the last 12 years. 
albums worldwide have been There was the boy band move-
largely unaffected, having · ment for a bit, but that didn't have 
deereased 0.1 percent, according such an affect." 
to.Simon Aughton in an article in ·Among those under the heavi-
PCPro online magazine. est fire · in the ongoing . war 
. This has lead' some industry between major labels and 
experts to ~Y that . consumers Internet music swappers are uni-
use the free MP3s as more com- versity students. Universities and 
plete samplers of albums, rather· large cities are normally the ' 
than replacing albums·compfote- areas most prone to individuals 
ly, thereby allowing the consumer with hi-speed Internet: In Jact, 
to make a more ed4cated pur- eight out of 10 UCF students 
Chase. . ' . responding to a Sl}l'Vey said they 
Many consumers vvho partici- downloaded music on. a frequent 
pate in the illegal trade of files _Qasis. Six out of 10 say they buy 
blame the music industry for the album if they like the sample 
enhanced . InterIJ.et piracy. tracks. · 
Experts· say' consumers feel the . The . President of the 
·industry manipulates them to University . of Pennsylvania just , 
buy lackluster albums at inflated testified before Congress · in 
costs. March 2003, Merritt said. 
Record labels will release one "Congress wants to ban down-
or two gpod tracks off an :ilbum loading ... Universities are feeling 
for radio play; according Brian '·pressure from both Congress ·and 
Korlofsky; a DJ, producer and the reC()rd industry [to stbp stu-
audio/visuaVsound effect artist: dent downloading'.]." 
Those two songs will often be' tQ.e In fact, until Monday; the RIAA 
only two decent track8 on the had . only filed four lawsttits-all 
album. -:- · against university · students 
"Down.loading lets you sample ' accused of making available 
[music] you don't know about,'' copyrighted music on campus 
Korlofsky said. "It gives you the networks. All four of those cases 
option to sample things with01,1t were settled this year for 
risking your money on it first." between $12, 500-$17,bOO each. 
This causes problems for Such dramatic :\fieasures 
many major record comp~es, have begun in the tJK and · 
but can be beneficial for their Australia as well. In March, the. 
smaller c9mpetition. Benjamin British record ~dustry beg-an its 
Lebovitz, CO-fo\filder of the inde- cainpaign to prosecute .universi-
pendent music label AceFu ties that allow students to copy 
Recori:ls, said programs that offer music over the Internet through 
the peer-to-peer trading of music· the university's c0mputer nej:,-
files offer completelyfree, public- works. 
ity campaigns· for more obs£ure Oonsume1;s and indUstry offi-
artists. cials alike seem eqtlally clueless 
"Stan Liebowitz [professor of as to what the next ·step for musi-
managerial economics at cal promotion and distribution 
Universjty of Texas] estimates will be. Until then, it seems major 
the music industry is losing about rec6rd labels, despite the law-
20% a year due to piracy," suits, are powerless to stop the 60 
Lebovitz said. "I think that's million people vvho share m~ic 
probably true for most major · files. Noted Merritt:; "It's cheap 
labels. But on the indie leyel, a lot' and easy. You can be selective 
of our bands ge! into a lot of ears . and j~t get the two or three, 
tllat [the music) never would songs you want. It's good for the 
have gotten into, via the consumer." 
~oob in tht ~uturt 
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UCF IVIEll 
407-&58~2443 
, UCF ID SPECIAL· 
DNI lARGf SDBB · 
ONl · JOPPI'~ U ·.:l 
Redeem this .ad to receive an additional 
81.00 on 111ur next order (810 min.) · 
Ocoee • 829 Goodhomes Rd. • 417-447-2443 
• .11662 UNIVERSITY BLVD . ORlANDO, FL 32817 
10°/o Off 
' ' 
TO ALL ·STUDENTS/FACULTY MEMBERS 
with ID 
OPEN 24 HOURS ON FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS 
SUNDAY - THURSDAY I 6am - ·11 pm ' 
FRIDAY & SAT~RDAY All Day 24 hours 
10 Wings 
Ranch 
Celery 
~e~!l!eor1~k 
20 WINGS 
& Regular Fries ( fl . ) 
The Dragon Court restaurants offer a selection of house specialties and 
traditional Chinese favorites to please any and all palates. We are proud to 
serve the finest entree's using the freshest meats, seafood, and vegetablEls . 
.. Gome join us for our excellent lunch SRecials 
starting at just $4.95.,.. 
, 
*Served Monday through Saturday,1 11am to 3pm. 
All of us at The Dragon Court wish the Faculty, 
Staff, ·and Students a safe and successful 
Fall semester. 
We look forward to another great year· 
serving the UCF community! 
Tuscawilla Bend Shopping Center 
~200 Winter Springs Blvd, Suite 115 
·universit y Palms Shopping Plaza 
'4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite 200 
· Oviedo, F,L 32765 
407-359-8085. 
Oviedo, FL 32765 
Dine-in and take-out available. 407~359-1888 
Mon-Sat llarn- lOpm, Sun l2pm-9pm 
"SIZE M·ATIERS" 
Wednesday Nights - Open Mic Ni~ht! . 15°/o OFF k I ~ 
w/student ID 
ALL DAl 
i 
EVERYDAY! 
Fr.aternit9 & Sororities receive 
$1.00 OFF WEDNESDAYS 
. . I 
£ if wearing .letters! ·' 
........... ~---
FREE DELIVERY 
HOURS: Mon-Thurs 11 am ~ Midnight· . Fri 11 am· - 2am • Sat Noon -· 2am 
• 
-.. 
" 
12219universityBlvd. 'I A07-~'07-0BEE·S , _ , 
OrlandQ, FL 32817 ~ L 
1 
OVER ·ONE. Ml'l.~LION FAMOUS 
PHILL V CHEESESTEAK SUBS' 
SOLD SINCE 1989 , 
Come find out what UCF's IJeen talking about 
.CHECK OUT OUR DAILY SPECIALS! 
• • ~ ~ y , _. ,,,. ~ • " ~ 
I 
I 
I 
407-679-2448 I , 
10()42 UNIVERSITY BLVD 1 
One mile w~st of UCF corner of Dean & I 
' University behind Discount Auto ·Parts ;' 
'------------------------------
407.:.2s2-4ooo 
Across From UCF 
In the UC7 Plaza 
Op~n Until 4:·ooam 
Thursday~ .friday, & Saturdf!-y 
11:00am - 4:00am · 
Sunday through Wednesday 
11 :OOam - 2:00am 
Free Delivery 
.All Menu Items Delivered 
· $9.00 Minimum · 
•• 
• 
~) 
( ) 
343 
Total yards kicker 
Matt Prater totaled 
on six punts in UCF's 
only game this 
season. 
319 
Total yard~ Marshall 
· kicker Klint Rose has 
amassed on eight 
punts in two games. 
Stroking 3rd 
UCF men's golf 
finished third overall 
intheirfim 
tournament of the 
season this weekend. · 
Senior Barry Roof 
shot a 13 under par to 
finish second overall 
atthe Mid Pines 
Intercollegiate 
Tournament in 
southern Pines, North 
Carolina. UCF finished 
22 strokes back of 
tournament 
champion earlfomia. 
' Top runner 
Senior Danny Cook 
became UCF's second 
cross country runner 
ever to earn the 
Atlantic Sun Men's 
Cross Country 
Runner-of-the-Week 
Honor. Cook took first "' ' 
place overall at the 
UCF invitational this 
past Friday, helping 
the Knights win the 
tournament Ben 
Mena is the only 
other Knight to win 
the honor. 
UCF in the NFL 
Two UCF football 
greats saw playing 
time this paSt Sunday 
in the NFL season 
openers. Former 
Knight Asante 
Samuel recorded only 
one tackle in his 
regular season debut _ 
with the New · 
England 'Patriots, a 
31-0routbythe 
Buffalo Bills.Travis . 
Fisher had five total 
tackles for the St. 
Louis Rams in their 
loss against the New 
York Giants. 
Quotables 
"I want 
competition, and 
I've got it. I told the 
guys I'll grade 
practice film like I 
do gan:ie film and 
the ones who 
practice.the best 
will start." 
-ASSISTANTCOACH · 
LORENZO 
CONSTANTINI ON TH! 
•POSSIBILITY OF 
CHANGING THE 
STARTING !{OSTER 
AGAINST FAU 
"There are schools 
like Tennessee and 
Auburn and others 
that have traditions 
like that [Fan Faire], 
' and we think we 
can start something 
nice. Hopefully 
there'll be some 
' people there." 
-HEAD COACH 
MIKE KRUQEK ON 
. U(f'S INAUGURAL 
FAN FAIRE 
FESTIVITIES BEFORE 
SATURIJAY'S f:lOME 
OPENER AGAINST 
FAU 
,. 
j 
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Schneider,, 
Rhule to play 
Saturday . .,,,--
ASHLEY BURNS 
Sports Editor 
' 7 
The Knights open play with their'. ~ · 
first home game of the 2003 season. ~ . 
~his Saturday, welcoming the Owls of 
Florida Atlantic University to the -
Citrus Bowl. · ! 
Unlike the 2002 campaign, UCF ! 
(0-1) has the opportunity to start 
fresh ag-a.inst the division 1-AAoppo- , , 
neut . this weekend, coming off the 
season opening loss to Vll'ginia Tech 
two weeks ago. The OWls (1-1) ·are 
coming off of a 45-1'7 loss at tp.e hands 
of Valdosta State last Saturday. FAU 
is 7~ 16 under the head coaching of 
Howard Schnellenberger. _ 
One week prior to this weekend's ,; 
loss, the Owls celebrated their biggest '. 
win in the program's short history·as !' 
. ... 
they pulled off a 13-pomt fourth quar-
ter comeback· against .<µvision 1-A 1 
Middle Tennessee State University. . :1 
' UCF Will not take FAU lightly, but + 
should be able to enjoy an easy day ·~ 
on the fielP.. · · / 
"FAU is a 
good football 
. _team," said 
head coach 
Who: 
• vs. 
11 
T 
_.J 
PHOTOS BY BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Sophomore kicker Matt Prater has developed into one of the Mid-American Conference's best, averaging 55.7 yards-pl!r-punt in the season opener against Virginia Tech. Prater's ability to kick the ball deep 
(below) is a continuous-dedication to practice, which was proven when the Knights' special. teams held Hokie star DeAngelo Hall to only two yards last week. 
Mike Kruczek. · 
"Obviously,' 
they prqved it 
against Middle 
Tennessee 
State. I am not 
sure what 
Middle 
Tennes$ee · 
State has talent 
wise, but they 
went into their 
ballpark and 
won on the last 
play of the 
game." 
. University of 
Central Florida vs. 
Florida Atlantic 
University 
When: 
~ ' ' 
Matt Prater has 
redefined the Knlghts' 
-kicking role this year 
ERIC KERNISH 
Staff Writer 
During the UCF footban game against 
Virginia Tech, a new school record wa s set, and 
it wasn't by Ryan Schneider or Aiex Haynes. 
' Versatile kicker Matt Prater finished the day 
with a 55. 7 yards-per-punt average, breaking the 
previous single-game record of 49.6 yards-per-
punt, which was set by Glenn Mccombs back on 
November 5, 1983. 
' In the game versus the Hokies, Prater booted 
six punts for 334 yards. Among those six, three 
9f them wen't for over ()0 yards. Prater used an 
irregular kicking s tyle which may be best 
described as a rugtiy-style kick, a method that 
unquestionably attributed to the distance of his 
punts. The most amaziiig aspect of his accom-
plishments in the game was that it was thfi) first 
time that Prater ever punted in a college game. 
Instead 0f using incumbent punter Scott 
Sevin, the Knights turned'to Prater, who regular-
ly handles the kicking duties for the team.' 
Virginia Tech's gifted punt-blocking unit had the 
· coaching staff call on Prater because of his 
extraor dinary ability to kick the ball deep. 
Prater and the team trained for nearly three. 
weeks to familiarize themselves with tb.e rugb;y-
punt. When they finally got around to using it on 
gameday, their plan worked out perfectly. In the 
game, Virginia Tech decided not .to rush the 
punter as much as they usually do. Instead, they 
opted to play the punt safe. 
With their success against Virginia Tech, the 
Knights are going to continue using the rugby-
style kick in future games. . 
''.As of now, we're stickingwith. it," Prater said. 
"We're throwing in more things like going to the 
left side, right side, putting in some fakes. Teams 
won't know what we're going to do e\;ery time 
they line up to block it." 
Not only does this unconventional style of 
punting· work well, it also ·benefits Prater by 
keeping his legs warm for kicking duties 
throughout the game. 
Prater grew up playing soc~r since the ·age of 
· three; Eventually, he began playing competitive-
ly. At the time, one of his teammates was 
'Santiago Gramatica, place kicker for rival USF 
and younger brother of Tampa Bay Buccaneer 
kicker, Martin GramatiQa. At some point while 
playing together, Santiago and bis brothers sud-
denly got involved with kicking footballs, prompt- _ 
ing Matt and his family to do the same. 
"Since about sixth grade, I started kicking the 
football and playing soccer on and off," Prater 
said. 
As UCF's kicker, Prater only needs to focus 
on football. As is the general feeling among the 
:Knights, he.doesn't care about personal achieve-
ments, as he just wants to win. , 
"I just try to)lelp my te~ win. I don't really 
care what I get. I jU:st want our te&m to win," said 
Prater. ' · · 
. And with big games U:·UCF's future, as well 
as a division championship being eyed, Prater 
will play a prominent role in the days ahead. As 
he realizes that-his role may not be as significant 
of say, the quarterback, Prater understands that 
his job as the kicker is still, nonetheless, an 
essential part of the te&m. 
-"I think it's a pretty big role because you can 
decide tlle game with the ~al three seconds. You 
got all the pressure,"· Prater said. . 
One of the toughest aspects that kickers· 
have to deal with is knowing that men1twice their 
size are rushing at them, aiming for tl;teir legs. 
Prater stands at 5-11 and 175 p9unds, put says 
the pressure does little to intimidate .him. 
"I don't know," Prater .said of defenders. "I try 
not to think about it. I just go out and do my 
best." 
Last year, Prater trained under the guidance 
of former UCF kicker, Ryan Flinn. 
"He helped me prepa.J.'e mentally," said Prater. 
Perhaps everything he's learned from Flinn in 
the past will assist Prater in carrying out stellar 
'performances throughout the remainder of the 
season and possibly ea.rn him a chance at the 
Ray Guy award, giv~n· to the nation's top punter. 
-UCF will 
breathe a sigh 
of.. relief this 
Saturday, 6 p.m. 
Where: 
Citrus Bowl 
Free with valid 
UCF Student 1.0. 
• . f -,. 
. .l . f 
•\ 
Saturday when • 
,J quarterback ' · , 
Ryan Schneider returns to the field ~ 
after an injury ~o his ankle leaving : 
Blacksburg. 'The Knights will also .~ "' 
welcome back linebacker Stanford ; 
Rhule, who missed the Tech opener 0 
due to a knee injury. Rhule finished • 
third · in the Mid-American 1 
Conference last season with 127 tack- ~ 
les. . . ,, 
'We're pretty excited to be playing ;; 
at home-this week," Schneider said. ·T 
"The last two or three years we were .:; 
playing three or four road games to 
start · off. Now, we actually have a . 
home game at the begihning of the ~ 
year and it'll be good to be in front of ~ ' 
the home crowd." -~ 
Schneider will' lead the Knights in. ,. 
what will most likely be a high-scor- . 1 
ing affair for the Knights. The ' 
. nation's highest scoring quarterback jJ 
will have a chance to showcase his ;:;. 
abilities against FAU's inexperienced ~ 
defense. Despite the outstanding.,, , 
defensive play of Tech's secondary, 11 . 
Schneider was able to complete 23 of l\ 
35 passes for 203 yards and three , 
touchdowns. ·~ 
FAU's answer to Schneider's :·: 
strong offensive capabilities comes in :~ 
'the form of standout linebacker Chris 
Laskowski. The Owls' defensive MVP , 
had an impressive 2002 campaign ~ 
and helped FAU stun MTSU With six 11 
tackles: Junior quarterback Jared ~ 
Allen has played strong against divi- :?· 
sion 1-A opponents in the P8."lt and ~. 
managed 208 passing yards and two ,.., 
touchdowns against MTSU. Allen 
secured the game for the Owls with a ,1 
' PLEASE SEE KNIGHTS ON A12 :~ 
Men's soccer records another. shutout, 
Sophomore goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh recorded his third shutout in only four games this season. 
~ghts regain winning ways over San Fran -·~. 
DAN WIBERG 
Staff Writer 
The Golden Knights men's soccer team 
closed the F1U/Umbro Classic on Sunday after-
noon with a 1-0 victory over j;he University of 
San Francisco Dons. Senior forward Chris 
Beaulac scored the lone goal f9r the Knights, 
whose record imprqved to 2-1-,1 for the year. 
UCF scored the only goal that tl1ey would 
need late in the first half when Beaulac put in 
tbe. rebound of a _shot that appeared to be han-
dled by teanunate Jon.hman. Imran got the 
assist for the play at 41:58., After the goal, the 
Knights never looked back and held the Dons 
scoreless. 
For the second straight . game, a thunder-
storm delay~he contest. When the game final-
ly continued, .the conditio~ were hot and 
muggy. Despite the weather, T 'QF pressured th~ 
Dons and the Knights defense only allowed ''. 
seven shots. u 
UCF (2-1-1) held an advantage in shots 8-7, ~ 
but neither team had many opportunities for a ~ 
. ~ 
score. USF's keeper Mark Muleady had only ~ 
two saves for the Dons, who fell to 1-3-0 for the . 
' II 
season. Sophomore goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh ~ 
only had to stop one shot the entire game to get ·~ 
the shut out. Mcintosh, ~o had three shut outs u 
the entire season last year, has already matched " 
that, with. his . third coming against · San _" 
Francisco. , 1 
Beaulac's goal was his first of the season for 
the Knights, who rebounded after a tough loss to ·~ 
nationally' r anked Vll'ginia Commonwealth on '~ · 
Friday. · · . . ~ ' 
The Golden Knights return home from the ,, 
Classiq.~d are back ill action this Friday. They · t 
will ho~t Bowling Green at the UCF Soccer Field 
II 
at 7 p.m. . ,j 
I 
MAC PREVIEW 
I 
·1 
TOLEDO (1-1) at MARSHALL (1-J) 
Series: Toledo leads the series 21-18-1. 
Lastyear: Marshall defeated Toledo in the 
MAC Championship Game 4945· in a shootout. 
The matchup: Fbur out of the- last _six 
years th~se two teams have played in the MAC 
title game, with the home team winning each 
time. Both teams are bre.aking in new quarter-
baeks, but Marshall's Stan Hill will likely miss 
the game due to a lmee injury suffered in last 
t! week's lost to TeJ)Ilessee. 
• Prediction: Toledo 24, Marshall_21 
E. KENTUCKY (1-1) at C. MICHIGAN (l-1) 
~-c- .. . . 
.. - ' 
.. 
Series: . Central Michigfill holds a 6-1 lead ip. 
the series that begfill in 1939. 
Last meeting: CEintral Michigfill defeated 1 
Ea.Stern Michigfill 42~28 in 2001. 
The matchup: Freshman Jerry· Seymour . 
had a 166-yard r ushing performance in leading' 
Central Michigfill over New Hampshire last 
week, he will again be asked to carry the load 
against a clearly inferior squad. · I . Prediction: Central Michigfill-,21, Eastern Kentucky 10. 
n 
i.!' 
iI 
d 
ti 
e· 
YOUNGSTOWN STATE (2-0)'at KENT STATE (1-1) 
'* ~
Series: Kent State holds a 3-3 mark 
against Yowigstown State. 1 . 
The Iilatchup: With a victory, Kent 
State would claim the ''.Northeast Ohio 
Football Championship" for season 'wins 
over both Akron and YSU. Kent State 
needs a win to get over its 43-3 loss against Pittsburgh. 
Prediction: Kent State 28, YSU 13. 
u LIBERTY (0~2) at BOWLING GREEN (2-0) 
(1 Series: This is the first meeting betWeen the 
rr two _teams. · 
g. The match~p: Bowling Green, who defeat-
L ed then No. 13 ranked Purdue 27-26 last week-
ir 
l: 
a 
t) 
p: 
tl 
p 
Ol 
[ 
end, have won eight consecutive home games 
since the end of th-e 2001 season· entering the 
· game with liberfy In addition, senior quarter-
\' ' back Josh Harris, who was named CNNSI 
National Player of the week, is 9-0 as a starter ·at Doyt Perzy 
Stadium. 
Prediction: Bowling Green 3,1. Liberty 7 
MIAMI (OH) (0-1) at NORTHWESTERN (1-1) 
Series: This, is the first meeting between 
the two teams. 
The matchup: This game will feature 
a two stellav quarterbacks but this one might 
l.iJ be decided on the ground, which clearly 
tl . ~ gives Northwestern the edge. Miami rushed 
d1 . for a dismal 54 yards while Northwestern 
:ii has averaged 233 yards on the ground in two games. Miami Ohio's 
p1 Ben oethlisberger needs a strong performance to make amend for 
h: his four-interception outing in the season opener. 
Prediction: Northwestern 31, Miami (OH) 28 
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VIRGIN1A (1-1) atW.MICHIGAN (1-1) 
· Series: This is the first of three schedule 
meetings between the schools. 
· The matchup: Western Michigfill, who 
is 0-2 lifetime against Atlantfo Coast 
Conference opponents, will not be able to 
sneak tip on the Cavaliers as MAC teams 
. )lave earned some respectability, knocking 
out teams from the AP top 25 poll in c9nsecutive weekends. 
Prediction: Virginia 42, Western Michigfill 10 
' ' • I 
MINNESOTA (l-0) at OHIO (1-1) . ' 
' Series: Minnesota leads the series 7-1-1 
in the series that begfill in 1969. 
. Last meeting: Ohio upset Minnesota 23-
17, recording its onlywin in t}l.e series in2000. 
The matchup: Ohio, who evened it~ record 
at 1-1 last week with a 48-200 loss to Iowa 
State, hosts . its first Big 10 opponent.· 
· Minnesota, on, the other hand, w,ill not take the B9bcats lightly as 
they look to avenge the 2000 d~eat 
Prediction: Minnesota 31, Ohio 17. 1' . . 
BALL STATE .(2-0) at PITTSBURGH (2-0).' . 
Series: This is the first meeting between the 
~ two schools. ~ The matchup: Pittsburg, who is ranked -in 
., 
the top 12 in both major polls, entering the game, 
has won all 20 encounters with-the MAC. 
Prediction: Pittsburgh 44, Boo.I State 9 
· COLGATE(2-0) at BUFFALO (0-2) . 
' . . Series: Buffalo holds a 777 mark against 
~ · ._ ~J) Colgate 1 
. -~~J Last meeting: Buffalo defeated Colgate 
. ~ 36-16 duringthe 1996 season. 
.-: _The matchup: The Buffalo Bulls, who i.VJ/~~ CUITently rank_ in 20th in the nation in rush-
. ..,.. - 9 · ing yards per game (229.5), are looking to 
end their current 12-g'3Jil.e losing streak, thEl 
longest active streak in College football. Meanwhile Colgate ·will 
attempt to extend its winning streak of eight consecutive games.' 
Prediction: Colgate 14, Buffalo 13. 
. E.MICHIGAN (1-1) at AKRON (0-1) 
Series: Akron leads the series 14-il · 
Last meeting: Eastern Michigfill won 
last year's matchup 42-34. 
The matchup: Easter~ Mfohigfill 
evened its record last week due to a 34-12 
loss to ~ visiting Western Illinois squad 
while' Akron recorded a 48-31 loss at 
WISconsin. Both of these teams match up well against another, 
look for Akron QB Charlie Frye 'to be the determining factor. 
Prediction: Akron 17, E. Michigfill 13. 
s}t 
MAC STANDINGS 
-CONF. OVERALL 
East: . -. w L w L 
Kent State 1 0 1 1 
Ohio 0 0 1 : 1 
-
Marshall 0 0 0 1 
Miami (Ohio) 0 0 0 1 
' ' " CENTRAL FLORIDA 0 0 0 1 
Buffalo ,0 .o 0 
Akron 0 1 
, West: 
Bowling Green 0 
· Northem' Illinois 0 
Ball State .· 0 
Central Michigan 0 
Eastern Mi~igan 0 'I) 
. Toledo 
, 0 
Western Michigan · 0 
It 
Knights ready for O\yls 
FROM A 11 Coming off of a bye week and 
playing against a division 1-AA 
62-yard pass to wide receiver opponent, the Kni~.ts sl].ould be 
Roosevelt Bynes. able. to solidify both the offensive · 
The Owls' receiving core iS led and defensive units for next 
by Bynes and Brittney Tellis who Saturday's · reJ11atch with 
combined for 177 yards la$t Syracuse. . 
Saturday against Valdosta State. The largest concern in past 
The running game. featlires , seasons was the special teams 
Daveon Barron and AnthoI\.Y ' unit, b~t they were the higbligbt ~f 
Jackson, who are still competing UCF's loss to the Hokies. While 
for the startin.g spot. Jackson lell. ' kicker Matt Prater will be able to 
the Owls against Valdosta with use a more conventional punting 
nine carries for 68 yards, while method, he will look to add even 
Barron followed with 69 yards on more impressive n'um.bers to his 
12 carries.• , , , tota). punting yardage. 
The Knights · should have no Prior 1to the loss to · Valdosta 
problem showcasing running back State, FAU was ranked number 24 
Alex Haynes on Saturday. Haynes ·in the nation among qivisim1 1-AA · 
. only touched tl,le ball eight times schools. The Knights remain 
against Tech, but firlished with 81 national ·underdogs as they are 
yards and a touchdown against ranked as low as 70th in the 
the tou~ defensive line. nation. 
OUR STANCE 
1\vo years later, 
.peace eludes. us 
T wo years ago today, America: Laden's terror org8.nization~ The . rumbl¢, shuddered, burned . trouble is, he's still alive, still direct- · 
and collapsed. Smoke filled - , ing his'minions, and bombings are 
lungs, skies.and television screens,. still carried out routinely. . 
Lives were lost, perceptions were FOll9wing inonthS of air. raids and 
<;h~. ·and the W.Orld sj;ood in groung force deployments, terrorism 
shock, wondering and waiting. Who on a g!obal scale continued, 1,lld the 
·would commit such an atrocity, aµd man we crune to Afghanistan to find 
Why? , . coUldn't oo found. 
Jn the week& that followed, · Early this year the United states 
American intelligBnce reports painted ·. stepped into Iraq, to fight another 
a picture of an international terrorist , powerful, evil man, Saddam Hussein. 
group with a grudgB against . · ThiS time, though; the man in the 
American influen~ in the Muslim bull's .ey~ had nothing to do with 
world. At the top of that group, Sept. 11, but Bush still called it part of 
Osama bin Laden both financed anO. the war on terror. We stormed the 
controlled a mass of suicidal and country, aided in victory by an almost 
homicidal men, 17 of whom died to passive Iraqi military. Hussein went 
kill others, ill four planes aimed at . · ·into hiding, and we Were left sniffing 
American targets. . · around, looking for something to say 
America had a scapegoat, a target we won, to say we w~re closer to 
for a see~g angtir over the death of peace. 
3,000 people from dorens of coun- Both targets were rational~ bin· 
tries, but mostly our own. We wanted Laden had shown what he was capa-
to prevent such an attack on· . ble of doing to the United.States, and 
· .American soil from ever happening Hussein had shown what he was 
again while bringing justice to those capable of doing to his own people. 
who brought us so much pain. Neither target, though, was the '. 
. Since then, President Georgti W. source of the problem~ the preva-
Biish has launched a war on te:rrO:r, lent idea that America is spoiling the 
striking .Afghanistan to destroy bin world for its own gain. We're treating 
Laden's 'D;iliban regime. The move the symptom, terrorism, but not the 
killed members of the Taliban and cause. 
the closely allied Al Qaeda network, The concept of this eVil America 
and forced bin Laden into hiding. comes from a bad combination in the 
intelligBnce and released audiotapes Middle East and South Asia: poor 
suggest he's still alive, and controlling people ill developing countries, and 
the remnants of that terrorist net- Islamic sects that prey upon poor 
work people. The. 15nited States, along with 
While American troops whittled Al most wealthy Western nations, has 
Qaeda doWn. to the few now hiding in · · long based it ~nomy on using 
moul'itain caves along the Afghan- cheap .labor from poor nations to pro-
Pakistan border, poij.ce throughout duce low-cost goods to be sold to 
the world have cracked down on "ter- wealthy customers. . 
ror cells," groups of terrorists work- While tlie .Western world lives 
mg on specific projects or specific tar..: , comfortably, developing nations 1 
_gBts. · endure rampant poverty, disease and 
America has froren Al .Qaeda.: illiteracy, all common problems in a 
linked bank accounts, a,s have other civilization in transition. 
~tions, in an attempt to cripple bin ~- ~Fundamentalist or rytdical sects of 
OUR STANCE 
Islam take actvaittage of this, empow-
ering people by blaming their prob-
lems on the Western world, and sug-
gtisting the best solution - live .for 
Allah, and iinecessafy, .take the lives 
of the Western oppressors. , _ 
· The problem with this scenario 
isn't that they're blainingthe•West for 
their problems. 'Th some extent, the 
West is at fault The ~i'oblem lies in 
their solution -violence. ' 
Jn Isr8.el,, the same solution iS · 
being applied to a slightly diffe~t 
problem. There, Islam is being µsect , 
as a defense against the· encroach-
, me:rit of Judaism, but by a Western-
like, wealthy nation. There too, we 
find violence employed by the desper-
ate, in this case the Palestinians. · 
They live .in pov~rty, in despair, and . 
are primed for manipulatfon by reli-
gious extremists. 
· The Islamic religion is :not a vio-
lent one ...:.;_ it has strong ties to both 
Chlistianity and Judaism, all inher-
ently peaceful religions. Most , . 
Muslims don't use violence as a tool; 
they shun it. Those who do use vio-
lence, thoµgh, are desperat~. rtiey· 
use \liolence because they feel they 
have nothing to lose, arid heaven as 
their reward. 
Two years after Sept. H, this 
issue has been virtually ignored; the 
world isn't less p00ceful. It may even 
be worse than before. Though . 
America has moved on, we face h~ 
sles ~t the'airports, 'the encroach~ . 
ment of our government into private 
life through the Patriot Act, and a 
hole where the World Trade Center 
once stood 
While we mourn our loss today, 
we need to find a focus again; on the 
challengti America was given one 
Tuesday morning in 2001- to , .I 
return peace to the woriCI. oipy 
through treatment of the cause, . 
rather than the symptoms, can we 
achieve this gual. 
Bush'S _request too 
much for too little 
P. resident Georgti W. Bush addressed the nation Suilday to 
reassure the American people 
that the war on terror is progressing, 
and to hit us up for a lot more money. 
How much constitutes a lot these 
days? Eighty-seven billion dollars, to 
be exact. That's about as_much 
money as ,it would cost to add 2,000 
new public schools to the-starving~ 
education system, That money will 
go toward securing and rebuilding 
Iraq and Afghanistan, Bush said 
" What captured the pub)ic's inter-
, est is the shockingly hign tab that the 
war on terror has run up. Congress 
approved $79 billion iii April for 
essentjally the same purpose, and . 
that money apparently ha$ already 
dried up. 
· So what we're left with is a deci-
sion to significantly increase the 
financial commitment toward settling 
the conflict in the Middle East,.a con-
flict that many .Americans have 
already m-ect of. , 
Jn fairness to Bush, he did say ' 
that the war would be long and ardu-
ous, but lie didn't say in such 
straightforWafd language that the 
rebuilding process. would be the 
same. 
Though it is apparent that we're 
slowly making progress toward a civ-
ilired and settled Iraq, the situation in 
.Afghanistan remains chaotic. Given 
that the insurrecti9n was intended to 
destroy the Afghani faction of the Al 
. · Qaeda terrorist network, we expect-
ed to see Osama bin Laden'.s head on 
a stick Instead we saw the slow cap-
ture of a.few ''top officials" in the net-
work, many of whom Amerieans had 
never heard of, and. few of whom . 
were very close to bin Laden. 
We did depose the oppressive 
TuJfban fegim.e ahd make it safer for -
women to asSUIµe more public roles. 
.in daily life, but we promptly pulled , 
out most of our troops. We essentially 
left a broken country to its own . 
devices, and for the most part forgot 
about it. Jn our wake, .Afghanistan is 
, a police state, and there are reports 
that the Taliban is refor,ming on the 
Pakistani border. 
Many have voiced their fears that 
this will happen to· Iraq if we don't 
maintain a presence there until a' 
strong government can take a steady 
foothold What re:rpains ill question is 
how we shoulq go about managing 
that presenoo. Bush insists on main-
taining conj;rol of the region, even 
with the involvement of the United 
Natio:QS. 
Jn reality, the immediate effect of a 
U.N.-led rebuilding committee in Iraq 
compared to a U.S.-led rebuil9ing 
committee would not be very notie& 
able in the daily lives of most. .. 
Americans. What would be noticeable 
is the added $87 billion in debt we'll 
see from this repeated outlay of 
funds. 
So, despite favorable support of 
Bush's "more money now" request, 
U.S. senators are recommending that 
we actually ask for outside help, 
namely, ft.om tpe United Nations. 
Stirprisingty enough, Bush agrees. He 
still wants $87 billion, but he has 
taken the first steps to bring the 
United Nations into a position of 
increased authority over the rebuild-
ing of Iraq. . . 
What we're seeing is, firuiny, a 
concession to the importance of out- · 
side assistance. Who lmows ho* 
· much money B,ush would be asking 
for were foreign aid not in the cards? 
Bush is on the right track with.his 
decision to seek' international aid 
'and, hopefully, this means he won't 
have to hit up his country for war 
money anymore. 
.; 
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AMERICA'S MOST 
~ ' ..- .. 
HENRY SCHREIBER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
READER VIEWS 
Burke support spoils flag symbol 
· ·r applaud thePuture for its "Flags fly-
today'' article. It has alerted myself and many· 
others to ROOK's "extracurricular activities." 
I was· shocked to hear of ROCK taking an 
obvious bigot like Shannon Burke as their 
patron. Burke's views are'as offensive as 
tho~e of the Ku Kl.1.lX Kl.an and the .American 
· Fascist Bund. · . · 
Would ROCK accept funds 'from the Ku 
Klux Klan if they offered them? ROCK claims 
that a good majorjty of UCF students are 
behilld the flag project. Would they be as 
thrilled if they lmew their flags were paid for 
· by someone with such l.lgiY, racist views as 
Burke? As UCF is supposedly a place of high-
er learning, I asstµne the majority of VCF stu-
dents are intelligBnt enough to reject race-
hatred and bigotry. 
SGA failed by denyitig flag money 
As a former SGA senator, I am disappointed 
by the failure of the senate-to contribute to the . 
American, flags being installed on crunpus. As.a , 
recent graduat.e, I am embarrassed for my alma 
mater. There was no logical defense for voting 
against this. Though some in the Seriate have 
, tried to mask their sophomoric disdain for 
Am~rica by suggesting it Was aoout money or 
politics, at the end of the day it could onJ:Y·be 
ungrateful self-loathing that would make an 
American pµblic university reject .American 
flags. ' . ' . 
It is ironic, then, that some of these same 
senators who voted against the flag don't mind ·· 
availing themselves of a taxpayer funded educa-
tion, or scholarships or federally sponsored1stu-
dent 10.ans. How ronvenient it mu.St be to have 
such a selective value system when it domes to 
making a "political" statement about one's own 
· country. 
. ' 
.Burke represents every ugi racial incident 
in our nation1s history that has tarnished the 
ideals that the flag stands for. I suggest that 
next time an on-campus organization decides 
to fund a project with off-camplj.S fundillg, 
they make sure that their patron's views are 
not contradictory to their ethics or the mes-
While ignoring foolish government dictates is 
a tinle-honored American tradition; we can only - · _, 
ignore foolish government representatives at 
sage that they are trying to spread. · 
our peril My advice to th~ current UGF student . , 
body; throw the senators out of offire who voted 
against the flag the next time you gBt the • 
chanoo. Othel.Wise, low attendance at football 
- RYAN PAGAN g.:tmes will be the least you'll have to be embar-. 
rassed about as a Golden Kn.ight. 
Flag cash raiSed by 'bigot' 
-BRYAN STEWART 
Classof2002 As a member of the UCF faculty- one 
who specializes i1J Middle E8Stern History- I 
. was dismayed and outraged to read ill the FJag h' •. ld unify 
Sept. 8 edition of the Future that ROCK pro- S Ow . 
cured flags for our campus via Shannon As an older graduate student at UCF, I am 
Burke. This shock-jock's stances, such as the disappointed in the partisan views of some.of 
quoted belief that Palestillians are "apes" and the students who voice their opposition to this 
all Muslims are terrorists, are certainly anti- effort. ' · 
American. The United States purports to be a The American flag should be the one symbol· 
nation where equality is the right of all people, that all who enjoy the freedoms of America can 
and our government promotes its Gitizens .as . · unite ar6und Note that the word ')\merican" 
beacons of "liberation" throughout the world. does not denote any particular denomination, · 
Hate mongtirs, such as the Ku Klux Klan, the political bent or race. America is the total of all 
Nazi Party and Saddam Hµssein, have been the diversity that we celebrate. Before someone 
dethroned a,fter expressing views in the spirit speaks and calls people names, like fascist, they 
of Mr. Burke's. Do the students and faculty of should first undeJ.'stand the meaning of the 
UCF'really want to articulate their patriotism , . words they use and truly understand the nature 
with flags delivered by such a bigot? When I of the people they are trying to vilify. In this case 
· salute -the U.S. flag, the last thing I expect to they only d!sJ>layed their ignorance. 
see is the hateful vision of .Shannon Burke's My suggestion is that While they are ill school 
world. they might as well gtit an education, think for 
themselves and not just spout out rhetoric. 
- NANCY L.STOCKDALE 
Assistant History Professor 
ROCK move represents anarchy· 
Last year, when the Bush administration 
was formulatingplans'to send troops into 
Iraq, members of ROCK were those standing 
' outside the Swdent Union rallying students to ' 
support Georgti W. Bush's decision and to sup-
port their government. ROCK ronstantly per-
secuted anti-war activists claiming if they did 
not support the.government, theywere1not · 
American. Ironically, when.our stud~nt gov-
ernmentvoted to deny ROCK the funding to 
place American flags in classrooms (which 
goes far beyond the issues of money), ROCK 
decided to go against the studeµt govern-
. mf,'!nt's wish~s and acquire the money else-
where to go ahead with their plan. 
Are ROCK members not participating in 
that very anarchy tliey accused anti-war 
demonstrators of? RQCK is making a mpckery 
of' SGA and hypocrites out of themselves. This 
is not about the money. ThiS fs about ROCK 
refusing to accept the decisions made by our 
elected representatives. Using a litj;le thillg I 
like to call "democracy," UCF students elected 
these representatives into office to reflect the 
opi,nions of the constituents. ROCK needs to 
· step back and examine the foundations of gov-
ernment that they claim to support. And to top 
it off, to receive their funding from the P,Ublicly 
lmown bigot, Shannon Burke, makes me won-
der what kind of people we have in this club. 
UCF has an extremely diverse population. 
. To proeeed with such a controversial issue 
without a vote by the people is an outrage! 
Before any flag is hung, UCF students need to 
vote on whether the flags should be hung. I 
refuse to salute to a flag that was bought with 
the help of an arrogant racist. · 
" 
-JULIA FUWCK 
-RUSSEll THORNTilN 
War cost be~ domemc n~ . 
You lmow that $300 tax rebate check you · 
may have receiVed in ,the milil? Well, send it -
back. It seems Georgti W. Bush has decided he 
lmows better how to spend it than you. 
. Sullday evening Bush, in his' speech to the 
nation, let us lmow he will be requesting $87 bil-
lion to cover mill~ and intelligBµre operations 
, in Iraq and .Afghanistan for the next year only. 
Coinbined with the currently estimated cost of · . 
the invaSio,n, $73 billion, that is $160 billion to 
conduct nation building of a country we 
. destroyed This is an issue presidential candi-
date Bush was against in 2000. These amounts 1 
are also not included in the current federal 
deficit estimate of $480 billion. , 
Bush says ''This will take time and require 
sacrifice," but he is onlyaskingmiddle and 
lower class Americans to make this sacrifire. At 
·the same time he makes this request, he pushes 
' even more tax cuts for the wealthy. Sacrifice? 
Not from them_ . 
H~re are some examples of things that can 
be done here in America with $87 billion: 
- Send over 22 million students to public 
universities for full four-year degrees. 
:_Double total federal education spending to 
$53.1 billion and still have $34 billion left over. 
- Upgrade about 00 perrenf ofthe'national 
energy grid (estimated at $100 billion): · 
- Provide over $28,000 to every person who 
has berome unemployed since this administra-
tion took office. , 
- Restore and triple the projected $25 billion 
cuts in veterans' benefits over the next 10 years. 
Jnterestingiy enough, $87 billion works out to 
about $300 per every .American. Just whose side 
· is Bush on? Certainly not ours. 
-STEVEN MITCHBl 
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Bartenders wanted. 
$300 a day-potential. Looking for 
exciting and outgoing people. 
Training provided. No exp. needed. 
Call 1·800·965·6520 ext 107. 
Mystery shoppers needed locally. Get 
'paid to shop! No experience necessary. 
321-276-8811. ' 
English Partern~r Wanted 
Friendly Native English speaker needed 
to improve communication skills. 
Teaching Chinese in return.or payment 
also available.flexible time. 
email:czhuo@mail.ucf.edu 
. 
WAREHOUSE/EVENT LEAD 
Quickly pull and stage advance orders 
·for rapidly growing ~pecial Event Co in 
Orlando. Exceptional organizational and 
leadership skills a plus. Must be hard 
working, hands-on professional. Clean 
driving record req. Potential for travel . 
and growth. Attitude more impqrtant tha,n 
exp. If you want to get in with a company 
- be recognized,.work hard and make a 
difference, don't wait to call. 
407-855-0229 or e-mail 
asmith@theeventsource.net · · 
Valet Parking - Positions starting at 
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly, 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
AM/PM positions available at.upscale 
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and 
~ Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm cir leave voicemail. 
Pool Maintenance: We have a route and 
are willing to work with your school 
sched. Must have own truck. All training, 
equip. & chem: provided. Call Kelley's 
•Pool Specialties at · 
407-642-1982 for details. 
. ' 
SALES Pli!OFESSIONAL 
Our client ijst features some of the most 
progressive campaigns in the world, and 
our gowth is averaging more than 30% 
each year. We are THE EVENT 
SOURCE, one of the country's premier 
corporate special events ~mpanies. We 
need .key sales talent to create more 
opportunities. This high-prof.ile role will 
est. new partnership and develop existing 
reiationship.s through persistent sales · 
skills. qreativity, exceptional drive and a 
proven sales ability will offer the select 
candidate the opportunity f~r outstanding 
compensation. Fax your reply, incl. sales 
hi!ilory, 10· 407-857-7666 or e-mail 
asmfth@theeventsource.net 
join the team. 
Sporting Event Coordinator. Will train. 
Must be willing to travel once a month. 
Greafpay & compensations. 
Call Ric~ at 407-831-5142 #1. 
PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES 
Composites - Informal portraits 
Student discounts available. · 
( 407) 884-0340 
http://www.portfolios.com/stefan. 
Build your body and\iou bank account. 
Local franchise, Two Men and a Truck is 
looking for both FT and PT team 
members to move residential and 
commercial customers. Must be neat in 
appearance, have clean driving record, 
strong work ethic, and excellent 
customer service skills. We offer 
excellent wages + tips, and bonuses. Lift 
the phone and call us todayl 
407-852-0925 We are located west of 
the airport at 2907 McCoy Rd, between 
conway and Orange Ave. 
. ! 'l\casual work environment? 
: • Flexible hours? -~ 
The" Trader. P~blishing is for you! 
Now ,hiring agents to ~t photographer appointments 
.... -~ 
. ' 
$250 a day potential 
Bart.e.nding Training Provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602 
Meet mark. 
AVON'S NEW Sales Opportunity 
Products created for women ages 16-24 
Order Online, Easy commission plan. 
Call 407-654-9756 or go to 
www.avonbeautyapvisor.com. 
Now Hiring All Positions! 
$12/Hour · 
Visit us and Begin Work Today! 
Excellent Pay, Easy Work! . 
www.studentworknow.l;tomestead.com 
Customer Service Reps PIT 
No exp. 'necessary but always· a plus. 
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type @ 
ample speed. Located.near Orlando Int 
Airport. Flexible Schedule + great pay. • 
AM/PM positions available. Call Brandon 
@ 407-243·6150 EXT 2118 
or email@ bbrady@gosafco.com 
I 
New money making oppurtunity! 
Leaders only. Call 1-888-785·0816. 
Nanny wanted in Winter Park area. 
Education student pref. 
2 yr. old.& 10 mo. old. Wages negiotable. 
Contact Jeff 407-843-2111 x401 or. 
407-739-5198. 
PITA PIT IS HERE! 
For great PT employment, please call 
407-380-2333 or apply within. Across 
from UCF next to Smoothie King in 
Collegiate Village. 
Got" a: vacancy in one of your rooms? 
• Having a tough time selling your car? 
Call the Central Florida Future at 
407-447-4~55 todayl 
A·DH [) affects about 
4% of the adult populatior:l. 
In other words, you're riot alone. 
people twith APHP often have symptoi:ns such.as: 
l!J,·feelings of restlessness or impati_enc~ 
[I procrastinating or disorganized· 
J ' 
[) bored easily 
. r 
!!] difficulty paying attention 
If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you m~y qualify for a medical research·, 
study involving an investigationalmedication. Cpll'for immediate evaluation. 
Eligible participants will receive a comprehensive psychiatric evaluation and 
· compensation. Appointments always available. ·· ' 
'· 
·ORLANDO 407-644-1165 
LEESBURG 352-728-4646 
ASK FOR EXT.'84 · 
Childcare needed for my 2 children, ages 
4 & 7 in my Oviedo home .. Thur. a.m. & 
Fri. a.m. & p.m. Reliable trans. & clean 
driving record req. Educ. major a plusl 
407-399-0645. 
PIT Sales: Sell the new Mark line of 
beauty products from Avon for 16·2~ yr. 
olds. 'Earn comruissions and college 
credit. Call Karen at 407-578-1704 or 
e-mail Cprtnrs@cs.com. 
Attsntion Animal Lovers 
PIT to demo per products at major pet 
retailer. This is a we.ekend only pos. Prior 
retail/sales exp. helpful. Email resumes 
to jan_stencel@clareps.com. 
Phone Sales. 
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily 
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses.' Very 
relaxed environment. Call for interview or 
leave ,msg. 407-677·4560'. 
Be your own boss and work your own 
hours. Sound lob good?, Just get the 
factsl!I Call me to set' up an interview. 
407-366-7312. 
Winter 1?prings/Oviedo - Mothers 
Helper/Nanny - 8 mo. old twins (boy/girl), 
light laundry, dishes, prep baby meals. 
Avail. Tues & Thurs. 
E-mail resume to: sam@plannedbiz.c9m: 
Finance tutor wanted for downtown 
, Orlando area. Monday evenings. 
Contact Anita 407-898-0941. 
Need extra cash? 
$500 • $1500 PIT. 
Free information. 
ww\Y.everythlng2galn.com 
Movie Extras/Models Needed 
No exp. req., all looks and ages. 
· Earn $100-$300/day 
1-888-820-0167 xt. FL01 
Nanny needed now. FT, $450/wk, 5 
days, 2 children, live in or oJt. 
Apopka area. Info at 352-376~5008 
Noah's Ark' Nanny Placement Agency. 
HOMES FOR RENT 
UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for 
rent• $895 to $1295. Call 
407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com 
to view ,our rentals. RE/MAX 200 
Realty. 
· 2 rooms avall. in 312 house behind 
• UCF. 10 min from UCF. M or F. 
$500/mth. All 1,1tll. incl. plus cable 
modem. Call Lee 772-528-6347 
Roommate/PT Caregiver. 4/2 house. 
Room/board & $55/weekly. Help 
bedtime. Alt. weekends. 52hr/mo. Ind. 
· educ. 48 yr. old male w/ narrow muscular 
cond: Serious inq. only. Ref, N/S. N/D. 
Q11iet. Sanford area. 407-323-7.508. 
East Orlando - Waterfront and New 
Homes! 4/2, 2-car gar., LR, DR, FR, eat- -. 
, in kitchen, every upgrade anCJ most 
options. All appl. incll $1290·1390/mo. 
' Very Nice! 407-833-0063. 
Casselberry/Redbug· 2l2.5, 2 story furn. 
twnhs. Ser. patio. Pool. Inc. lawn serv. 
Short-long lease. $1195/mo. 
407-365-2354. 
' 
Winter Spg. area. Mins. from UCF/ · ' 
downtown. 4/3 built 2002. 2375 sq. ft . Fr, 
place, wd/flrs, scr. porcb, 2 car/garage, 
gated. Rent incl. lawn. $1J50/mon. 
Call Courtney 407:493-8329. · 
Awesome Brand New Home 
3 great rooms avail. Jan., 11 mi. to 
UCF, community pool, clubhouse, 
tennis, lake. $500/mo., yearly lease. 
Call Sherry @ 954-753-2247 
1 bd avail., pool, cable modem.and 'cable 
t.v. Located 3 mi. .from UCF through back . 
roads. $400 INCLUDES ALL!ll Contact 
Ken @ 407-658-7904. 
3 rooms avail. 1 mile from UCF: 
Fully Furnished. Females only please. 
$275/mo. + util. Call Tiffany at 
407-273-9045. or e'mail 
tiffy~1.44@yahoo.com. 
Brand New 3,000 sq, ft . Home! . 
4 bd/3.5 ba w/ loft in East Orlando! 2 
story, 2 car garage, walk-in closets, 
insidE\ util., cable/phone outlets in every 
room, all kitchen appliance's, and is only 
5 mi. from UCF. Only $1695/mo: .($423 
per bo!) + util. This home won't last! Call 
. today! 407-24~· 1417, 
Fully furnished studio. apt. in Waterford 
Lakes. Quiet neigh. 4 min. from UCF. 
Comm. pool, tennis, tiasketball, ect. 
$550/mo. 1st. and last. $300 dep. 
All util. incl '. Call 407-758-3939. 
Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35. 
characters per line. $1/wk for each'. additional. line. 
Male Grad Stuetent seeks 2 M/F 
for 412 house, large lot, nice area, 
new floqring, hqt tub, close to UCF. 
W/D, l11wn care, water (cap), phone, 
cable, high-speed internet, storage, 
$435/mo. Call.Brett: 321·230~58. 
Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk. 
subdivision off of Mcculough. Great 
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen Tv. Fam/Liv 
. room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner. 
$425/mo. + util. Call 4q7-971-2428. 
Alafaya Woods. 10 mins from UCF via 
backroaqs._ F wanted to share 3/2 w/ F 
grad. & do'g. Oym bath, prem. cable, 
high speed internet, grill, W/D, yard. 
$425/mo. + 1/2 util. Call 407-421-2397. 
Brand new 4/2.5 house. Fully furn. 
$3B7.50 + util./mo. East Colonial area. 
Call Drew 954-608-0615 . . 
F. 18-27 yr. old. 3 bedroom/ 2 bath home. 
Oviedo area/5 mins. from UCF. 
S<'!fe, quiet neighborhood. 
Inexpensive/negotiable rent. New appl. 
V'{/D. 2 car .gar. Call, 407-977~5951 . 
Chea·p Livingl!! $415/mo. incl. util., 
wireless Internet, cable, and W/D. Clean, 
laid back, resp. student preferred. ' ' 
Call Eric @ (407) 482-0864. 
ROOMATE WANTED 
to share awesome home on lake, min. 
from UCF. Enjoy RoadR.uhner, '(JID~ 
private room, fun dog and nice 
roommates. M or F, N/S. Everything incl., 
$500/mo. Call Jeff, UCF Grad '02, 
407-737-6690. Details/photos online: 
ww:"'.thinkcybis.com/room 
Waterford Lakes, UCF, VCC Area 
1 or 2 bd in a nice house near Curry Ford 
Road and Alafaya Trail, (1 O min. 
bicycling to Watflrford'Lakes Mall). Close 
to 417 and 408. Pool, tennis, basketball, 
softball, jogging, fishing, pool table 
Call (407)760-07.68, $495 util. incl. 
M/F college student wanted to live in 
Fox Hunt. Close to campus. Clean 2/2 
condo. $400/mos. + 1/2 util. 
407~256-5316. 
M/F to .share beautiful clean 2 story 
house w/ grad. stud. 3/bed/2.5 bath. W/D 
.. Private 2nd floor room. 1/2 m from UCF. 
$500 rent inc. util. cable, internet. 
Call 407-359-8399 . 
Roommates needed for 4/3 house with 
pool. $450-$500/mnth. Fully furn . Incl. all 
util. Call i:.!iura at 561-628-6940. 
M/F for 2 bed/2.5 bath townhouse. 
Cambridge Cir. $475/month. All util. incl. 
W/D. Call 407-658-1856. 
Room avail. behind UCF. 
$300/mnth. incl. all utll. (exc;ept 
phone), use of W/D and kitchen 
privileges. Call 
407-492-3628 or 407-382-4981 
Share furn. 2bd/2ba condo. M/F,Outside 
smoker, Senior or Grad student, 
Swimming pool, jacuzzi, 
basketball/tenhis, on Econ Trail. 
$450+1/2 util. Sandy 407-275-0968. 
Room for rent in large 4/2 house. 
$450/mo. inc. all util., high speed 
internet, eiltended cable. Close to UCF. 
Dean & University area. 
Call 407-67'.8-4322. 
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3 
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo. 
Utilitiles, internet, & cable included. 
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or 
954-494-8659. 
Prof. M looking to share home 
with openminded M/F. N/S. Drug-free. 
$500/mo. inel. all util. except phone. 
Very close to UCF. Avail. immed. 
Call 407-971-6036.' 
' Gotta Spare Room? 
Friendly, Responsible, N/S F (recent 
UCF Grad) on a budget needs a 
reasonably priced place to stay. Call 
Linnea ASAP @ 407-493-5970. 
M ·looking for a M/F roommate. 1 
mile from UCF. $375/mo. No 
deposit. Incl. EVERYTHING. 
Unfurnished. Just remodled every' 
room in house. Access to pool. 
Call Tony at 407·467-41n. 
Room in Village of Alafaya 
4/4, $479/mo. an·d $300 dep., fully furn., 
util. incl., and great romm<1-tes! Call 
Jennifer 850-637-4635 or 
i;iwayBabyJenn @hotmail.com 
2 F N/S rooms in U.House for 
Spring/Summer 04'. $451 w/priv. bath 
and $428. Incl. util., cable, 3 HBO's; and 
ethernef Move-in after fall classes. 
Amanda·40'7-381-5587 leave message. 
F wanted to' sublease in 3/3 at Pegasus 
Landing. Furn., ethernet, W/D, and all , 
util. incl. Avail. Dec. $500/mo. 
Call 727-809-3862. 
Village· at Alafaya Apartment for Lease. 
, 1st rpo. free, util. incl., fully furn., big bd, 
indiv. bath, 1 mi. from U.CF. $479/mQ. 
Call Hony@ 407-928-·1684 or e-mail 
· ho.lly10326@cs.com. 
/ M/F for a 1/1 @ Pegasus Landing. ' 
$390/mo. Util. incl.·W/D. Cable. Furn. 
Call 407-362-2733. 
M/F for a 1 /1 in a 2/2 apt. at Pegasus 
Pointe. Ail util. incl. Internet. Cable. Fum. 
W/D. Alarm system. No move-in iees. ' 
$505/mo. nictta@hotmail.com. 
407-926-4696. 
Spring / Summer Sublease. 
4/4 apt. Pe~asu~ Landing. Furn. W/D. 
Utilities incl. $500/mo. 
Shuttle to campus. 
Call Samantha 407-362-2627 
' Compact Refridgeratcir 
Great for dorm, like new, includes 
, pap~rs. Asking $80/0BO. 
Call 561-306-5934. 
DiNING F!OOM SET 
New, complete wifh table, chairs, lit 
hutch apd buffet!; $795. 
407-383-0585. 
Beige sofa. Good conClitio11. · 
Call 407-230-2784. 
· Best Webs Online 
· www.jrfigueroa.biz 
books, travel, movies, more ... 
~.compelectro.com 
Mp3, Music, Computers, Supplies,'More ... 
Computer Monitors - Name Bran9s, 
refurbished, 15" ' $25, 17" - $45, 
19" - $65. _Colpr printers , $25. Accesories 
avail. 30 day warranty. 407-221-8240. 
www.davesbargainoutlet.com 
Bedroom Furniture 
Dresser w/ mirror,Chest of Drawers, 
Nightstand and Clothesrack 
All real wood w/ glass tops -- $300 
msalazar@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu for pie. 
BEDROOM SET 
6 pieces, new in boxes, $450. 
'407-275-0612. 
BRAND NEW GAS SCOOTERS 
From $765. Great gas mileage. Up 
to 85 MPG! No motorcycle DL 
required. 15% off to 'all UCF students 
1 
1 with valid IDs. 
407.765.3076 scootersGenie.com. 
· BED - Queen Pillow-top set. ,..iew, in 
plastic, sacrifice $145, can de.liver. 
407-383-0585. 
HOT DOG CART 4 SALE $3,300 
Operational & ready to make money. 
Ne~ parts, towable, hot/cold running 
·water, ice bin. 407-443-7454. 
Amazing NEW DISCOVERY Doubles 
~eading Speed in 60 Daysi Results 
10Q% Gu<1ranteed. Critical for Busy 
, College ~tudents. Free Download 
Available' 24/7 at ReaderWorld.com/fl. 
Excellent income potential! 
Auto mobile detail trailers. lnclos6d, full-
equipped, well'.designed. Can also-be 
used for pressure washing. Great buy! 
Leave msg. at 407-496-8617. 
Compaq Computer Package 
Compaq Presario w/-17" monitor, ' 
attached speakers, built-in mic, 2 
keyboards, new HP printer. Wind9ws 98, 
Word, Excel, Powerpoint. All in exel. 
cond. $375. Call 352-243-1498after1 pm 
BED 
Full size mattress set, new, w/warranty, 
$95. 407-275:0935, 
'l ' 98 Ford Mustang 
Red, 911<,mi., clean, non-smoking, 
private owner. $4,995 neg. 
Call 407-977-8539. 
!! DO NOT PAY °oEAlER RATES !! 
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import 
and domestic owners! Need quality auto 
·repair/maintenance, etc? Don't dela}:', 
call THE AUTO GENERAL 
407-399-7514. ASE certified• and beats 
. most independent shep ratei;! 
1995 Blue Ford Contour. 
115k hwy rQiles. Garage kept. V-6. A/C. 
, . Blue-grey/fabric inter. · 
Price negotiable. 
Leave msg. at 407-763-5155 
Lake Howell Arms Condominium' 
1bd/1ba, private ct.yd., 11ew kitchen with 
Corian countertqps, new carpet, 
completely re-done. $59,900. 
407-249-8357 or 407-435-1753 
• ,t; 
I ' 
RESEARCH · 
understanding. informing.. improv.ing lives. 
View Classifieds online anytime at www.UCFnews.com! 
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[ Central Florida Future • September 11, 2003 
. gre~t skin. is in. MARY KAY® 
Fro.m head to toe, get soft, glowing, look-at-
·me skin. Velocity® skin care is the quick, eas~ 
way to a beautiful complexion. And Vel0city 
body care helps rev you up. Perfect for your 
.busy, on-the-go life. Call or email me to try 
Velocity® skin care,a·nd color products free 
today! Great for men. too! 
In the Summer Sweepstakes .. 
Enter_online on my.Web Site or call me 
CALL ME if you don't see 'Thank' You' confirmation page 
after entering. No purchase necessary, Must be 
18 years of aqe or older. ©2003 ~ry Kay Ire. 
JENNIFER HASSAN! 
INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONS.ULTANT 
Shop 24/7 at'www.moryk~y.com/jhossoni 
407. 281. 9918 jhossoni@morykoy.com 
Mention this ad for a 15% discount off .your 1st or&r 
Tennis Racket Stringing $10 · . NEED A LAWYER? 
Ii>. Bobby Walker 15~205 Pegasus Landing" 
Call 407-362-3718 
CALL A·A·A Attorney Referral Servlce 
24/H.rs 7/Days for Crirriinal Defense, DUI, 
Personal Injury, Wrongful. Death, 
• 
ii,1 
Tutoring Available 
Financial Accounting, Quant. Tools, 
a:nd many other classes available. 
$20 per session·or .a full term rate. 
Call Harel (407) 362-2726. · 
l 
*Versatile Writer-Editor* 
Reasonabl e rales, . 
by the job or by the hour. 
Reports? Resumes? Letters? 
Whatever! I.can help you 
make a winning impression. 
407-327-1539 . 
407.3z'5.5]01 (cell) 
judeklin@bellsouth.net 
"Member UCF Alumni Association• 
CUSTOM TEE SHIRTS 
BUY ONE, GET.ONE FREE 
Clubs, groups, organizations, 
. departments and businesses. 
For your quote today call Victoria 
Kerensky at 407.313.0822. 
, .. RESUMES"'" 
$49.95 student special. 
FREE cover letter included. 
Call 407-268-4734 or email: 
resumeservices@cfl.rr.com 
, Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law, 
Corporate, Immigration, 
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate, 
All Civil & Criminal Matters. 
1-800· 733-5342. 
Nanny I Errand Runner. 
UCF. stucjent available Mon • Thur 
untill 4:00,.all day Fri· Sun. Exp. Ref. 
Megan 497-595-2538. • 
mrobsonsmith@hotmail.com. 
A\dvanced Fitness Science. 
Nutrition11I supplement based on Nobel 
Prize research. Increased stamina, 
performance, & recovery experienced. 
For info. or free samples. 407-247-5184. 
·Laundry and housekeeping. 
Pick-up & delivery. Good rates. 
Call 407-489-2249 or 407-382-5898 . 
Mens $15 Speciall!! 
Highlights for short-hair (w/act) 
Barber avail. @$9.95 cuts/fades 
Joy.Hair & All. 407-671 -8884 
10012 Univ. Dr. Behind Circle K. 
-
Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF. 
Five gentle and easy to learn exercises. 
, Relieve stress, improve health, and 
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass 
riear reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384 
• or_ visit www.falunorlando.org. ' 
' . 
UCF BUTOKUKAN 
Art, Sport & Self-Defense 
Coed beginners classes now forming, no 
experience necessary! M 7·9, W 8:30-10, 
' in the Ed. Bldg's Secondary Gym: Rm 
174. Call 362-2492 for info or 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams/ 
550 
Lqoking for 18 and over performance 
and dance competition team.members. 
Great college discounts! · 
R.egistration held at Dance N' Beyond. 
14o7-9n·9433. 
SPIRITU/\LITY 101 
Final Exam $25,000 
Open Book Contest oi;i Papers 141 • 187 
of The Urantia Book. For details please 
visit www.eventodaward.com. 
Don't have time to sell your stuff ~r place 
fliers for roommates? Let the Central 
Florida Future go to work for you. Place 
.-your classified ad_ in 28,000 copies on 
and off campus. Call 407-447-4555. 
. SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS, 
America's #1 Student Tour Operator 
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, 
FL. Hiring campus reps. Call for discount-
1 ·800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com. 
Spong Break '04 with StudentCity.com 
and M~xim Magazine. Get hooked up 
with. free trips, cash, and Vii:;' status as a 
·· campus rep. Choose fr'om 15 of the , 
hottest destinations. Book early for free 
meals, free dririks and 150% lowe.st price 
guarantee. To reserve online or view our. · 
photo gallery, visit www.studentcity.com 
or call 1 ·888-Spring Break. 
Spring Br~ak ·sign up'with Student 
Expres and get FREE rCiundtrip airline 
tickets to over 15 international 
destinations · including Aruba, 
Dominican Republic, Costa'Rica, 
Caribbean hot spots and more. 
Why go with anyone else. Limited offer · 
call now. Commission rep positions also 
avaiable now! 1 ·800-258-9191 . 
Established rock band. BassisWocalist'-
to complete 4 piece. M/F 18-28 yrs old. 
Rehersal space provided with show 
schedule. Contact Darren 321-438-8511. 
Got a vacancy in one of your rooms? 
Having a tough time selling your car? 
Call the Central· Florida Future at 
407-447-4555 today! 
Mass; Sundays, 
8r:30pm. as of Augu~t 24 . 
Student Union 316CD 
Fr. David Scotchie 
'http: l I pegasus.cc~ucf .edu I ... ccm 
. -AN .UNCOMMON DENOMINATION 
Uni ver s ity U nit arian Uni versalist C::htirc h 
11648 M cCulloch Rd. 
A15 
NOW HIRING 
. WRITERS - ALL SECTIONS, COLUMNISTS, 
. . 
GRAPHIC.DESIGNERS·W/ QUARK EXP . ... 
I 
Don't wait for graduation to get·a 'job in journalism. 
, Newsroom· recruiters value exp'eii~nce, and the Future prov.ic;:les it. 
For more informa_tion, CALL 407-447-4555 
·or E-MAIL: editor@UCFnews.com 
ACROSS 
1 Garbage can 
emana1iol)s 
6 Wolf's wail 
10 Beatnik abodes 
14 "The lion King" 
hero 
·15 .i::;urope's 
neighbor 
1q Kimono sashes 
H Stalin's 
precjecessor . 
18 .Base on balls 
19 Animal hide 
20 Yes. to Yves ..... 
21 Christmas song 
24 Come down irt 
buckets 
26 Lamb piec'e · 
27 Certification of a 
will · 
30 Rich and Worth 
34 Reveal 
35 Length units 
38 Mine output 
39 Opposite of 
aweather 
•' 
40 Eagle's abode 
41 Declare frankly 
42 light brown 
!&? 2003 Trlb\ale Mecna Service$, Inc. 
All rfght9 reserved. 08/11/03 
43 Map on a map 
44 Expunge · 6 Actress Goldie 
45 Scope . 7 Plains tribe 
47 Contained 8 Smith and 
49 City in Tuscany Clark 
52 Leathernecks' 9 Erie shore. 
org. 1 O Olive's beau 
53 Drinkii1$ fountain 11 Cain's brother 
on a ship 12 Pickling herb 
57 Not at work · 13 Mach toppers 
60 Tempo , 22 NYC subway 
61 One in debt line 
62 Clarinetist Shaw 23 Saloons 
64 Eye lewdly 25 Hautboy 
65 Potpie veggies 27 Metal coat 
66 Connecting 28 Kick back 
rooms , 29 Peepers 
67 White Sox, e.g. 31 Marilime 
Sp onsored by 
AFFORDABLE 
LIFE & HEALTH 
INSURANCE 
Specializing in Families & Individuals 
Jeff Ratz, Licensed Insurance Agent 
Mid·West 'National Life lnsllrance C'l:of. TN 
. 407-443-4197 
ratzm@bellsoU1h.net 
· 112 II)i. west of Alafaya Tr. 68 Ms. Bombeck province 
. 69 Beer stimulant 32 Irregularly MW/FL0041 · this ed expires on of before 1114/0t An Uncommon Speaker notched 
. • DOWN 33 Stitched Howard Simon, ACLU Atty. 1 Christiania, 36 EXist 46 High regard 54 Bird confinement 
ACADEMIC TUTORING ' today 37 Exorcism, e.g. 48 Crackpot 55-Bruins oi sports 500 
). 
•. !11 'jJ 
JS 
,_ 
"· 
· . "Privacy and the Patriot Act " · 2 God of France 40 Gnu or oribi 50 Mof e recent 56 Sky bear? 
In Math, Chem. Statistics, SAT, FCAT, 3 All-powerful 41 ComP,Oser . 51 Nautical 58 Partner of '1 
GAE, etc. In home services avail. Cali Join the Student Entrepreneur Society Sunday, . Sept. 14, 10: 3 0 a.m. 4 Slugger's stat Khachaturian position starts 1 Dr. Greer@ 407·366-2650 or e-mail September 121h from 6-8pm at the 5 Capital of Puerto 43 1st letter 53 Friend of Fido 59 Poetic measures ~ . lbgtutor@yahoo.com. ' Pegasus Ballroom A. Become a member, ·, ( 407) 645-1822 Rico 44 Rapture and Rover? 63 Wish undone , 
·~-.,.,.._~....,.....--,~ ~~~~~~~~-fr_e_e_ro_od_._p_ri-ce_s_._in-fo_a_b_ou_t_1_st_u_c_.F~~~~~~~~~~'"'~e-b~s-it_e_;_,~~-·-u_n_i_v_e_r_s_ityu~-u~u-s_.o_r_g~~~~~~~~~~~P-l_e_a_se~se_e~s-0_1u_t_io_n_s_o~n~·P_a_g_e_A~2-· ~~~~--,-~ • .. -i 
.• """"""Compel"°"· '"' m"oh ~"· 1 
. Lqca! a,nd long Distance Telephone Service Pr~vider J 
1u1/.~Time • Paid. Training 
lull Time Benefits: 
Holidays, Personal Bays 
Campany Matching f01K. 
Business casual attire·· Paid Vacation 
Right around the 
co~ner from UCf · 
12001 Science Dr. • Orlando, fl 32828 
EOE/DFWP > 
' .. 
'. 
\ . 
' • r 
/ ~ ' 
··Powerade · 
.·. . ' ' .. 
. ' 32-oz 

Organization eligibility 
In order to be a regis-
tered student organiza-
tion, two main require-
ments ,must be met: 
· 1. The organization's 
objectives must be "con- -
sistent with' the broad 
organizational goal~ of the· 
University" (6C7:-5.0021 
F.A.C.). . 
2. There must be- at 
'least 12 students in the 
- organization· that meet 
The Golden Rule member-
ship criteria. 
Registration form 
September 8, 2003 • Central Florida Future Clu~ & Ofganilation Guide 
·. Benefit5. of recognition 
Recognition as an official UCF club has its privi-
. leges. The following university resources are avail-
able to recognized stY.d~nt organizations: 
l • The privilege to use the university's name as part 
of the organization1s name 
• Opportunity_ to apply.for student organization 
funding through SGA 
· • Access' to campus. for recruiting, fundraising and 
publicity purposes 
• Free organizational e-mail address and Web site 
. (see http://r~ach.ucf.edu/-wdr/pegasus.html) 
• Access to resources ·provided l5y university 
departments and offices 
Use of university facilities (either free or at 
reduced rates) for meeting-s and events 
• Free ballking at the UCF Credit Union 
• Organization mailbox in the Student Leadership 
Center 
• Access to free publicity on the OSA Web site 
"Each group must begin . 
by turning in the complet..: 
ed Student Organization 
Registration Form and 
their organization's 
Constitution. 
The Registration Fbrm 
is checked for -accuracy 
and student eligibility 
according to the univer~i­
ty. 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE FILE PHOlO 
New and established.dubs often set-up in front.of the Student Union to introduce themselves and reauit new members. 
• Opportunity to apply for cubicle spare on.campus 
• The privilege to grant awards and honors to 
organization members 
· As stated in 
The Golden Rule 
Membership in any stu-
dent o~ation i~ liffi:it-
ed to any student who is 
currently paying fees and 
is enrolled with the 
University of Central 
Florida. · Organizational 
membership reql!irements 
must also be"Satisfied. 
UCF faculty, staff, 
alumni . ~ and Central 
al ·origin, marital status, 
sexual orientation/prefer-
ence, par~ntal status or 
veteran's status. · 
Any errors in the form 
will be reporte<J to the co.n-
tact person listed on the 
form. 
. Constitution . 
The organization's 
Constitution is checked for 
completion, using the con-
stitution checklist as .the· 
rubric. The Constitution· 
must be approved by ttie 
following people: 
,, Florida · R~search Park • Graduate· Assistant 
employees -may-=. pe non:: of. Student Activities 
voting members. In order • Assistant Director of 
to comply with the Student Activities 
University's commitment •Attorney General of 
to non-discrimination, no Student Government 
discrimination shall be • President -of Student 
made on the basis of gen- Government ~ 
der, race, color, creed, age, •Director·· of Student 
religion, disability;-nation- · Le3.dership Programs 
-.. 
- For 9ffice supplie5 ~nd travel ~ 
1. Fill out . the appropriate C & 0 
(Conference and Office) office supplies, mdi-
:vidual travel, or grQup travel allocation 
form. These forms are found at 
_Any err0rs or revisions 
will be reported to the 
Contact Person listed on 
the. Registration Fbrm. It 
i~ highly · recommended 
that student organizations 
follow the Sample 
Constitution closely to 
speed up the regis~ation 
process. 
way; notify OSA so the file is 
up to date. If any club officer 
information needs- fa_ . be 
changed or updated, contact 
the office or fill out the organ-
ization update form. ·· All 
forms Will be (ound in the · 
appendix of the OSA student 
-organization handbook. 
• Opportunicy for joint programming with t~e 
-Campus Activities Board or with Volunteer UCF 
• .Opportunity to participate as a group in _ 
Homecoming · 
• .Aecess to leadership development opportunities 
likeEKCEL 
· Once the Constitution is 
approved -·_ and tlie 
Registratfon Form ·is com-
pleted . and acc_urate, -the . ' -
~student organization 
_becomes registered with 
tne University of' Central 
Florida, barring any dis-
crepancies with Universicy 
-COUmsYOSA 
policies. · · 
Changes and updates 
- Tfie Office of Student 
Activities seeks t.o have 
accurate and updated ~ 
information at all times. If 
an -organization. amends ., 
the ConstituiiQfi. "'in 8;n~ 
The Stud§!nl ttealth Advisory Council {SHAC) of UCF is having a 
recruitment meeting. !f/e are looking for individuals who would 
like the opportunity to assume an advisory position in the policy, 
budgeti_ng, physician -selection and publicity functions of the 
·Student Health Services 
administration. The ·council serves 
as a liaison .between Student. Health ~ 
Services administration and ~ the · 
st~dent ·body to -help shape more " , 
accessible and "student -friendly" .' 
,QUESTIONS? 
send u·s and email: ~ 
:- ~~ucF~HAC@hOt 
or catl Holly Madeo~ ;{advisor) , 
£107~823-2643 
• 
• 
• 
• 
..: 
_Ce_n_tr_al_Fl_or_id_aF_u_tu_re_C_lu_b&~Or~ga_n_iza~ti~on~G~u~id~e_·~S~eLpt=em~b~e~r8~,2=0~03:.____::__~~~~~~~~~~__:__~~~~~~~~~~__:~~~--=__:=--~~~~~-=-~~~-B3 
2003 CLUB & ORGANIZATION LISTINGS 
4EVER Knights Alpha Kappa Delta Sociology Club . Alpha Theta Rho American Institute of Apple Corps (Apple Users Groups at UCF) Assoc. for Doctoral Students in Excep. Ed. 
To connect student to alumni and To promote excellence in To promote professional and Aeronautics and Astronautics The ultimate goal of Apple Corps Assisting and supporting 
offer opportunities to mingle and scholarship in the study of sociology, academic awareness in AIMs goal is to broaden the is to help develop better teaching, doctoral students in the successful 
network with alumni. Also to educate . research of social problems, and such Anthropology. horizons of students interested in learning, communication, and service completion of their doctoral program 
students about the alumni other social and intellectual activities. Aerospace Engineering and aid their through the use of technology. of study and transition to successful 
tA association. Alumni Association futures in Aerospace engineering by professional employment. 
Alpha Kappa Psi The goals of the Alumni bridging the gap between students Arm~ROTC 
Acts29 The mission of this organization is Association are to increase the and the industry. o provide UCF Students proper Assoc.of Information Tech. Professionals 
Acts 29 reaches students with the to develop well-trained, ethical, skilled, . involvement of alumni with the training to become 2 LT in the US To introduce students into a real 
gospel of Jesus Christ and provides resourceful and experienced business university, and to raise funds for American Marketi~ Association Army. world industry environment by 
continual fellowship and instruction leaders. university and alumni activities. To become U F's leading providing them with the opportunity 
for the Christian life. stude!"lt organization by furthering Art-Animation Club to network with professionals in their 
Alpha Phi Omega Amateur Radio Club the personal and professional To promote student interest and area of study, participate in 
Actuarial Club of UCF To assemble the students of UCF To provide the federally develc;ipment of students through involvement in animation and to workshops, conferences, meetings, 
To provide support and fellowship in the fellowship of the Scout Oath regulated/mandated public service leadership training, teamwork, provide leadership, educational, and and to open new doors to 
for students interested in pursuing a and Law, to develop friendship, of Amateur Radio to the UCF community service, and career opportunities. Foremost, to professional and personal excellence. 
career in the field of actuarial science. leadership, and association among community- which includes disaster commitment to excellence. pursue career and networking 
students, and to promote service to and emergency communications. opportunities in competitive Assoc. for Childhood Education, Intl. 
Advertising Club the student body and faculty, to the American Society of Gvil Engineers corporate marketplaces to help To prepare ourselves to be 
The mission of this organization is youth and the community, to the American Chemical Sodeg MCE gives its members the ensure future employment for club professional team players and 
to provide students every possible members of the Fraternity and the To rebuild ACS at U F. We plan to leadership skills necessary for a members. promote literacy and knowledge in 
opportunity to grow in knowledge nation as participating citizens. visit elementary and high schools to successful future. It is an organization educating children. 
and experience in preparation for a do various demonstration. We are based around engineering Arts Alliance 
career in advertising. Alpha Phi Sigma also starting a tutoring service for competitions. In the process of To promote the visual arts at UCF Assoc. for Women in Communications 
Recognizing and promoting high most chemistry classes. In the future preparing for these competitions, our and in the community. The Association for Women in 
African American Student Union scholastic standards and integrity in we plan to visit industries. members meet local young - Communications is a professional 
The voice of the minority students the criminal justices profession, and engineers through socials, meetings, Asian Students Association organization that champions the 
on the campus of UCF. We seek to establishing the benefits of scientific American Choral Directors Association and award banquets. To spread·Asian culture, advancement of women across all 
educate, enlighten, and entertain the research and continuing education. To promote choral music awareness, and diversity, while communication disciplines by 
students at UCF. We do so through education within the Music American Sode~ of Heating, recognizing the accomplishments of recognizing excellence, promoting 
programming supported by the Alpha Pi Mu Natl. Ind. Engr. Honor Soc. Department of UCF, the surrounding Refri~eratin?u & ir Asian American students; which leadership, and positioning its 
student body. Serving as the industrial community, and our state. . ogive ture engineers a better concern social, academic, and members at the forefront of the 
engineering honor society and to understanding of the HVAC industry. professional achievements. evolving communications era. 
- African Association confer recognition upon the students American Civil Liberties Union . 
Uniting, educating, and promoting of industrial engineering who have Keeping students involved American Society of Mechanical Assoc. Builders and Contractors (ABO Astronomy Society 
awareness of African heritage, culture, shown exceptional interests and campus-wide in the civil liberties - Engineers (ASME) To educate people about the The purpose of the Astronomy 
and traditions amongst UCF students. abilities in the field of industrial battles at school, and the local, state, To promote and enhance the construction industry through Society is to create, enhance, and · 
engineering. and the federal level. technical competency and speakers and·site visits and to meet deliver a definite vehicle that will help 
Air Force ROTC professional well -being of our construction professionals in the field its members cultivate the love ;md 
The mission of the 159th Cadet Alpha Psi Omega, UCF Cast American College of Healthcare Execs members, and through quality today respect for the mystery of the 
Wing is to provide training to develop By volunteering our time, energy, To be the professional programs and activities in cosmos. Through astronomy, the 
the leadership abilities of cadets to and monies, we strive to become membership society for healthcare mechanical engineering better infinite journey of inquisitive 
enable them to perform effectively as better individuals, students, leaders executives and to advance enable its practitioners to contribute reasoning becomes the source that 
officers when they enter the US Air and professionals in our chosen healthcare leadership and to the well being of humankind. gives us the purpose for the UCF 
Force. disciplines. management. Astronomy Society. 
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Bachelors of Sodal Work Club Biology Graduate Student Association 
To supplement a better l'lie University of Central Florid 
education by promoting students to BGSA was established in 1997 to 
interact with school and the · ·· provide oppor:tun,"ities for UCF 
community. To increase communi.ty . :> .. biology students to participate in 
service, and social interaction among · ,. ~xtra curricliilar activities in Biology. 
students. · · · · These activities include seminars, 
~· · s~~~-:e:-'ei'lts;-ahd se!'Vice activities. 
Baptist Collegiate MinistTies · ·· : .. -
· . The mission of 13CM is to offer .8iomedieal Engineering Society 
students opportunities to explore To promote and enhance 
the claims of Christianity, to develop knowledge of technologies and 
leaders who will serve the local and mechanics as applied to the medical 
university community;and to help field . . 
students become dev9ted followers 
of Jesus Christ. 
Baseball Club 
Allow UCF. students to play in .. 
competitive organized baseball 
league most.of the year. 
Biomolecular Science Journal Club 
.'To educate and update its , 
' · · members with the latest literature in 
the biological sciences. Our goal is to 
pfomote,regular meetings where 
. hrgh impact ~cientific articles will be 
. alstussed. 
.Best.Buddie$ 
The mission of Best Buddies is to · . Bl~~.Female Development Cirde 
· enhance the Iii/es of people with . .. To educate, enhance, ~nd 
mental retafdation by providing celeb'rate womanhood on the 
opportunities for one-to-one · tampu·s and irlthe community. 
friendships an9 integrated 
· employment. ; 
Be~a Alpha Psi 
Promote the study and practice 
of accounting; provide opportunities 
for self-development and association 
among professionals; 
encouragement of ethical, social, and 
public responsibilities. 
Bhakti Yoga Club 
To provide information and 
seminars on yoga, meditation and 
Vedic culture. 
BilliardsOub 
To promote the game of pool 
and increase the public image of UCF 
in the community. 
Boulderi~g Club · · . 
Proviqing. expanded bouldering 
opportunities fo~ its members and _ 
promoting studeh~ interest and 
involvement in the.sport of 
bouldering. -
BowlingOub 
To provide an organized activity 
for students that is. both ft.in and 
competitive, to promote interest in 
bowling as a serious sport, and to ·· 
accumulate resources for the 
fonnation of men and women teams 
that will compete in the 
Intercollegiate Bowling Conference. 
Business Administration College Coundl 
To promote communication, 
cooperation, and unity among 
students, faculty and organizations 
with the College of Business. 
•. :;: ' • ~· ':._ , /:- ~· : ..:. :~· . 
Butokukan-Tae i<vi<>n. D.o. Club\·:< : . . Careedteso~rce Center -, .. '. , ·,. €hess Club 
Butokukan,and th~· Am.ertc~rj:· · .. : Tue· Care~r·:~~~o~rce:c~r1t:~(.'.· : ' To better promote the higher 
Institute of Martial VirttJe.i:S a .. moder.n, · . {CRG) pr6Vides·a:·br6ad»i'9nge:pf: /, :.. . appreciation of the sport of chess. 
comprehensill~, integrated prtigra"m . . carej:!r r~latecl s~rvk~s ineluq!~g': :; ., ~.: .. The club will also strive to attain a 
of instruction.irftraditional East AsiCln ,.: career advis·i~g,·car~~( plannjr:J.g;-: · ·~ ·" · ·: . greater increase of chess knowledge. 
martial art5. We en·deavori~ in Still' · "· · ·: workshops, job d~!il. Qahk,'C:are~t ,. ..- : : Furthermore, our expertise will 
students with the wisdo!TI; /'.:" ' "". . fairs, on-campus inteiV1ewing;pnd':if ,, -~ .:: improve the image and prestige of 
compassio.n, and c:ourage:t9 c:b~nhel resume referral program.. · · "" · " ,.: our higher education institution and 
their efforts in _productJvedir~~ipns. · organization. The club will also seek 
· ' ··· ~ .:. ·.· .. : · Caribbean Students' Association to increase community and social 
Campus Action for Ani~aj$" .. · -' . .' ~· ·" . ~,. . The purpose of CSA at the involvement with chess. 
Io intercede direc;:tly or'iri:Q,i~ectly : : University of Central Florida is to 
on behalf of living beingst hr.eatened . unite people with a common interest 
by human activity.To ptoinote the "· in-the <;;aribbean.Our goal is to 
humane treatment of animals· . . provide an orientation for Caribbean 
through education: And to erjcourage students entering ·ucF. At the ·sar:ne. 
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship 
Reconciling students to Christ -
Transforming the University, the 
marketplace, and the world. 
cooperation between all,.groups , time, we hope to stimulate ' \~~ -· · · 
interested in animal welfare. ,. interaction between Caribbeaf:i '~·-· ·Ch.i Epsilori 
students and students of other· . ... . Qedicated to the purpose of 
Campus Activities Board (CAB) · 
io program activities forthe UCF 
community, appealing to their varied -
interests and tastes. 
Campus Advent 
It is the mission of this . 
organ,ization to assist both current 
. and prospective members in 
developing a deeper commitment to 
their faith, provide christian fellowship 
· to interested individuals and friends. 
Campus Crusade forOnist 
Our mission as Campus Crusade 
for Christ at UCF is to give each and 
every student on campus Jesus 
Christ. 
! 
Campus Outreach 
To glorify God by buildir:lg 
laborers on the campus 'for the lost· 
wor1d. 
Cam Peace Action ~reate awareness about 
peaceful solutions to conflict on all 
levels in order to bring about a time 
of peace on campus, in our 
community and nation, and 
throughout the wor1d. 
cultures. , , ,, . , · ·r:naintaining and promoting the 
Catholic Campus Ministries :"· · " ·\. · 
The Cat~·01ic Campus Ministry is 
a community of Cath6Jiqtudents 
that meets ever}.t,Sunpay.evening for 
Mass. We worship God, grow in 
community, deepen our faith and 
minister, so that our lives and UCF are 
changed in Christ. 
. Center for Multilin9ual 
Multicultural Studies· 
Provides quality English 
instruction for students who plan to 
attend an American university. We 
offer courses that will provide the 
students with the skills they need to 
perform in university settings. 
Cereal Eaters Association (CEA) 
To raise funds for the purpose of 
promoting educational programs, as 
well as, uniting the Universit}t of 
Central Florida's student population 
through a universal love of cereal. In 
addition, the Cereal Eater's 
Association would also like to 
increase awareness and education 
towards healthy eating habits. 
.status of civil engineering as an ideal 
profession, Chi Epsilon was organized 
to recognize the characteristics of the 
individual civil engineer deemed to 
be fundamental to the successful 
pursuit of an engineering career, and 
to aid in the development of those 
characteristics in the civil 
engineering student. 
Chi Sigma Iota 
Chi Sigma Iota seeks to promote 
scholarship, research, 
professionalism, leadership and 
excellence in counseling and to 
recognize high attainment in the 
pursuit of academic and clinical 
excellence in the field of counseling. 
Chinese Student and Scholar Assoc. 
· CSSA is dedicated to the goal of 
promoting social, intellectual and 
cultural activities for Chinese 
students and scholars at UCF and for 
those interested members of the 
UCF community. It's part of the UCF 
multi-cultural society. 
Chocolate Club 
To learn more about the history, 
. chemistry, and taste of chocolates 
from around the world; and also to 
enjoy this delectable treat. 
Christian Campus Fellowship 
We provide a haven for 
Christians on campus to be nurtured 
and grow in their faith in Christ. We 
reach out to others and share the 
love of God with them through our 
lives to provide a place of belonging. 
Grcle K International Club 
Circle K is a service organization 
whose sole purpose is to provide 
students with the opportunity to do 
community service along with 
fellowship and leadership. 
Classics Contemporary Renaissance Club-
To develop a group of listeners, 
thinkers, and observers who form a 
resource for themselves as a 
collective of thought and culture, but 
also form a resource to the University 
and the neighboring community 
through its service. 
Oinical Exercise Physiology Club 
To provide clinical experience 
and educational opportunities and 
to promote student interest in the 
area of clinical exercise physi?logy. 
OubKreyol 
To assist all students of Creole 
speaking countries and others of 
African Diaspora in their transition 
into the university system. To 
promote diversity on a new level at 
UCF,and to encourage awareness in 
the individual uniqueness of each of 
the world's African descended 
nations. 
~ . 
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Club Soccer Team Cricket Club 
To offer UCF students a chance To intensely promote the sport 
to represent their school and of Cricket at the collegiate level and 
interact with other institutions to represent UCF and our 
while using their physical and community as athletes and 
mental abilities to attain their goals scholars. 
while showing good sportsmanship 
and teamwork. Cryptography Oub 
To provide educational 
Coll~e Democrats opportunities for its members in 
o promote the ideals and the field of cryptography. Members 
principles of the Democratic Party will gain knowledge in the field of 
and promote the education of the pure mathematics, mathematical 
citizenry in matters of public policy. deduction, and logical problem 
solving. 
College of Business Admin. PhD 
Student Association Cypress Dome Sode~ 
Promote the common interest Is dedicated to ostering the 
of the College of Business' Business literary arts at UCF and promoting a 
Administration PhD students. sense of community among writers 
and artists. 
Collie of Education Student Council 
e the students of the College DanceFever 
of Education at the University of To provide entertainment and 
•. ' Central Florida, strive to develop exercise thr~ugh creative dance in a 
and promote increasing unity non-competitive environment 
within the college by bringing 
together student educators for the Delta Epsilon Chi (DEX) 
achievement of common goals To provide leadership and 
through democratic action. In this educational opportunities for its 
spirit, we hereby adopt this members and to promote student 
Constitution of the University of interest and involvement in the 
Central Florida Education Student Delta Epsilon Cni sponsored 
College Council. competitions and conferences. 
Coll~e Republicans Delta ~ma Pi -ollege Republicans is a De Sigma Pi is a professional 
stuC:tent political organization fraternity organized to foster the 
dedicated to supporting the study of business in universities; to 
Republican Party. Our purpose is_to encourage scholarship, social 
organize, educate, and mobilize activity & the association of 
Republicans at UCF. students for their mutual 
advancement by research & · 
Coll~iate Musk Educators Natl. Cont. practice; to promote closer 
o increase knowledge, interest, affiliation between the commercial 
and productivity in all areas of world & students of commerce, and 
music education through chapter to further a higher standard of 
programs and comm~nity outreach commercial ethics & culture. 
programs. 
Department of Theater 
Coll~ate Percussive Arts Society Seeking to develop theatre-
e shall strive to provide the artists of the highest quality, the 
highest quality of percussion Department of Theatre, through its 
students through clinics, improved BA arid BFA degree.programs, will 
rehearsal facilities, and provide selected sttldents with the 
technological advantages. training, education, and experiences 
necessary-for the successful pursuit 
Com~erCombat Simulation Cub of professional theatre careers in 
o introduce individuals to performance, theatre 
Local Area Networks an<;f design/technology, stage 
Simulation Software. _ management, and theatre 
administration. 
Consultants for Effective Leadership 
The CEL program provides D' ital Media Association 
interactive training throu9h IQ To unite students with similar 
educational, professional, and interests in Digital Arts and help 
leadership consultations. CEL assists them create good connections with 
student clubs and organizations future professionals of their field of 
achieve their most effective level of work. 
leadership. 
Dispute Resolution Services 
Cooperative Education Their mission is to serve the 
Cooperative Education (Co-op) University community by offering 
is an academic program in which training and services directed at 
students work in their major fields resolving interpersonal disputes. 
of study for competitive salaries. Co- . Facilitation of communication 
op offers a blend of theory and between parties promotes 
practice, combining formal understanding, settlement, and 
university preparation with practical reconciliation. 
work experience. 
Disdfcles On Campus (DOC) 
Counseli~ and Testing Center o provide an atmosphere for 
The ounseling and Testing Christians to be unified on the 
Center provides a professional staff campus of the University of Central 
of psychologists and mental healt Florida.To bring the knowledge of 
counselors. The Center offers God and His Word to the campus 
psychological and career and community. 
counseling for UCF students.The 
Testing Center administers many Diversified Greek Council 
state and national tests To oversee all men's and 
women's national cultural greek-
CREOL AssoC. of Optics Students (CAOS) letter organizations. 
To promote the discipline of 
Optics through aQ organized effort Division of Continuing Education 
in study, research, and discussion.To Division of Continuing 
further the professional Education at UCF provides non-
development of students as well as credit courses and programs to 
to initiate social and cultural make accessible the University's 
activities to the benefit of all the resources for the re-education, 
members. training, professional advancement, 
and personal growth of the 
Crew Club professionals and private citizens in 
To represent UCF in the rowing its service area as well as the state, 
community.To teach student region, and nation. 
athletes how to row and most 
importantly how to win. 
Doctoral Org. of Clinical Students 
in Psfcchology (Psi DOCS) 
o promote the professional 
development of doctoral level 
graduate students in clinical 
psychology; provide a liaison 
between the students, faculty, and 
administration; to encourage the 
general spirit of cohesion between 
the university and community. 
Eve~ Kni[ht Can Excel in Leadership 
KCE is a comprehensive 
leadership development program 
that offers all UCF students 
opportunity to explore the aspects 
of leadership. Individuals and 
groups have access to the skills and 
support needed to succeed. 
·Electrochemical Society 
To inform the students about 
the solid state and electrochemical 
science and technology being 
developed in industry and other 
universities. 
Elements (The) 
To promote the positi~ aspects 
of Hip Hop Culture to the UCF 
student body. 
Environmental Society 
. To foster environmental 
awareness on the UCF campus and 
the Central Florida area. To educate 
students on the living wortd around 
them.To provide outdoor 
experiences and co~ryiunity ser:vice 
activities. 
Equestrian Cub 
To provide a link between 
students and a local stable, as well 
as represent UCF in the 
Intercollegiate Horseshow 
Association. 
Falun Gong Cultivation~ at UCF 
To genuinely bring stu ents to 
higher levels of awareness by 
increasing moral quality and mind 
nature. Effectively eliminating 
negative energx for students. 
Ultimately, helping human beings 
harmonize themselves with truth-
compassion-tolerance. To help stop 
human rights violations committed 
against fellow practitioners in 
China. 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
To present athl~tes and coaches 
and all whom they influence the 
challenge and adventure of 
receiving Jesus Christ as Savior and 
Lord, serving Him in their 
relationships and in the fellowship 
of the church. 
Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance 
To advocate the policy, practice, 
or advocacy of political, economic, 
.and social equality for women; to 
facilitate egalitarian relations 
between all people. 
Filipino Student Association 
To unify the Filipino stude_nt 
communities by creating ~~d 
maintaining a network of 
information and resources to 
understand Filipino heritage and to 
encourage a positive 
understanding,of Rlipino culture. 
Financial Management Associatio·n 
To assist its members preparing 
for possible future employment 
opportunities, providing guidance 
for students in course selection, 
broadening students' knowledge of. 
careers available in the finance field, 
and encouraging interaction 
between UCF students and 
business leaders. 
First Year Student Advisory Council 
The First Year Student Advisory 
Council has been established to 
allow interested students an 
opportunity to assist in improving & 
implementing advising related 
programs for first year students. This 
will be done through the 
coordination of various groups with 
the primary focus on orientation. 
Forensic Science Association 
The purpose of the Forensic 
Science Association is to provide 
exposure to the field for those 
interested in pursuing a career in 
Forensic Science and to p}ovide 
assistance to students in the Forensic 
Science Program. 
Free the Planet 
To impact critical environmental 
issues, network student environmental 
activists, and train the next generation 
of environmental leaders. 
French Club 
To encourage the learning of 
French ~s a second language and to 
the study of the francophone world. 
French Honor Society 
Pi Delta Phi 
To recognize outstanding 
scholarship in the French language 
and its literature, to increase the 
knowledge and appreciation of 
Americans for the cultural 
contributions of the French-speaking 
wortd. 
Future Technical Communicators 
-Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual 
Student Union (GLBSU) 
To eliminate homophobia; to 
achieve equality and fair treatment of 
all people regardless of sexual 
orientation or gender identity; and to 
overcome the devastating effects of 
discrimination on gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, and transgender persons. 
Gold Team 
The objective of the Gold Team 
shall be to represent the Football 
Department in a respectable and 
appropriate manner. The organization 
shall work in conjunction with the 
athletic department to recruit 
prospective football athletes to attend 
the University of Central Flonda. 
Golden Key Intl. Honor Society 
To recognize and encourage 
scholastic achievement and excellence 
in all undergraduate fields, to unite 
with faculty and administrators in 
developing and maintaining high 
standards of education, to provide 
economic assistance to outstanding 
members by means of scholarships, 
and to promote altruistic conduct 
through voluntary service. 
Golden Knights Honorary 
Leadership Council 
85 
Gospel and Cultural Choir 
To obtain and enhance cultural 
heritage for students, to serve as an 
effective liaison between the 
community and the university, to 
serve as a recruiting agent for minority 
students at local high schools. It allows 
students to congregate for social, 
religious, educational, and recreational 
outlets. 
Graduate Business Student Assoc. 
To foster growth of graduate 
business students through an 
academic and professional 
environment by providing business 
graduate students with the ability to 
offer formal constructive input and 
feedback to graduate programs. 
Graduate Nursing Association 
Our mission is to provide a forum 
for graduate nursi!1g students to 
expand our knowledge through 
collaboration with others and to be a 
voice for the graduate nurses at the 
University of Central Florida. 
Graduate Political Scientists 
To promote political awareness 
among the University community, 
provide fellowship for political science 
graduate students, and to help such 
students succeed in their Studies and 
Future Technical Communicators. 
is an organization focusing on -
providing its members with real world 
soft wars experience and developing 
and presenting workshops to the 
Central Florida community. 
It is ttie principle objective of this . 
organization to organize student 
leaders to work together to enhance 
awareness o( the University of Central 
Florida through media, promotions, 
community service, University alumni, 
etc. 
_ future careers. 
Game Developers Cub 
Expand the professional 
Development of computer game 
developers with interdisciplinary -
research and creative projects for fun. 
Graduate Student Association 
To provide a support network for 
graduate and doctoral students at UCF 
through workshops, socials, and other 
events 
Graphic Desi9n Student Association 
~ To provide leadership and 
Gaming Cub 
To provide a place for UCF 
- students to gather and engage in the 
pursuit of our common hobby. And to 
promote world peace. 
educational opportunities for its 
members as well as to promote a pre-
professional environment to 
encourage and prepare students for 
their future work field. 
Be part of one of UCF's largest organizations on campus. 
Students today-Alumni Forever! · 
Start the new semester out right, get involved today! 
Formore information visit 
www.ucfalumni.com or call (407) UCF-ALUM. 
UCF Hospitality 
Association 
Networking, socials, and just plain fun! 
Meeting September 10 at 5:30 PM in the 
Student.Union Room 218AB 
Contact David Buckalew at 
skee067@aol.com 
with any questions 
UCI .AllllNI USICUllU 
Greek Council 
The purpose of the University of 
Central Florida Greek Council shall 
be to foster a sense of Greek 
community that demonstrates 
integrity, trust, and an active passion 
for our common as well as 
individual purposes. Greek Council 
strives, through the bonds of a 
shared vision, to create a feeling of 
unity among Greeks of all 
backgrounds. 
INROADS Professional Student Assoc. 
To increase the realm of 
opportunities for minorities in 
pursuing their goals of success in 
the professional society through the 
development of networking, 
utilization of organizer and 
coordinator resources, and further 
involvement of the community. 
~ : 
Institute of lndliStrlal ~ngineers. · .· 
·To promote and encourage-~n 
understandin~f and applfc(ltion qf . 
Greenpeace at UCF 1 engi~_eering, eth!c~ and pnriciples. ·' · 
To promote environmental ··: .. 
issues at a university, local, and X1 Institute ofTrans~rtation ·Engineer5 
national level by using non-violent, The purpose of this · 
creative efforts to expose global : .organization is,to prom0te, · 
environmental problems, and ·; '.,·/stimulate;anq.maint?iin.the ·spirit of 
advocate solutions for a green and _::' .:· engineering atthe·l)niversity. 
peaceful future. ·· - · 
.lnterfiat~ify ~~ndi (IFO 
H20Campus 
We desire to create an 
authentic biblical community, in 
which, loving, strong and open 
relationships with one another can 
flourish. We want to create a family 
where one can develop and us~ 
their gifts and talents and not be 
afraid to be themselves. We are · 
young people with a heart for the 
world around us. 
Hispanic American Student Assoc. 
HASA is a non-profit, student-
run organization that strives to 
promote Hispanic culture on 
campus and provide cultural, 
artistic, and educational support to 
students, as well as develop and 
coordinate the UCF Hispanic 
Awareness Month. 
Honors Congress . 
The purpose of the Honors 
Congress is to support the 
academic needs of the Burnett 
Honors College student body, to 
foster a spirit of unity t.hrough the 
facilitation of social and volunteer 
activities and cultivate a sense of 
community within the Honors 
College. 
Hospitality Association 
To facilitate networking 
amongst hospitality association 
students, hospitality management 
professors, and hospitality industry 
contacts. 
Human Factors & Ergonomic 
Society Student Chapter 
The mission of the student 
chapter of HFES is to provide 
members with the opportunity to 
further their professional goals by 
encouraging members to attend 
conferences and sponsoring 
colloquia where members have the 
opportunity to meet the foremost 
researchers in the field. · 
Ice Hockey 
Our purpose is to provide an 
organized ice hockey club to UCF 
students. Our team provides an 
entertaining atmosphere to enjoy 
competitive and challenging ice 
hockey. 
Institute of Electrical & Electronic 
Engineers (IEEE) 
IEEE helps advance global 
prosperity by promoting the 
engineering process of creating, 
developing, integrating, sharing, and 
applying knowledge for the benefit 
of humanity and the profession. 
. lnnerSelf 
To provide a safe and relaxing 
educational environment for all 
persons interested in self-
~xploration. Our purpose is to 
encourage individuals to take part 
in activities contributing to the 
welfare of themselves, others, the 
community, and, ultimately, the 
world. 
The rtlem~rs .. bf IFC shall: 
Educate chapters and members so 
that they may fulfill their utmost · 
.potential;..supp6rt and promote 
Greek life through positive 
programming for Greeks and non-
. Greeks alike; maintain and improve 
our relatiops wi~~ the university to 
strengthen _the Gr~k community. 
Intl.Special Even~ SOci_ety (ISES) 
To foster c.orinea1ons between 
st;udents of the Univers1ty_ of Central 
.Florida and professj_onal members · 
of the Cenhal Florida chapter of 
ISES. Through this association, . ' 
students will have the opportunity 
to learn, observe, and participate in 
the special event industry, affording 
them valuable learning experiences 
that will contribute to development 
· of their careers. 
International Student Association 
The original objectives of ISA 
were to provide support for those 
students who were far from home. 
Today the necessity to educate one 
another about variations and 
similarities.among our cultures has 
increased.The ISA provides a link 
between stuc:!ehts in order to learn 
and enibr.ace"the differences and 
likeness i'1 one another. 
lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship 
In response to God's love, grace 
and truth: The purpose of IVCF is to 
establish and advance at colleges · 
and universities witnessing · 
communities of students ar:id 
faculty who follow Jesus as Savior 
. and Lord: growing in Love for God, 
God's word, God's people of every 
ethnicity and culture and God's 
purposes in the world. 
Italian Club 
The purpose of this 
organization is to generate and 
encourage interest in the Italian 
language, culture, and civilization by 
means of active participation in 
diverse activities related to the 
latter. 
Japanese Animation Club of Ortando 
To educate students about 
different animations from Japanese 
studios. 
Jewish Student Union/Hillel 
JSU connects students with 
opportunities to learn about 
Judaism through social, 
educational, professional, spiritual, 
leadership, Israeli & community 
service programming. 
John T. Washington Honor Society 
Established in 1996, the John T. 
Washington Honor Society, a 
dynamic group of minority student 
leaders was founded on the basis 
principles of leadership, scholarship, 
and service. Upholding the legacy 
of the late Dr. John T. Washington, 
we seek to question, evaluate, and 
raise the standard of education for 
the African-American student 
Juggling aub 
To provide a fun environment 
for students to learn and share the 
art of juggling. It should also be of 
primary importance to share their 
interest with the community. 
Kappa Kappa Psi . 
Kappa Kappa Psi is a fraternal 
Latin Rhythm . 
The purpose of Latin Rhythm is to 
foster a greater understanding of the 
Latin culture through dance, giving the 
UCF community an opportunity to 
perform a variety of Latin dances while 
encouraging leadership and 
community service. 
Men of lnte:grity 
To unify individuals of all 
backgrounds while at the same time 
push them to become self-motivated 
and build up a certain level of self-
respect for themselves. The members in 
Men of Integrity wifl,strive to be the 
intelligentsia of society. 
National Press Photog~phers Assn. 
The goal of this chapter is to open 
students up to the world of 
photography, be.it still, video, or film. 
The hope is to promote ethics and 
aesthetics in photography, while 
offering chances to learh technique 
through critiquing, discussion, and field 
trips. 
organization that pr,omotes the LEAD Scholars Association Mexican American Student Association 
advancement of college and The purpose of LSA shall be to To promote Mexican cultural National Society of Black Engineers 
university bands through dedicated foster a spirit of cooperation among the awareness, provide a network and 
support system for Mexican American 
students' academic and personal 
development, promote multicultural 
awareness though the incorporation of 
all students, regardless of ethnicity, in 
presenting programs to aid tolerance 
and the interaction with other Hispanic 
and other multicultural organizations . 
To increase the number of 
culturally responsible black engineers 
who excel academically, succeed 
professionally, and positively impact 
the community. 
. service anq. s1,1ppo'it to bands; scholars resulting in the full participation 
compr!;!hensiv~ ed1.1cation; of all members in this program and also 
leadershipopportUnities; antj- within organizations throughout the 
recognitiof:i. fur the .benefit ofits · - University community.The benefit of 
. meml;>ers ailt;l .society.. . · this program to the students is the 
· . /,::.. · ·'. opportunity to interact with other 
Karate.Cfub .. : _:·· . · · · · · '' ... .. : ::· . ·=. · $dents having diverse and different 
· · National Society of Collegiate Scholars 
. -The !<afii!e Cl(Jb is open to the · ~_,backgrounds in leadership roles. 
The National Society of Collegiate 
Scholars was established on the 
principle that which scholarship comes 
a responsibility to obtain leadership 
UCF Faculty/Staff/Students. · · 
Students must have a .;;Vhite karate 
uniform a'?d w~nttc{study Shito-
Ryu karate in ·P:~ ahd f!.m 
environment. ·s!tfd~!'lts ~ust_ follow 
class rules fpr i.~struc;ti_o?/safety. 
: ... · ... . 
Kite Surfing Association 
To offer a chance for students 
to enjoy the sport of kite surfing 
and to meet other people involved 
in the sport. 
Knightcast.o·rg . . · 
To provide UCF students with a 
media forur:n that is repres~ntative 
· of all the i::lillerse cultures found at 
UCF. 
Knight Cruisers 
To promote and support the 
sport/hobby of auto showing, 
racing, and tuning. 
Korean Student Association 
To promote and organize 
social, cultural, and academic 
activities for new and current 
members of the Korean Student 
Association and assist in . 
community services in any way the· 
KSA may be capable. 
Lacr0sse Oub (Women's) 
To represent and spread 
know'ledge of women's sports at 
UCfi thr ug~ competition against 
other schools by playing women's 
lacrosse. 
Lacrosse Club at UCF (Men's) 
To further the interest, 
particiRation, recruitment, and 
advancement in the sport of Men's 
Lacrosse at UCF and in the 
community by providing the 
leadership and guidance of club 
members at the University of 
Central Florida. 
Lambda Alpha Epsilon 
Lambda Alpha Epsilon is a 
criminal justice fraternity open to 
all students with an interest in the 
criminal justice field. The 
fundamental objective is to 
promote greater understanding 
between UCF students and 
professional criminal justice 
agencies. Students in the · 
organization participate in 
numerous campus activities and 
criminal justice events such as 
crime scene competitions, national 
conferences, SWAT Round -Up, and 
the criminal justice career fair. 
Lasers and Electro-Optics 
Society (LEOS) 
LtOS shall advance the 
interests of its members and the 
laser, optoelectronics, and 
photonics students community by 
providing opportunities for 
information exchange, research, 
education, and professional 
development; disseminating 
info.rmation regarding grants, 
fellowships, and awards available to 
students within the LEOS field of 
interest; serving as its advocate 
within UCF, the broader scientific 
and technical communit}t,and 
society at large. 
Libe!'fy Knights 
A dub supporting liberty through 
political activity. 
Lutheran Student Fellowship 
To provide an opportunity for 
Lutheran students tb worship together 
in Christian fellowship. 
Mgmt lnfonnation System Association 
The purpose of MISA is to foster 
among students a better understanding 
of the vital business role of information 
systems, the proper relationship of 
information system to management, 
necessity for a professional attitude 
among members and to supply 
members with current and relevant 
information in the field of MIS. 
Masters in Social Work Student Assoc. 
To encourage a positive relationship 
between the graduate & social work 
students, professors and the community. 
Materials Research Society 
~posure of students to Materials 
Research and publicity of UCF in a 
global Materials 8esearch environment. 
Muslim Students Association 
To serve as a platform for all Muslim 
students, faculty, and st'!ffon campus 
and to spread awareness of Islam, 
aimed towards diversity on campus. 
National Arts Educators Assoc. (NAEA) 
To assist present and future art · 
educators with current and relevant. 
practices within the field. 
National Organization of Women (NOW) 
To take action to bring women into 
full participation in the mainstream of 
American society by exercising all 
privileges and responsibilities there in 
truly equal partnership with men. This 
purpose includes but is not limited to 
Constitutional Equality in job 
opportunity, political and social 
structure, reproductive and lesbian 
rights. Combating racism and violence 
against women. 
National Pan-Hellenic Council 
To serve as the governing body 
over the nine organizations of NPHC 
and develop unity along with 
Brotherhood I Sisterhood. 
and a duty to perform · 
National Society of Minorities in Hosp. 
To dedicate itself to the 
development of intensive programs 
for increasing ethnic minority 
participation in the field of hospitality 
management. These programs will be 
initiated both within and outside the 
university community and will serve to 
strengthen relations between the 
professional industry and the minority 
community. 
National Student Speech 
Language Hearing Assoc. 
lhe purpose of the National 
Student Speech, Language, and 
Hearing Association, is to encourage 
professional interest among university 
students in the study of human 
communicative disorders.To provide 
resources regarding professional info 
and vehicle for student representation 
in matters of professional concern. 
Accent Reduction for non-native English-speaking 
students/professionals who desire to communicate more effectively 
in American English. Throughout this eight-lesson course, trained 
professionals work with students in both individual and small group 
settings (6-8 students) to address all aspects of speech. 
Further.more .. each student receives pre- and post-speech 
assessments. a diction tape of a per®nalized list of target words, 
and a course certificate of completion. 
Want ta c1m11u11ca11mare1111c11r11.r.s 
o Small classes, individual attention 
a Intensive., month...,fong course 
(8 classes) 
o Dates: September 2-26 
October 6-30 
November 3-26 
Mondays & Wednesday 5:00-6:30pm 
Tuesaay & Thursday 12-1 :30pm 
.(407) 823~5515 fo,r more information 
cmms@maitu~tedu. Center fo.r Mu.ltilingual 
MUiticuiturai Studies 
UCF. Main Campus MMC Bldg 81 (behind the Barbara Ying Center) 
·~ . 
~'Experienced ~ers, 
Innovative Ideas!" 
We,, the current Student Govemmenr 
A$sociation leaders, are dev-0ted to continuing_ 
the traditions of student excellence. We-believe 
the primary resp(>nsibilify of SGA is to offer the 
programs and ,services that ~ou_, the studepts, 
want Our mission is to make SGA a valuable 
resource for the.student body byincteasing ser-
vices to students in the area of campus life, by 
becoming_ the your voire for student concerns, 
- ~d by creating an envrromp.ent conductive to 
. learning, mutQ.al respect, individual and collec- -
, hievement, acce -~ce and un~erstand-
UCFCommnnjty 
· UeF Card Discounts at Surround'mg Businesses 
MainCampos Support for Branch Qm}pus Events 
-ucF Paraphemaliam Surrounding Businesses 
Hign School Outreacn Program . 
UCF Day :in the Community 
Involve the COmmunify_ in UCF Dance Marathon 
Community Task Force 
Btirig a Reasonably Priced-Ororecy Mart to Campus 
Lake.Oaire f!nprovements 
Shelters for Campus-ShuVJ-e Stops 
SafeRide Program 
UCF Aeadenrirs 
Facilitate Textbook Exchange 
Freshmen Survival Kit -
- Online Teacher and Course Evaluations 
Roundtable Discussion With Faculty Senate 
-Otganize Fortune 500 Job Fair With 
All-Florida Colleges -
Sign Language Recognized for 
Foreign Langu_ a ige Requirement 
Q>pmmnity Service Hours on School Transcripts 
W)lo's Who at UCFPublication and Scho4u'shiP 
Meet the Dean Sessions 
Plus Only Grading System 
)didKnight Breakfast 
JJCF Awm0o'i & Adyocaty 
State of the Campus Address 
Information Line for Current Events 
cabinet Committee System 
Student Government Newsletter 
Additional Electronic Marquees 
Expand lnfonnation and Feedback on SGA Website 
Publicize Student Accomplishments and 
Awards -
Strong Student Representation on All · 
University Committees 
~udicial . Eqnitab~l~e~Fee~s ~fOt~_i@_ ~on~9& 
Iniprove Police Student Relations 
- UCF Campus Services 
Establish UCF Traffic Court 
Support "Knightcasf' A Student RWlRadio Station 
Additional Student and Oub Spare in Student Union 
Modify KnightCycle Recycling Program 
Golf Cart Transportation for Temporary Disabled 
Make CqJies of All Textbooks Available in 1he U.brary 
Increase Graduate Assistantships 
Increase RA Compensation Package 
Extended hours for the Health Center 
Increase Orientation Team Compensation 
l'f o School No Tickets 
UCF Athletirs & Traditions 
Lobby for More NCAA Athletic Teams 
Student Buses to All Home Football Games 
Free Student Parking at the Citrus Bowl 
Pep Rallies for All Sports 
Lighting for 'Intramural F' elds 
Support Spirit Police 
.Black and Gold Fridays 
Homecoming Tradition of Knightmare 
UCF Founder's Day Celebration 
KnightRiders Away Mission 
... 
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Navi~ators (The} Office of Student Activities Optical Society of Amer. Student Chap. Outlanders Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society Photographic Association 
o provide a non- Provides programming, To promote the discipline of Pursue outdoor recreation and We are a professional society that To facilitate the education and 
denominational Christian community service opportunities, Optics through an organized effort of adventure in a fun environment. promotes the study of history appreciation of the photographic 
atmosphere to serve Christ by leadership development, and study, research and discussion. We through the encouragement of arts for students at the University of 
reaching, discipling, and equipping student organizational assistance in shall disseminate the knowledge of Paintball Association research, good teaching, publication, Central Florida. lifetime laborers to know Christ and an effort to enhance student life, the field of Optics to the general To present UCF at tournaments and the exchange of learning and 
to make Him known through contribute to enrollment growth and public and further the professional and give every student a chance to ideas among historians. Pi Sigma Alpha Nat. Political 
succes§J.re generations. establish collegiate learning development of all our student try the sport and be a part of a team. Science Honor Sode!}' 
experience for students at the members. Phi Beta Lambda The purpose of Pi Sigma Alpha is 
NORMLatUCF University of Central Florida. Paddlin~ Club ,To bring business 'lid education to stimulate scholarship and Our mission is to create Order of Omega To ring together students from together in. a positix,orking intelligence in political science. 
awareness about marijuana laws and Office of Under~raduate Studies The Order of Omega recognizes UCF to enjoy paddling sports, and to relationship throug innovative 
their relation to constitutional rights Supports t e academic mission those fraternity men and women go on paddling excursions leadership and career development Pi Tau Sigma (Delta Sigma Chapter} 
on and around UCF in order to help of the university, assisting in who have attained a high standard of throughout the Southeast. programs. We are the premier To encourage and recognize 
bring about the eventual curriculum development and review, leadership in interfraternity activities,_ organization for student leaders superior scholarship, to foster the 
decriminalization of the possession, in co-:curricular planning and and encourages them to continue Panhellenic Association (Council} preparing for careers in business. high ideals of the engineering use, and cultivation of cannabis. programming, and in enhancing the along this line.This organization The UCF Panhellenic Council profession, to stimulate interest in 
effectiveness of other units and helps create an atmosphere where serves as the governing body over Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia (Mu Eta Chapter} coordinating departmental activities, 
Objectivism Club at UCF faculty in their efforts to provide ideas and issues can be discussed the 9 NPC Chapters and acts in To encourage and actively to promote the mutual professional 
- Fans and advocates of Ayn outstanding undergraduate openly across Greek lines and helps accordance with the NPC promote the highest standards of welfare of its members, and to 
Rand's ideas can enjoy the company education. work out solutions. UNANIMOUS AGREEMENTS and creativity, performance, education, develop in students of mechanical 
of like- , o'mded individuals in this policies. and research in music in America. To engineering the attributes necessary 
club. Offidars Association Org. for Future Public Administrators instill in all people an awareness of for effective leadership and taking up 
Helping improve the quality of It is the mission of the Parking Services music's important role in the the responsibilities of a citizen living 
Office of Graduate Studies officiating of its members and Organization for Future Public A multi-faceted, auxiliary service enrichment of the human spirit. in a democracy. 
Almost 7,000 students enrolled providing professional caliber sports Administrators to provide organization that is committed to 
in 91 graduate degree programs and · officials to local recreational sports developmental and educational providing exceptional custo"!'er PhiS' maPi Potter's Guild 
69 graduate certificate programs.A leagues.- opportunities for its members and to service characterized by P~i Sigma Pi shall be a co-ed The promotion of ceramics in 
prominent player in graduate· promote student in~erest and professionalism, teamwork and national honor fraternity founded addition to providing ceramic raw 
education nationwide, offering Omiaon Delta Epsilon Economics Soc. involvement in Public accountability. This division provides . upon a basis of superior scholarship materials to students currently 
innovative corporate partnerships, The missioR of this organization Administration. assistance to the University with the purpose of encouraging enrolled in ceramic courses. 
academic, professional, and social world-renowned faculty, and cutting- is to recognize scholastic Community through the Motorist 
edge research. achievement in economics, Orientation Team Assistance Program. ideals in carrying out the purpose of Pre-Dental American 
emphasize the professional aspects The Orientation Team are students Phi Sigma Pi. The organization shall Student Dental Association 
Office of International Studies of ecoAomics as a career field, and selected from a group of applicants PC Gaming Enthusiasts Club constantly strive to encourage three The goal of the Pre-Dental ASDA 
The mission of the Office of establish closer' ties between based on their academics, leadership To provide an environment for all ideals: scholarship, leadership, and is to help students at UCF learn 
International Studies (OIS) is to students and faculty in economics. skills and campus activities. They go types of students to enjoy computer fellowship. about the field of dentistry. Helping 
facilitate the identification, through months of training before games. The organization will sponsor students to get where they want to 
development, promotion, Omicron Delta Kap~ orieriting your student for a successful and encourage events, competitions, Phi Theta Kappa be is the mindset of UCF's ASDA. coordi~-ion, execution, and support The purpose of Omicron Delta experience at UCF. and conferences to promote interest Phi Theta Kappa assists in the 
of quality international activities Kappa is to recognize students-who and involvement in the PC Gaming transiti()() from the community Pre-Med American 
related to the mission of the have attained a high standard of Orthodox<hristian ~ Enthusiasts Club. college to the university. Medical Student Association 
University of Central Florida (UCF). efficiency in scholarship; athletics; .To provide an access to all To prepare pre-medical students 
campus or community service; social Orthodox and non-orthodox students Phi Alpha Delta Law Fratern. Philosophy and Rel?tion Oub Cocoa for medical school through . 
and religious activities; campus to join together and enjoy spiritual Service to the student,~ The mission o this organization involvement, information, exposure, 
government; journalism; speech and unity and fellowship to strengthen the school, the profession, and the is to provide leadership and and experience. 
mass media; creative and performing ties between the Eastern and Oriental community. educational opportunities for its 
arts. Orthodox churches, and, finally, to mem~rs and to promote student 
make aware to the general public interest' in philosophy and religion, as 
about the Orthodox churc;l:l. -- well as broaden the understanding 
surrounding philosophy and religion. 
FREE LEGAL SERVICES 
STUDENT 
LEGAL 
.SERVICES I I I I I 
MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT! 
Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for damages at rentals 
around UCF is quite common. Here are 5 steps to help secure. your chance 
of getting some or all of your deposit back and not being overcharged when 
you move out: 
-v READ THE LEASE! 
o Look at your lease carefully. Most state that you must inspect the 
unit at the time of move-in. If there is a deadline for giving a list 
of problems back to the landlord, make sure you get it back to the 
landlord by the deadline. 
~ INSPECT EVERYrHING! 
o The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection sheet. · 
If not, make your own list, stating exi$ting pr9blems within 
each room of the unit. Be very specific ... note everything major 
and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition of mattress, 
furniture, walls, blinds, countert9ps, EVERYTHING! 
~ MAKE A COPY! 
o Be sure t-0 make a copy of the completed inspection sheet 
BEFORE giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place 
during·the duration of your lease. 
~ TAKE PICTURES! 
o To further protect yourself from being charged for damages 
existing when you move in, take photos of all common areas, 
your room, and bathroom~ Photograph any current problems 
with the condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and the 
lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). Take 
more pictures when you move out. Print the photos with dates! 
~ INCREASEYOURCHANCES! 
o By taking these steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing:-: .· 
damage when you move out. And you will be able to prove which · 
damages were there at the time you moved in, i{Jlfo. damages 
claimed against your deposit are disputed: / < "' . 
~.stulegal .. sdes.ucf .edu 
If :.ou haw an:. questions or problems with your lease. call 407-82;1-:2;):~8 to set up an appointment or\ isit Student Resource Center room 1.1.) :-donda_\ - Frida_\ 8am-:;p111. 
We assist \\'ith selt•cted an'as of Lnr. inlcudinµ, landlord/tE'nant. consumt'r. criminal. traffic. & more. Qul1lifiPd stucl('nts can n'cw\ t' free consultation & representation. 
~ F11111lccf h.11 kti1·it11 S· Sen-ice J-('e thr11uyh !ht' :--it11dent (;nr'L'l'll11lt'llf \.,_~11c·1u/1un 
• 
~ 
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Pre-Physical Ther~py . . 
To provide students with peer 
·support while giving them the 
opportunity to participate in team 
building. It is also the mission of the 
pre-PT club to expose the pre-
professional students of UCF to the 
. various areas in Physica\ Therapy. 
.·· ~· :; 
·;;~:,~Pre-Professional American Latino 
Medical Association 
To ensure that UCF pre-
professional ~tudent info and 
resources needed to qualify for 
admissions of.professional schools. 
~ Pre-Professional Medical Sociefy 
The Pre-Professional Medical 
. Society serves to foster t he growth 
of pre-:professional students at UCF 
through community service 
opportunities, academic resources, 
and interaction with other pre-
professional students and 
professionals in the community. 
---
_printing Services 
Need something printed right 
away? Do you have a deadline to 
meet? One of our services can · 
assist you in all of your document 
needs. The key to our success is 
customer satisfaction. 
Progressive Council of UCF 
Providing a vehicle for forward 
thought on the campus of the 
University of Central Florida and the 
greater Orlando area. This 
, organization will perform this ta~k 
by maintaining an alliance of 
progressive clubs a~ UCF. 
Psi Chi Cocoa 
To encourage, stimulate, and 
maintain excellence in scholarship 
and advances in the science of 
psychology. 
Psi-Chi National Honor 
Society in Psychology Daytona 
The purpose of Psi Chi is to 
encourage, stimulate, and maintain 
excellence in scholarship of the 
individual members in all fields, 
particularly in Psychology andto 
advance the scienc~ of Psychology. -
Psi-Squared Club 
To promote the well-being of 
MA Clinical Psychology students 
both in graduate school and 
beyond by providing volunteer 
opportunities for these students in 
the community; networking 
opportunities with professionals in 
~he community; providing 
opportunities to attend conferences 
such as the South Eastern 
Psychological Association; providing 
opportunities to interact among 
"Peers in the program; and provide a 
chance to work together as a group 
on projects focused on the 
betterment of the community. 
Psychological Society 
Providing insightful information 
about the intriguing field of 
Psychology. 
Psychology Club (Cocoa) 
Expanding members 
knowledge of psychology. 
Quotes: The AO/PR Club 
Quotes is a professional club 
open to any UCF student. When 
students join Quotes they also 
ecome student members of the 
Florida Public Relations Association. 
We welcome all majors interested in 
the advertising and PR field. 
· R Generation 
The mission of this organization 
is to build a new generation to 
revive the nations. 
Radiologic Sciences Student Org. 
To provide members the 
opportunity to attend professional 
conferences and meetings while 
providing service to our 
community. 
Reach Peer Education 
Your campus resource for 
college health issues including: safer 
sex, drugs, alcohol, sexually 
t ransmitted diseases, and body •. 
image. 
Semper Fi Society · · · ' 
Our objective· is to prepare 
ourselves ~s officers in the Marine ' ' 
. Corps. We 'Jvill rei:eive and 
disseminate policies, doctrines, and · 
vital information pertine'nt to better. 
· understanding future 
READS at UCF responsibilities as officers ofthe 
R.E.A.0.5. stands for Reachi.ri.g . Mifrine Corps. We will help to 
for Equality, Awareness, and · · · '· ·promote good fellowship and 
Diversity through books. ·cultivation of the social virtues 
...... . 
Rebuilding on a Conservative 
Komerstone (ROCK) ·· 
among our members and all others 
in whom we come in contact with 
at our university. · 
A conservative, non-partisan 
educational organization dedicated Sigma Alpha Iota· . 
to the promotion of conservative' , , A music fraternity for wo_m~n 
· I d"d · · ty '.•;' · whosepurposesaretofoster 
princip es an 1 -·~~s ~~.socie · · ·'. interest in music and to promote . 
:•. . social contact among persons . Recycle UCF , ( · · h · · t t · s"' -. To provide leaqetship ahd s anng an m eres m mu ic. . 
servic~ opport1;mities for its 
members as well as to work 
. :j 
towards increasing recycling efforts . 
Sigma Delta Pi Spanish Honor Society 
To honor those who attain · 
on campus. 
Red Cross Club 
The Red Cross Club will develop 
and offer services that address 
critical human, health, and safety 
needs of the communities, which it 
serves and are consistent with the 
American Red Cross mission. 
Registrar's Office 
Provides enrollment, graduation 
and information services to 
students, alumni and the university 
community. 
Rho lambda 
Rho Lambda is a National 
Honor Society for women who are 
initiated members of Greek Social 
organizations. We recognize the 
involvement and scholastic 
achievements of these women 
through this organization. 
Rotaract Club of Ortando at UCF 
The purpose of tl!_e.Rotaract 
Club of-Orlando at UCF is to provide 
an opportunity for young people to. 
enhance the knowledge and skllts 
that wlll assist them in personal 
development, to address the 
physical and social needs of their 
communities, and to promote 
better relations between all people 
worldwide through a framework of 
friendship and service. 
Rowdy Knights -
-To give students an . 
opportunity to show their school 
. spirit in a group setting. 
Rugby Club (Men's) 
Our goal is to promote the 
sport of rugby at the collegiate level 
and to represent UCF as athletes, 
gentlemen, and scholars while 
making lasting friendships. 
Rugby Club (Women's) 
To participate and promote the . 
sport of rugby. 
SailingOub 
To provide leadership ani:I 
educational opportunities for its 
- members and to promote student's 
interests and involvement in the 
Sailing Club sponsored events, 
competitions, and conferences. 
Sangam: The Indian 
Student Association 
To cultivate social well-being of 
Indian American & International _ 
Students Communities. Maintain 
the rich traditional & cultural 
heritage of India. Arrange cultural 
· get-togethers and help 
international students. _ 
Saxophone Collegium 
To provide leadership, 
community involvement, and 
educational opportunities for its 
members and to promot~ student 
interest and involvement in the 
Saxophone Collegium sponsored 
program meetings and festivals. 
excellence in the study of the 
Spanish language and in the study 
of the literature and culture of the 
Spanish speaking people. 
Sigma Tau Delta English Honor Society 
To promote the appr~iation -
and scholarship in the lit~rary arts, .. 
and form community amon·g 
students who share this love for 
language. 
Skateboard Cub at UCF 
To promote the interest in all 
types of skateboarding among:UCF 
students, faculty, and staff in a safe, 
fun, non-<:omJ)etitive atmosphere. 
Society for Human ResOurce 
Mgmt.Student Chapter . 
To assist students in their quest 
for Human Resource positions both 
in Florida and throughout the 
couritry by providing our SHRM 
members with networking 
· · . opp6rtunities. -
Sodety for Marketing Prof. Sel'.Vices 
· To provide and promot~ th~ 
·' Professional and educational. 
advancement of persons-Seeking 
careers in the field ·of m~rketing 
professional seniices. 
Society of A~ornotive Engineers 
It shall be our endeavor to 
accomplisl'l our mission by 
representing UCF through positive 
participation in collegiate design 
competitions, supporting the 
community, and achieving more 
international recognition . 
Society of Hispanic Professional 
Engineers (SHPE) 
SHPE promotes the 
development of Hispanics i~ 
engineering, science, and other 
technical professions to achieve 
educational excellence, economic 
opportunity & social equity. " 
Sodefy of Physics Students 
The purpose· of this chapter 
shall be the advancement-and 
diffusion of knowledge of the 
science of physics and the 
encouragement of student interest 
in physics throughout the academic 
and local communities. 
Society of Women Engineers 
- To strengthen our membership 
and to promote professionalism 
and service in the community. 
Spanish Graduate Association (SAGA) 
The RUrpose of SAGA is to 
foster the growth of Spanish 
students and any student who may 
be interested in Spanish Language 
a.nd culture through an academic 
and professional environment. 
SPIE Student Ch-apter at CREOL 
$PIE-Student Chapter at 
CREOUSchool-of Optics/OCF is part 
of the CREOL "CAOS" along with 
similar chapters of OSA and · 
IEEE/LEOS in an effort to combine 
the activities related to optics and 
lasers at UCF:-
-CA.TH .C>LIC 
CAMPUS 
M I N I S T RY 
Mass, Sundays, 
8:30 p.m. 
,· Student Union 31 6CD 
Fr. David Scotchie 
·rt;iti::kt! 
Free-Falun Gong Qigong Classes at UCF 
-~ Sui~l_e for all ages 
~ Relieves stress> creates harmony 
~ tn!Proves health, cleanses. the body 
e Increases wisdom and improves morality 
~ Plo':1_1o~.-spiritua1 growth and enlightenm.enr 
Falun Gong:Js a .framtional form 9f qigong, exercise and 
medltatlQn1 ·based on the universal principles of Truth, 
Compassion, and Tolerance. It is the most popular qigong 
style in th~ world, with more than 100 million practitioners. 
. . ··a.au dally, 8 am betwNn the Math a Phys/cs 
: .. ~s~lng and the Ubrary.. Classes are always ltee. 
~:~~;~~~:=~:·! ;.·.;.~ _. 
Call Jared at {407)41 5-8384, el'l'.laif~·earman@mac.com,or vis·tt www.fal 
.. · ·.:· 
·· Connecting the UCF Community: 
1. :· • 
··Brown v. Board of lducai1on 
Guen Speaker: Gary Orfield 
Foremost.Authority on Brown v. Board of Ed~cation 
September 11, 2003 • 7:00 p.m. 
UCF Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom 
Gary Orfield, Distinguished Professor of Ed1.1cation at Harvard University, ~ounding 
co-director of the CiVil Rights Project at Harvard and author of numerous articles and 
books, includihg Dismantling Desegregation (1996) and Diversity Challenged(2001). 
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· ~University o· . Central Fl rida 
·Parking and . 
Transportation 
Ser 1 · 
Pennlts MUST be o deted o· ine, 
and can be picked up at the South 
Garage or mailed to our home. 
Dally permits are available. 
.vewe asslstanfJ offet,'fd (·:· " :, ~Parking e .tees~<-
. . _·, ·• Jumpstart your ca · · 
· •Call a tow ·truck 
• 1nftateti 
a~n~~-~~~~~~~·Q ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~----~ 
• Pega its ·Poi~te 
• Pegasus landing 
•Jeff rson Commons 
• . arch Park 
· (otleg Station 
• Arbo Ap rtm nts 
• VUlage at Alafa,a Oub 
>·,ParkingServi utlours: ·=~~53:~ Drive 
.::;:_ ,"°n-Thurs:7:30un~.., 6· P~m .. . _ • _Boardwalk- . 
• CoHegiat Villa e tnn 
• Northgate L kes 
• Rtverwtnd 
.... _:· frlday:7:30am.-s P'"DL . -· . • TivoU 
· ~ : \ : .How to get your parking permit 
Order your padttng · 
permtt onJlne at .. 
www,parking.ucfedµ 
((omptete tnstruc.ttOns 
are online) . ", . ~ · · 
Pay f~r your permit 
.- :t Avoid th" Ho~ PiJY tmUt1~ withfiedit \Md And 
. . hivf ~fJ)ru'fl'd · rnrufed to )IOU. . 
· • r-ay ~.Ji~iimt4lptto pick up your PffIDJt 
•Pay with Ptm>MJ d~tk1 c· tur fil!dtt Citrd flt 
Piirkltlg Stivk:~ ijftktt .,: 
Your'permit must be ordered onliti.el 
·• ·WWW.parking.ucf.edu 
· Forhtfocall.~._·(~07) 82 -5812 
. . , . 
. · .  · ...• · . 2003-D4parklng pennl,t1~ bl avlillo,ble July 14, 2003 • 
. . . ~· .. : : .· . 
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Student Academic Resource Center 
S.A.R.C provides high-quality 
academic support programs, 
including Supplemental Instruction 
(SI}, tutoring, academic advising for 
Pegasus Success Program and · 
College Achievement Program 
students, and various other 
programs and services to UCF 
students to support the goal of 
providing a quality education at the 
University of Central Florida. 
Student Accounting Society 
To expose accounting and 
other pre-pr.ofessional business 
students to careers in accounting. 
Student Athlete Advisory Committee 
To enhance the academic, 
physical, and development of 
student-athletes cit UCF,as well as, 
foster an active communication 
network between the students-
- athletes, administrators, campus, 
and community. 
Student Athletic Trainers prganization 
To enhance the knowfedge of 
UCF students whose goal is to 
become a certified Athletic Trainer 
in such areas as continuing 
education, professional 
involvement outside classroom, 
and interaction with other allied 
health professionals. 
Student Coundl for Exceptional 
Children (COCOA} ~ 
To promote the welfare and 
education of exceptional children in 
the public school and communlty. 
Student Council for Exceptional 
Children (Orlando} 
To improve educational 
outcomes for individuals with 
exceptionalities. 
Student Entrepreneur Society 
To reach out to the students of 
UCF in lnfonning and preparing 
them for entrepreneurial 
opportunities. 
tuden1 Fla. Educators Assoc. (SFEA) 
SFEA's goaJ is to help 
developing teachers be prepared 
for dealing with today's diverse 
student population and to prepare 
future teachers to be infonned -
leaders who can move themselves, 
the profession and NEA forward. 
Student Government 
The UCF Student Government 
represents student views on issues 
affecting UCF, and it promotes 
progressive changes to create 
improvements in campus life. 
Student Government provides a 
vanety of free services to students 
and allocates funding from the 
Activity and Service Fee (a student 
fee) to agencies, dubs, and 
organizations on campus. 
Student Health Information 
Management,Assodation 
To promote careers in Health 
Information Management. We will 
work with faculty, administration, 
and professionals in the field to . 
encourage a continuing quality :.. -
HIM program. 
Student Health Services 
The-Realth Center provides 
basic outpatient medical care for 
acute and non-acute illnesses and 
injuries. I_! also provides physical 
exams; men's and women's clinics; 
immuni?ations; complete x-ray, 
laboratory, and pharmacy services; 
- and telephone medical advice 
(Consult-A-Nurse). 
Student Legal Services 
Student Legal Services seeks to 
provide students with advice and 
consultation ·includin_g court 
representation in selected areas of 
law such as consumer,-
landlord/tenant, simple wills and 
non-criminal traffic. 
Student Managed Portfolio Program 
To provide a select group of 
students with an opportunity to 
gain practical experience in 
managing an investment. 
Student Nurses' Association 
To aid in t he development of a . 
professional nurse, provide 
programs representative of 
fundamental and current 
professional interest and concern. 
Student Personnel Association 
To provide undergraduate and 
graduate students with the 
opportunity to collaborate with 
oth~rs who are interested in student 
~ffairs at a college or university. 
S~dent Philosophy Society 
. - To_.serve as a resource to its 
members and the schools by acting 
as an organ for the critical 
discussion of philosophical topics; 
the enrichment of students thro49h 
direct involvement w ith peers of a 
common interest; and development 
of inter-collegiate social skills with 
other universities' respective clubs. 
Student Physical Therapy ASsociation 
Promoting the profession of 
physical therapy. Creating "' 
awareness about physical therapy 
through sponsored events & 
attending national conferences. 
Student RespiratotyThera~ Society 
To promote ttie field of 
respiratory care and 
cardiopulmonary medicine and to 
foster a learning environment for 
students interested in the 
professional field of medicine. 
Student Wellness Advocate Team 
Our mission is to provide 
effective wellness experiences for 
every student at UCF, which will 
enhance the quality of their 
education and prepare them for a 
future of positive-personal ·choices. 
Students for the Exploration & 
Development of Space 
Expand and diversify Florida's 
Space Industry thr9ugh the design 
and development of space payload 
and satellites. 
Students for Life 
To educate the University 
community about pro-tife and 
related issues according to the 
Gospel of Life, to promote the 
fundamental human rights of every 
human being and to provide 
support to families affected by, but 
not limited to, abortion. 
SurfOub/Team 
To provide a social venue where 
people with the same interest can 
hang out and raise money for the 
spring National Championships . . 
Swin Knights ~ ~o promote and educate 
students· on swing dance history 
and culture. 
Table Tennis Club 
To allow students from the 
University to organize and compete 
with students from other 
universities, as well as h_one their 
own skills amongst one another. 
Members of the club will also be 
given the chance to socialize and 
discuss relevant issues pertaining to 
college life. 
Tabletop Gaming Club 
Providing a place for UCF 
students to gather and engage in 
the purs_uit of our common hobby, 
and reaching out to the community 
of fellow hobbyists. 
Tae Kwon Do Club at UCF 
This club shall attempt to give 
its participants self-confidence 
through mastery of traditional 
technique, develop self-control in all 
areas of life, and cultivate a black 
belt attitude among the members. 
Taiwanese Student Association 
To preserve and disseminate 
Taiwanese culture, to promote 
understanding and friendship 
among members, the UCF 
community and other college 
communities through intellectual, 
cultural, social, and athletics. 
Tau Beta Pi 
We are the Florida Delta 
Chapter of the National 
Engineering Honors Society, Tau 
Beta Pi. We represe11t all the 
engi!)eering discipl.ines and major~ 
through schol~rship. 
Tau Beta Sigma Zeta Psi 
"Tau Beta -Sigma National 
' Honqrary Band Sorority provides 
service to collegiate bands, 
encourages the advancement of 
women in the band profession, and 
promotes and enriches an 
appreciation of band.music 
through recognitior:i, leadership 
devetopment, and educatior:i of its 
members." 
Tau Sigma Transfer Honor Sodety 
Tfiis organization was 
established to recognize ·the 
c;tcademic achievement of students 
transferring to the University of 
Central Florida from another _ 
academic institution and to 
encourage and promote 
involvement at UCF, especially in 
activities and programs that assJst 
Other transfer students in making a 
successful transition." 
Team Cliiropractk ~ 
. To have honest. health-
consdous members educate 
students about the benefits of 
chiropractic and to further the 
opportunities for those interested 
in the chiropractic profession. 
Tennis Cub 
To enjoy and gain an 
understanding for the game of 
tennis. We participate· in tennis 
events in the confmunity and 
against other Sctfools. All levels of 
players are involved and welcomed. 
Trial Team 
Provide insight into the 
litigation process for all members; 
"Bridge the Gap" between 
theoretical courses and the actual 
practice of law; strengthen its 
membe~oral and written 
communication skills as they relate 
to the litigation process; expose 
students to the trial process to 
better prepare them for law sch09I 
and a possible careerJn litigation. 
Turkish Student Association 
To provide awareness and 
interest in the Turkish culture, to 
improve relations between Turkish, 
American and·other cultures and to 
improve educational and social 
opportunities for its members. 
UCF Marketing -
University Marketing is a cllent-
based, service unit of the University 
of Central Florida that provides 
profession~! strategic marketing 
consultation ·and communication 
services to its colleges and 
administrative units ir:r order to 
achieve university goals. 
Ultimate Frisbee UCF . 
Providing the student body of 
UCF with an opportunity to show 
off their abilities at the sport of . 
.ultimate Frisbee, to teach the rules 
and skills necessary to play Ultimate 
Frisbee, and to promote the ideas 
of teamwork, leadership, 
cooperation, and sportsmanship. 
United Nations Association (UNA-UCF) 
The purpose of UNA-UCF is to 
provide a forum of study and 
promote the basis of peace with 
ju?tice, to encourage participation 
in the UN, and to promote the 
ideals of international cooperation. 
United Resident Student Association 
The mission of URSA is to promote 
unity of residents under t he guidance 
of Area Governments through 
educational and social programs. 
University Library 
The University of Central Florida 
Library provides information resources 
and services to the University 
community in a manner t hat supports 
and enriches the institutioo's 
education, research and service 
missions. 
University Life 
University Life exists to enfold 
students into the life of the church, to 
equip them to be agents of change for 
God's Kingdom and to launch a 
movement of the gospel that changes 
the University of Central Florida 
spiritually, socially and culturally for the 
glory of God. 
University Writing Center 
Provides free writing support to all 
undergraduates and graduates at the 
University of Central Florida. We 
routinely work with a variety of 
students, induding freshmen writing 
research papers, international-students 
writing lab reports, and honors 
students writing theses. 
Vegetarian Oub · 
To educate students about the 
benefits of not consuming meat and 
dairy. 
V"Kleo Game Oub 
To deVelop a community of 
members held together by a cOtilmon 
interest -video gameS. The dub seeks 
to actively foster an environment of 
camaraderie and sportsmanship 
between its members ana friends. 
Vietnamese American Student Assoc. 
VASA focuses on giving 
Vietnamese and non-Vietnamese the 
chance to experience the pleasures 
and beauty of the Vietnamese culture. 
Vocal Society 
For students who are interested in 
learning about diverse choral literature 
and performing in choral ensembles, 
this organization provides a w ide 
range of opportunities and offers a 
chance to come together and sing. 
Volleyball Club 
lo promote the sport of volleyball 
through recreational play and 
intercollegiate competition. · 
Volunteer UCF 
Volunteer UCF is an information 
and referral source dedicated to 
community service. Volunteer UCF 
links interested students and student 
organizations with more than 200 
community service agencies and 
projects that best fit their interest, 
talents, and majors. Throughout the 
year, VUCF sponsors several events. 
Water Polo Club 
To get UCF's name out among 
renowned universities in this evolving 
sport. 
Water Ski Team 
To represent UCF in colleglate ski 
tournaments. 
w~ Foundation . 
Dedicated to making disciples of 
Jesus Christ, training those disciples to 
be disciple makers, and equipping 
them to go out and change the· world. 
Winterguard Knights 
To provide leadership, educational, 
and performance opportunities for its 
members t o promote the student 
interest and involvement in the 
Winterguard activity. 
Women in Sport Business 
To establish a professional 
network to create opportunities for 
women in SfJOrtS business and to 
establish relationships with 
community organizations to enhance 
opportunities for women in sport. 
Women's Prayer Band 
The mission of the Women's Prayer 
Band is to continuously intercede for 
our schools, families, and our nation. 
Praying always without ceasi for 
with little prayer little power ana-with 
much prayer much power 
Wrestling Oub 
To provide an opportunity for UCF 
students to continue their wrestling 
career in a state that does not offer this 
opportunity in the state college. 
Xchanging Xperiences (XX) 
To help exchange students at UCF 
integrate into the community and 
enjoy th0eir t ime at UCF. We will be 
open-minded and bro~den our 
knowledge of the world and other 
cultures. 
Young Life 
lo provide fellowship arid ammg 
for its members and to help grow in 
and share their faith with teenagers in 
the Metro Orlando area. · 
Because Writers N~ed R.eaders 
U-ttder~duate Students + Graduate Students + Hqno:rS in th~ Major 
Sfudent Athletes +~ Pegasus Program + Business Writers. 
. Creative Writers + Education 
got 
• • 
r1t1ng 
+ Class Assignments • 
+ Group Projects 
+ Resumes and Portfolios 
+ . Scholarship/ Grad School Applications 
+ Personal Writing 
Visit our website to make an appointment, ~ ~~~~~~~~-n~·-e_w-~am~a~p~o~f=o~ur~l-o~c-a_ti_o_n_,_an~d ~~~~~~··:· . . ·_-.· -~ -find our hours of operation. . ~ 40 823-2197 . . t., 
http:I/www.uwc.ucf.edu 
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C~B: Campus Activities Board. 
, Your source for entertainment events. 
EKCEL: Every Knight Can Excel 
in Leadership: A student leadership 
development program. 
Volunteer l,ICF: The place to go for 
info and referrals on community service. 
